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The focus of this thesis is the development of a methodology to model karst aquifers. First the geometry
of the karst conduits is simulated. Their geometry is controlled by the geology at large scale (geological
model) and by the fracturation at smaller scale (stochastic model of fractures).
Secondly, these geometrical models (3D geological formation together with conduits) are used as base
for flow and transport simulation.
Finally, the karst conduit generator called SKS (Stochastic Karst Simulator) is coupled with the
physical simulation (flow and transport) to investigate an inverse approach which allows to use this
methodology in an uncertainty analysis.
The karst conduits simulation methodology is called pseudo genetic because it mimic the results of the
speleogenetic processes, without simulating all the complex kinetic of karst systems genesis, like reactive
transport, calcite dissolution and precipitation. In this approach, the karst conduits are simulated by
approaching the physical principle of minimization of energy using a Fast Marching Algorithm. This
algorithm allow to compute the minimum effort path, which is assumed to be the one used by water, and
consequently the preferential dissolution.
Italiano
Lo scopo di questa tesi, e` lo svipuppo di una metodologia di modellizzazione realistica degli acquiferi
carsici. Nella prima parte viene modellizzata la geometria dei condotti carsici. La geometria di questi
ultimi, e` controllata a larga scala dalla geologia (modello geologico) e a piu piccola scala dalla fratturazione
(modello di fratturazione stocastico).
In seguito questi modelli geometrici vengono usati come base per la simulazione di fluidi e trasporto di
contaminanti. E infine, il simulatore di condotti carsici SKS (Stochastic Karst Simulator) e` usato insieme
alla simulazione di fluidi e trasporto per valutare l’applicabilita` di un approcio inverso che permetta di
utilizzare questa metodologia di simulazione.
La metodologia di simulazione dei condotti carsici e` detta “pseudo genetica”, perche` tenta di approssi-
mare la fisica complessa della speleogenesi (come il trasporto reattive, la dissoluzione/precipitazione della
calcite) senza dover risolverla numericamente. In effetti si basa sul principio fisico della minimizzazione
dell’energia, usando un algoritmo di Fast Marching per calcolare il cammino di minor resistenza (cioe`
quello che dovrebbe seguire l’acqua). In pratica questa metodologia simula dei sistemi carsici maturi,
direttamente nel loro stato finale.
Franc¸ais
Le but de cette the`se est le de´veloppement d’une me´thodologie de mode´lisation des aquife`res karstiques.
Premie`rement, la ge´ome´trie des conduits karstiques est simule´e. La ge´ome´trie de ces conduits est controˆle´e
a` large e´chelle par la ge´ologie (mode`le ge´ologique), et a` plus petite e´chelle par la fracturation (mode`le
stochastique de fracturation).
Deuxie`mement, ces mode`les ge´ome´triques (formations 3D et conduits ensemble) sont utilise´s comme
base pour la simulation d’e´coulement et de transport.
En dernie`re partie, le simulateur de conduits SKS (Stochastic Karst Simulator) est couple´ avec la
simulation d’e´coulement et transport pour investiguer une approche inverse qui permette d’utiliser cette
me´thodologie dans une e´tude d’incertitude.
La me´thodologie de simulation des conduits karstiques de´veloppe´e ici se base sur une approche dite
“pseudo-ge´ne´tique”, ca`d qui mime les re´sultats des processus de spe´le´oge´ne`ses, sans pour autant simuler
toute la dynamique complexe de ces processus, comme la dissolution et le transport re´actif de calcite, etc.
Dans cette approche pseudo-ge´ne´tique les conduits karstiques sont simule´s par une physique approche´e,
qui se base sur le principe de minimisation de l’e´ne´rgie. L’eau se de´place dans un milieu en cherchant
le chemin de moindre re´sistance. Ce principe est utilise´ ici, par l’utilisation d’un algorithme de Fast
Marching, qui permet de calculer le chemin de moindre effort.
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Deutsch
Das Ziel dieser Dissertation besteht in der Entwicklung einer Methode zur Modellierung von Karstaquiferen.
In einem ersten Schritt wird die Geometrie des Karstsystems simuliert. Im grossen Massstab wird die
Geometrie des Karstsystems durch die Geologie bestimmt (geologisches Modell), in kleinerem Massstab
durch Klu¨fte (stochastisches Modell zur Kluftgenese). In einem zweiten Schritt wird dieses Modell als
Grundlage fr die Modellierung von Grundwasserstrmung und Stoffransport im Karstsystem verwendet.
Schliesslich wird die Simulation des Karstsystems mittels des Karst-Simulator (SKS, Stochastic Karst
Simulator) mit Simulationen von Grundwasserstrmung und Stoffransport gekoppelt, um einen inversen
Ansatz zu untersuchen, der es erlauben wrde diese Methode im Rahmen einer Unsicherheitsanalyse zu
verwenden.
Die hier entwickelte Methodik zur Simulierung von Karstaquiferen basiert auf einem sogenannt ”pseu-
dogenetischen” Ansatz, weil sie speleogenetische Prozesse nachbildet, ohne die komplexe Dynamik dieser
Prozesse, wie Auflo¨sung und reaktiver Transport von Kalzit etc., im Detail zu simulieren. Die Karstgenese
wird in dieser Methodik vielmehr durch einen Ansatz angena¨hert, der auf dem Prinzip der Energiem-
inimierung beruht. Dabei wird ein Fast Marching Algorithmus verwendet, um zwischen den Stellen
mit Wasserzuflu¨ssen ins Karstsystem und den Karstquellen den Weg des geringsten Widerstandes zu
berechnen.
Extended Abstract
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Karst aquifers constitute an important source for drinking water, even though they are highly vul-
nerable to contamination. Protecting karst water resources is in many ways challenging. The dissolution
of calcite by infiltrating water produces preferential flow paths (conduit networks) within these aquifers.
A key difficulty in understanding and protecting karst aquifers is that the temporal dynamics of karst
systems are often dominated by these large conduits. However, the location of and structure of these
dominant features are typically unknown, undermining quantitative, predictive approaches are inevitable
for a solid risk management, the knowledge gaps on karst systems constitute a major impediment for
a reliable protection of these critical resources. Stochastic approaches have proven their efficiency in
uncertainty estimation in many other fields of application.
The present thesis proposes a new methodology to model karst aquifers, in a stochastic framework.
The resulting models are consistent with the actual knowledge about these aquifers and their particular
genesis processes (speleogenesis).
The proposed methodology is divided in several steps: first a geological model is built, to model
the large scale geometry of the aquifer. Secondly the initial heterogeneities (inception horizons) of the
aquifer formation are modeled stochastically, because they influence the small scale geometry of the
conduits network. Then the stochastic conduit networks are simulated using the physical assumption
that the water follows a minimum effort path while minimizing the total energy of a system. Finally,
these models are used to simulate flow and transport. They can then be used in an inverse framework to
estimate the uncertainty.
To build the geological model we use an already existing geological editor: Geomodeller3D®. This
geological editor uses an implicit approach. The output of this kind of tools, provides on the one hand
the information about the 3D localization of karstifiable formations, and on the other hand information
about their orientation. This last information is used to generate stochastic Discrete Fracture Networks
(DFN) with the following approach: the theoretical families of fractures that are expected in a folded
environment are modeled with consistency with the local geological orientation. The fractures (simple
rectangular planar objects) are first modeled in an unfolded environment, and then placed in the geological
model and rotated according to the local orientation of the geology. We use the gradient of the geological
potential field of the implicit geological model to retrieve the information about the geological orientation,
and then to build a new vectorial base, which will be used as rotation matrix. The fracture number and
size are distributed according to a power law as defined in the Universal Fracture Model (UFM) for the
dense regime.
The stochastic conduit networks are modeled using the pseudo genetic methodology developed in
this thesis: after the geological model, and the initial heterogeneities are built, a study of the regional
hydrology / hydrogeology is conducted to identify the potential inlets and outlets of the system, the base
levels and the possibility of having different phases of karstification. The conduits are then generated in
an iterative manner using a fast marching algorithm. A probabilistic model can be used to represent the
knowledge available and the remaining uncertainty depending on the data at hand. The conduits are
assumed to follow minimum effort paths in the heterogeneous medium from sinkholes or dolines toward
springs. The search of the shortest path is performed using a fast marching algorithm. This process can be
iterative, allowing to account for the presence of already simulated conduits and to produce a hierarchical
network. The final result is a stochastic ensemble of 3D karst reservoir models that are all constrained by
the regional geology, the local heterogeneities, and the regional hydrogeological/hydrological conditions.
Several levels of uncertainty can be considered (large scale geological structures, local heterogeneity,
position of possible inlets and outlets, phases of karstification). Compared to other techniques, this
method is fast, accounts for the main factors controlling the 3D geometry of the network, and can be
conditioned to available field observations.
These networks are then used to simulate flow and transport with the finite element code GROUND-
WATER. The conduits are meshed as pipe element that follow the edges of the 3D elements of the
matrix. In the conduits, turbulent flow is simulated using the Manning-Strickler equations. The radius
of the conduits is computed as a function of their hierarchical order. A lumped parameter model is used
to model the recharge function. The flow boundary conditions that are used are: prescribed head [m]
boundary conditions for the springs, prescribed nodal flux [m3/s] boundary conditions for the point inlets
of the aquifer (dolines, sinkholes), and prescribed flux at element faces [m/s] boundary conditions or a
source term [s−1] for the diffuse recharge. The diffuse recharge represent only a small percentage of the
total recharge. The point recharge is distributed over all the inlets depending on their catchment area.
Transport transient simulations are used to simulate the tracer tests. A standard workflow is used: first
the head results of a flow steady state simulation are used as initial head for the transient long term
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(years) flow simulation. Secondly, several transport simulations (their number depend on the number of
tracer tests that have to be simulated) are run. Their initial head field is given by the outputs of the
transient flow simulation. Their duration is short compared to the transient flow simulation (only several
weeks, or months, depending on the rear tracer tests results).
The flow and transport simulations and the geometrical realizations can be combined in an inverse
framework. Here the proposed inverse workflow is to produce many (hundreds) geometrical realizations
(conduits networks), and then to optimize the flow parameters of each one and study the uncertainty on
this base. In this thesis, two numerical tests have been done to estimate the feasibility of this framework.
The goal of the first test is to investigate the possibility to retrieve physical and geometrical parameters
using an inverse framework. A systematic analysis is made using 2D karst simulations. The conduits
are represented by equivalent porous medium (EPM) cells crossed by a conduit of a given radius. 150
geometrical realization (150 pseudo-genetic models) have been generated. For each realization 120 possible
combination of two physical parameters are systematically tested (radius of the conduits and matrix
hydraulic conductivity). This ensemble of 18’000 simulations is then compared to a reference simulation
to investigate the importance of including transport simulation (tracer tests) for the computation of the
objective function φ. The results of this test show that including the transport results in the computation
of φ can improve consistently the inverse results. To test the robustness of the approach, every simulation
is successively used as reference simulation. This shows that in general good parameters are found.
They also show that the parameter that is best characterized (with less uncertainty) is the conduit
radius. The second test has been made with the aim of investigating the ability of a standard parameter
estimation algorithm based on a Levenberg-Markquardt method to retrieve the good physical parameters
of a realization. In this case, only transient flow is simulated. The results shows that this kind of
algorithm can be used in this case, and that it allows to save a considerable CPU time in comparison
with systematic search.
Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1 Motivations and state of the research
Karst aquifers are a very important freshwater resource for mankind. Biondic et al. (1995) show that
they provide 35% of Europe drinking water. According to Ford and Williams (2007) they cover about
25% of the total drinkable water of the world. In Switzerland, this correspond to around 18% of the
drinking water supply and 66% of Canton Neuchaˆtel (Spreafico and Weingartner, 2005). Karst aquifers
are highly heterogeneous: they are composed on the one hand by low permeability limestone matrix,
and on the other hand by highly conductive features created by the preferential dissolution of calcite
(Ford and Williams, 2007) which are known as karst conduits and caves. These features may lead to
geotechnical hazards especially in civil engineering, e.g. in tunneling or dam construction in karst regions
(Milanovic, 2004). The conduit networks are very efficient in draining water, which leads to very high risks
of pollution of spring water (Daly et al., 2002; Andreo et al., 2006). Most of the vulnerability assessment
techniques used nowadays for the protection of karst system are based on GIS procedures (Ravbar, 2007).
The current tools do not allow to consider the uncertainty (and consequently the risk neither) associated
to karst aquifers. In a typical karst system, the matrix is assumed to have an important storage role,
because it represents more than 90% of the total volume of these aquifers. The high permeability features
represent a small total volume, but because they are highly interconnected they are responsible for more
than 90% of the discharge of karst aquifers (Worthington et al., 2000). This highly conductive aspect can
be problematic also in petroleum industry for paleo-karstic reservoirs (Corre, 1994).
The high permeability features in karst aquifers are produced by speleogenetic processes. Filipponi
et al. (2009) have shown that that preferential flow paths do not occur randomly in the aquifer. They are
very often initialized on inception horizons, which are preexisting discontinuities within the karstifiable
formations, before the speleogenetical processes started. These discontinuities are usually particular
bedding planes and fractures (Filipponi et al., 2009). The preferential dissolution of calcite along these
horizons often lead to the formation of well developed karst conduits networks or huge caves (Palmer,
2007). Again, the currently available modeling techniques for karst aquifers, do not (or not sufficiently)
consider these particular horizons, and are difficult to condition with consistency to a complex geological
model.
One way to characterize aquifers in other hydrogeological environments (e.g. in porous media aquifers),
and to produce forecasts, is to use analytical or numerical models. Unfortunately, the very complex
nature of karst makes them very difficult to model (Bakalowicz, 2005). Several authors (e.g. Bakalowicz,
2005; Ford and Williams, 2007; Palmer, 2007) have stated that modeling karst aquifers including conduit
networks and realistic physics that would pragmatically represent existing karst aquifers, represent a
challenge that is not realistically achievable or difficultly believable in term of results. Nonetheless many
authors have already worked on karst modeling.
Many authors have already developed models to simulate the physics of flow and transport in karst
(Kira´ly et al., 1995; Kira´ly, 2003; Eisenlohr et al., 1997; Cornaton and Perrochet, 2002; Jeannin, 2001;
De Rooij, 2007; Shoemaker, 2010; Reimann et al., 2011). According to Ghasemizadeh et al. (2012) who
give an exhaustive review of the main existing techniques, two main types of approaches exist: lumped
and distributed models. Lumped models do not try to solve the complex physics of the karst systems; they
aim to properly reproduce time series (usually spring discharges) by black-box models, transfer functions
or neural networks models. These models have proven efficiency when the goal is only to reproduce the
time-series within the range of already observed events, but they do not provide any spatial information
about the distribution of physical parameters and processes. They are also less reliable when used
outside of their calibration range because they are not based on any physical ground (de Marsily, 1994).
On the opposite, distributed parameter models aim at reproducing the physics of karst aquifers, such as
mixed turbulent flow in the conduits and laminar flow in the matrix. A third type of models aims at
understanding the speleogenetic processes. They are called genetic models, and include all the complex
physics and chemistry of karst conduits formation (Kaufmann, 2009; Dreybrodt et al., 2005; Gabrovsek
and Dreybrodt, 2010; Worthington et al., 2000; Annable, 2003). These models are done to study the
processes, but they are not suitable for uncertainty quantification, because they are computationally too
demanding to produce a multitude of realizations of conduit networks.
For the authors that focus on the simulation of flow and transport using distributed parameter mod-
els, one of the biggest challenges is the ability of producing a satisfactory conduit network (De Rooij,
2007). Several authors have already developed numerical tools to generate the conduits. Because of the
uncertainty related to the localization of the conduits, several stochastic methods have been developed.
Jeannin (1996) reviews several existing techniques that have been used to model the geometry of karst
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conduits. These techniques included geostatistics, fractal simulation, and random-walk techniques. Jean-
nin (1992) used a fractal generator to develop realistic karst paths. His simulator is an iterative algorithm,
which subdivide the length between several points with respect to the fractal dimension, and generate
conduits of variable directions between them. Jaquet and Jeannin (1994) used a geostatistical approach
to model the conduits, using the same conduit density like a real karst network. One mature random-
walk based model is the one developed by Jaquet (1998), i.e. a lattice gaz automaton simulator based
on the Langevin transport equation: walkers are sent through the medium and erode it progressively.
The hierarchical structure is modeled by attracting the walkers by the conduit system simulated at the
previous iteration. This simulator was coupled later with flow simulation (Jaquet et al., 2004) and showed
the benefits of coupling a stochastic karst generator with flow simulation. Ronayne and Gorelick (2006)
propose the use of a nonlooping invasion percolation model to simulate branching channels (analogous to
karst conduits). Bailly et al. (2008) are principally interested in flow simulation and generate a fissured
porous media using Boolean algorithms, with 3D objects (fissures/karst) embedded in a porous matrix.
Fournillon et al. (2010) uses sequential indicator simulations in g©cad. Their method is based on a
variogram for the conduits and a proportion between conduit/no-conduit facies, the conduits are simulated
as an indicator function. To enhance the results they provide an alteration map of carbonates to increase
the probability of generating karst locally. This approach has the advantage to be easy to apply using
already existing tools, but is not optimal to produce realistic networks. Furthermore it lacks the ability
of connecting inlets and outlets.
Henrion et al. (2008) and Henrion et al. (2010b) propose to model complex cave geometries by gener-
ating first a stochastic discrete fracture network and then combining it with a truncated multi-Gaussian
field in order to represent the 3D geometry of the caves around the conduit network. They focus on
the geometrical generation of caves. In their approach, they first generate karst skeleton objects (line
objects), then they compute the Euclidian distance from the skeleton, and finaly they use a random
threshold value to truncate the distance map. In this way they obtain caves with irregular shapes, which
depend on the parameters used for the random threshold. Their approach is very interesting from a
geometrical point of view, but it appears difficultly applicable for fluid simulation. It would need to use
flow simulators that are able to solve the flow in these geometries. This means solving complex turbulent
flow in the caves, considering their small scale geometry.
Mariethoz and Renard (2011) consider karst conduits as 1D tortuous lines composed by segments
of given length. They infer the statistics of strike and dip of the segments from real caves data and
simulate them using high order discrete Markov processes. This approach can be conditioned to known
inlets and outlets, and also to geological properties within a certain limit. Collon-Drouaillet et al. (2012)
developed a method that allow also to connect inlets and outlets; they use another approximated physic
(pseudo-genetic) karst simulator, similarly to the one developed in this thesis. Their generator takes the
inlets and outlets of the system as input data, and search for the minimum effort paths between them.
Instead of using a fast-Marching algorithm as proposed in this thesis, they use the A? algorithm (Hart
et al., 1968), but the general concept is very similar.
Pardo-Igu´zquiza et al. (2011) first generate statistically several karst segments (their number depends
on the simulation size), and bind them toghether later by using a modified diffusion-limited aggregation
method. They consider vertical histograms for the presence of conduits (inception horizons), but do
not include real geological observations on specific layers in the model. Finally, Erzeybek Balan (2012)
develops a vectorial based multiple-point geostatistics (MPS) method that can be used in a non-gridded
domain to reproduce the statistics of karst conduit networks, based on point datasets. First, she infers
the MPS statistics from real cave datasets, and then reproduces the pattern. She applied the results of
this kind of model to a paleokarst oil reservoir with good results. This example shows that karst modeling
can be useful also in oil industry. The application of the last approach in a complex geological model
appears difficult. Moreover, the inclusion of the knowledge about inception horizons (Filipponi et al.,
2009) and other known important concepts for speleogenesis are not accounted for.
Unfortunately, the majority of these authors do not present flow or transport simulations based on
their models, which is important because the resulting networks should produce realistic response when
trying to match with observed data in the field. On that purpose Kova´cs (2003) inferred the characteristics
of a karst aquifer by an inverse approach. Even if the latter used 2D simulations, he shows the benefits
of coupling physical simulation with geometrical consideration to better understand a system. Moreover,
the techniques seen until these days, have difficulties to reproduce the high connectivity that is typical
of conduit networks, and are often very difficult to condition to field observation; karst conduit models
need to be conditioned to observed presence of springs and inlets (sinkhole, dolines).
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1.2 Goal of the thesis
The goal of this thesis is to develop a methodology to model realistic karst aquifers. The proposed
methodology should model a whole karst aquifer; including geological modeling, and flow simulation.
Ideally, the karst simulator should be coupled with flow and transport simulation and inserted in an
inverse problem framework. This binding could allow to better quantify the uncertainty related with
the models and allow to produce several models based on different assumptions. It should rely as far as
possible on already existing modeling techniques, especially for flow and transport simulation, because
these methods have been extensively studied (Kira´ly et al., 1995; Kira´ly, 2003; Eisenlohr et al., 1997;
Cornaton and Perrochet, 2002; Jeannin, 2001; De Rooij, 2007; Shoemaker, 2010; Reimann et al., 2011).
The previous considerations imply that the first objective of the thesis is to develop a stochastic karst
conduit generator that allows to produce efficiently (in term of computer resources needs) a multitude of
equiprobable realizations of karst networks. The stochastic component of the approach is important to
allow quantifying the uncertainty especially for those karst systems (the majority actually) that are not
explorable by human beings. Uncertainty analysis is crucial for the quantification of risk in many civil
engineering projects. Furthermore the final conduit models must be consistent with the actual knowledge
about karst aquifers, and easy to condition to field observations. The proposed method should therefore
mimic the results of speleogenetic models (Dreybrodt et al., 2005) but without solving the all the complex
physics and kinetics occurring in karst systems: speleogenetic models are very demanding in terms of
computational needs because they solve iteratively transient flow and transport equations, coupled with
thermodynamic and chemistry. The new approach that has to be developed here, should therefore be a
pseudo-genetic (pseudo speleogenetic) simulator. The resulting geometrical models will be constrained
by geological data (such as geological model), and include the actual knowledge about the initialization
of the conduits based on the inception horizons, such as fractures and bedding planes (Filipponi et al.,
2009).
1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is structured in six chapters (chapters 2 to 7). All along the thesis, the different methodologies
that are developed are illustrated on the site of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . The site context is
explained in chapter 2, from regional, geological and hydrogeological perspectives. This chapter also
describes the already existing geological model (Borghi, 2008) that is used as base model in all the
following chapters of the thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the modeling technique that is used to generate the initial discontinuities of the
karstic geological formation. It presents the fracture generator called FRiGID (FRacture Generator based
on an Implicit geomoDel), which produces stochastic simplified discrete fracture networks (DFN) whose
orientation is consistent with the orientation of the geological layers. This is done using the information
about the bedding planes orientation extracted from an implicit geological model.
The following two chapters (4 and 5) describe the pseudo genetic methodology to generate realistic
karst networks, and how it is implemented in the Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS). These two chapters
represent the most innovative part of the thesis.
The next chapter (6) describes how the geometrical models produced with the Pseudo-genetic method-
ology can be used to simulate flow and transport. In particular, an already existing flow simulator called
GROUNDWATER (Cornaton, 2007) is used with the geometrical realizations. A particular focus is given
to the kind of physics that can be used in these models, and on the assignment of boundary conditions
to models for flow and transport in karst.
The last chapter of the thesis (chapter 7) presents the results of some numerical experiments related
to the resolution of the inverse problem in karst modeling. In this Chapter, a possible approach to
investigate the karst by inverse modeling is discussed. The first part of the chapter shows a systematic
analysis which aims at analyzing the identifiability of both physical and geometrical parameters in a very
simplified setup. The second part of this chapter shows how to use PEST (Doherty et al., 1994) for the
estimation of the physical parameters for a given geometry.
The thesis is followed by a series of appendices. Appendix A presents a couple of source code examples
that are cited in the thesis. Appendix B is a compilation of all the known tracer tests that have been
realized in the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel site.
Appendix C is a paper published in Hydrogeology Journal presenting the application of a modified ver-
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sion of the pseudo-genetic methodology to an impressive karst aquifer in the Yucatan peninsula (Mexico).
In this paper a huge amount of aerial geophysics are used to constrain the geometrical karst models.
Chapter 2
Conceptual model and study site
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Figure 2.1: Epigenetic karst conceptual model that has to be modeled in this thesis. Modified from
Goldscheider and Drew (2007)
2.1 Introduction and conceptual model
The conceptual model of epigenetic karst systems (Figure 2.1) states that Karst conduits are formed by
preferential dissolution of given inception horizons. They can only form in karstifiable formations: there
is a geologic control over the large scale structure of the aquifer. Moreover, the recharge processes of
these aquifers are quite complex: on the one hand, a certain percentage of the precipitation infiltrates
through the low permeability volumes, but on the other hand a great part of the recharge occurs on
the form of concentrated (point) infiltration (Kira´ly et al., 1995). The concentrated infiltration has two
forms: autogenic recharge and allogenic recharge. The autogenic recharge occurs when the precipitations
occurring directly on the karst formation are concentrated by the epikarst towards the conduit system in
the dissolutions forms of dolines. Allogenic recharge occurs on the contact between an aquitard formation
on which rivers can flow and a karst formation, where the given river infiltrates directly into the karst
aquifer conduit system through sinkholes. Moreover, at least two distinct zones are present in a karst
conduit network: the vadose (or unsaturated) zone and the phreatic zone (or saturated). The conduits
in the vadose zone tend to follow a subvertical path, while the saturated conduits follow a preferential
subhorizontal path. The flow path between the inlets (sinkholes, dolines) and the outlets (springs) is
supposed to follow a minimum effort path by the physical principle of minimization of energy.
In the present section, the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel (Jura Mountains, Switzerland) is presented,
because it illustrates a typical epigenetical karst system that can be found in the Jura mountains. The
Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel is underlained by a karstic aquifer whose main outlet is the spring of
Noiraigue. It is located about 20 km East of Neuchaˆtel city, in a highly tectonized area of the Jura
Mountains in Switzerland. The site has been studied for more than a century (Desor, 1865; Daubre´e, 1887;
Schardt, 1906, 1908) and very soon the first conceptual models about the spring of Noiraigue behavior
have appeared (Figure 2.2). The first known tracer test in the region to determine the hydrogeolgical
link between the spring of Noiraigue and the sinkhole la Perte Du Voisinage was performed by Desor
(1865).
Starting in the 70’s the first modern studies were carried out by the Center of Hydrogeology and
Geothermics (IGH-CHYN) of the University of Neuchaˆtel (Kira´ly, 1973; Morel, 1976; Gogniat, 1995a;
Atteia et al., 1996; Valley, 2002; Gillmann, 2007; Borghi, 2008; Fournier, 2012). One reason for this
interest is probably related to the proximity of the site with the CHYN.
In this thesis, this site has been chosen to test the proposed methodology. The reasons for this choice
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Figure 2.2: One the first known conceptual models about the spring of Noiraigue behavior and recharge.
From Daubre´e (1887).
were:
1. Existence of a large dataset related to the geology, hydrogeology and climate. This allowed to apply
the methodology without having to acquire too much additional data.
2. Proximity of the site, allowing to collect new data if needed.
3. High level of complexity, allowing to test the possibility of building a realistic model even in a
complex setting.
The methodology proposed in this thesis is fully explained in the following chapters. The present
chapter is intended to give the background information related to the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel site
to minimize redundancy within the rest of the text. Section 2.2 summarizes the geographical, geological
and hydrogeological settings and section 2.3 describes the geological model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-
Martel that was built earlier (Borghi, 2008) and that will be used further in the present thesis.
2.2 Description of the site
2.2.1 Regional situation
The chain of the Jura mountains extends for approximately 350 km in its internal part and 400 km in its
external part. The chain presents an arched shape, and its width varies between a few kilometers to 65
km in its wider part between Besanc¸on and Neuchaˆtel. The Jura mountains are surrounded by tertiary
sedimentary basins: in the North by the Rhein river graben, in the South by the Swiss Molasse basin
and in the West by the “Fosse´ de la Bresse” basin.
The chain is subdivided in 2 main regions, the internal and the external Jura. The Valley of les
Ponts-de-Martel belongs to the internal Jura. The internal Jura consists in a succession of well formed
folds. It is also called “la Haute Chaˆıne” (i.e. the High Chain). The characteristic deformations of this
region are folds, overthrusts and strike-slip faults. The folds are closely related to thrusts. In many cases,
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the folds are fault-propagation folds and fault-bend folds. The strike-slip faults are mainly sinistral and
cut the folds with a high angle. Their orientation is mainly NE-SW in the Eastern part of the chain and
rotate progressively to NE-SW in the western part of the chain. The southern limit of the chain plunges
under the Molasse basin (Sommaruga, 1996).
The Jura mountains have been studied for more that three centuries. Valley (2002) gives an exhaus-
tive overview of the available literature. One of the biggest controversies is the implication or not of
the crystalline basement in the folding process. According to Sommaruga (1996) the basement is not
involved, and the entire chain has moved over an evaporitic formation (mainly gypsum) at the base of
the sedimentary cover in the Triassic formations.
2.2.2 Geographical situation
The Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel has an overall orientation of N45, and is situated in the Jura Mountain
in the Canton of Neuchaˆtel (Figure 2.3). Its length is about 20 km and its mean width is about 3.5 km,
its surface is 70 km2. The central plain of the valley represent 2/3 of its surface, and the surrounding
mountains represent 1/3 of the surface. The altitude ranges between 980 masl and 1439 masl with a
mean altitude of 1065 masl.
The main village of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel is “Les Ponts-de-Martel”. There are several other
smaller villages called “La Sagne”, “La Corbatie`re”, “Martel Dernier” and “Brot Dessus” (Figure 2.3).
The karst spring of Noiraigue is located in the village with the same name, in the Val de Travers valley.
The outflowing water of the spring of Noiraigue flows in an important river of the canton Neuchaˆtel, i.e.
the Areuse river.
2.2.3 Geological settings
The main geological structures are detachment folds that evolved into fault-propagation folds after break-
through of thrusts, with progressive deformation (Sommaruga, 1996). The orientation of their axis are
commonly SW-NE.
The Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel is determined in its NW side by a long anticline which extends
from the SW to the NE very regularly (N60). This anticline forms the chain of Sommartel mounts with
a maximal altitude of 1338 masl (from nb 1 to nb 8 in figure 2.4).
The southern side is more complex. The main SE anticline is quite regular in its NE part (N40),
but has a complex relay structure near the the spring of Noiraigue (point 2 in figure 2.4). In this relay
structure, the anticline rotate from N40 to N110 in a highly fracturated and faulted zone. After this relay
structure, the anticline closes the valley against the NW anticline towards the SE. This anticline forms
the chain of Plamboz -Mont-Racine-Teˆte de Ran mounts (max altitude: 1439 masl).
These two anticline are both overthrusting: the SW anticline is on a regular overthrust with a SE
dip, while the NW anticline is above a back-thrust structure with a NW dip (Borghi, 2008).
Between the two anticlines, the syncline of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel presents a mostly sub-
horizontal dip, and a tertiary sediment filling (Molasse sandstone) of about 300m in the thicker part.
Figure 2.5 present 3 cross-sections across the site. As it can be noticed, the valley tend to narrow in the
NE part because the two anticlines are very close on to each other.
The study site crosses 4 geological maps: i.e. the 1:25’000 map of the Swiss geological atlas Val de
Ruz (nb. 1144), Neuchaˆtel (nb. 1164), Travers (nb. 1163, unpublished) and the 1:50’000 map of the
French geological atlas Morteau.
The stratigraphy is very well known in the region, after 2 centuries of geological studies (Figure 2.6).
In the study area, the outcropping formations go from the top of the Dogger (more precisely the Callo-
vian formation) to the tertiary (Molasse). After the last ice age, glacial quaternary deposits have been
deposited in the center of the valley (Valley, 2002). The most relevant formations for this study be-
long to the Malm. They form the succession of the basal aquitard (Argovian marl formation) and karst
aquifer (Sequanian, Kimmeridgian and Tithonian (Portlandian) limestone formations). Figure 2.6 gives
a detailed log of the local stratigraphy1.
1For more details about the local geology, refer to Sommaruga (1996); Valley (2002); Borghi (2008); Fournier (2012)
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Figure 2.3: Geographical situation of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . Yellow line: Swiss border; red
line: Canton Neuchaˆtel border; Satellite image taken from Google Earth. Modified from Fournier (2012)
2.2.4 Hydrogeological settings
Noiraigue spring (CH-1903: 545’688/200’964, altitude 737 masl) represents the main outlet the Valley of
les Ponts-de-Martel aquifer (Figure 2.3). From a geomorphological point of view, the Valley of les Ponts-
de-Martel is a small endoheric catchment; it is in fact a polje whose totality of the precipitations infiltrates
in the karst aquifer. The outcropping rocks of the catchment are composed by 22.5km2 of quaternary
sediments (31%), 2.9km2 of Molasse and Cretaceous (4.1%), 42.3km2 of Malm limestones (60.5%), and
about 3% of “other”. Morel (1976) affirms that the water of the spring of Noiraigue comes by 65% from
the sub-outcropping limestones, 31% from the peat bogs of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel , and 3%
from the Argovian combes (where Dogger may sometimes outcrop).
The three main aquifers of the region are the Dogger, Malm and Cretaceous aquifer. They are all
karstified. The main aquifer of Noiraigue is the Malm aquifer (section 2.2.3). The mean discharge of the
spring of Noiraigue is 2.02m3/s, with a minimum of 0.15m3/s and a maximum of about 15m3/s (Kira´ly,
1973; Morel, 1976; Fournier, 2012).
The infiltration of the precipitation occur in two ways: diffuse and point infiltration. Diffuse recharge
occurs on the outcropping Malm limestone, while point recharge is localized in the numerous dolines
and sinkholes around the valley (Figure 2.7). Two small rivers drain the plain (aquitard molasse) of
the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel : The “Grand Bied” river, which drains the North-Eastern part of the
plain, and the “Petit Bied” river, which drains the SW part of the plain. Both rivers converge into
the “Bied du Voisinage” river, which infiltrate directly into the sinkhole la Perte Du Voisinage (CH-
1903: 545’725/204’900) which is the main sinkhole of the plain (Atteia et al., 1996) located near to Les
Ponts-de-Martel village (Figure 2.3).
The spring of Noiraigue is located in a highly fractured/faulted zone. Many faults are correlated with
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Figure 2.4: Tectonic situation of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . Legend: 1. Combes Dernier; 2.
Noiraigue; 3. Solmont; 4. La Tourne; 5. Mt Racine; 6. Val de Ruz; 7. Vue-des-Alpes; 8. Somartel; 9.
Combe Cugnets; 10: Neuchaˆtel lake. Modified from PGN (2008).
Figure 2.5: Tectonic cross section of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . The positions of these cross-
sections are located on figure 2.4. source: Atteia et al. (1996)
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Figure 2.6: Stratigraphy of Canton Neuchaˆtel. Compiled from earlier works (Sommaruga, 1997; Valley,
2002; Fournier, 2012) and using the updated international stratigraphic chart of 2012. (A. means Aquifer
or Aquiclude. The Malm and Dogger limestones are considered aquifer formations, the Cretaceous is
considered an aquifer as well, but only at regional scale. Tertiary molasse, Argovian marls and Aalenian
marls are considered aquicludes or aquitard formations.
the rotation of the “Solmont” anticline (Figure 2.4) which can explain the presence of big karstic conduits
in this zone (Gogniat, 1995a). Two small springs are related to the spring of Noiraigue: the “Epinette”
and the “Libarde” springs. These small springs are temporary overflow springs which are active only
during high water. Their discharge are far less than the discharge of the spring of Noiraigue (a couple of
orders of magnitude). These three springs are situated in the Malm reservoir, and located at the contact
between the aquiclude Argovian marls and the bottom of the Sequanian limestones.
The limit of the catchment have first been defined by Kira´ly (1973) on the base of the outcrop map
of the aquiclude Argovian marl formation (74km2). A multitude of tracer tests has been performed
on the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel (presented in appendix B). These tests allow to slightly redefine
the original catchment defined by Kira´ly (1973) as shown in Figure 2.7. The new catchment definition
proposed by Gogniat (1995a) takes into account the dye test made in 1986 near La Corbatie`re (CH-1903:
554727/213601) which reappeared 10km to the N-NE and 25km to the NE from the injection point, but
not at the spring of Noiraigue. In addition, the tracer test performed by (Matthey, 1992) near la Tourne
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Figure 2.7: Noiraigue Spring catchment limit definition. (base map: 20m DEM)
(CH-1903: 550777/204413) shows a connection between this zone, which is unexpectedly connected to
the spring. The hydraulic connection crosses the Argovian aquiclude somehow, probably because this
region is highly fracturated. The retained version of the catchment definition is the one proposed by
Fournier (2012) (blue surface in Figure 2.7). With respect to the catchment of Kira´ly (1973), its surface
does not change consistently: Kira´ly (1973) catchment extension was 74km2 and the new one is 73,5km2.
This is important to keep the total water-balance consistent. One dye test is located outside the spring
of Noiraigue catchment approximately 7km to the North of the spring. It has not been considered
in the definition of the catchment because its author advanced the hypothesis of the contamination of
the samples (appendix B) and because successive dye tests from the same location didn’t confirm this
connection (Gogniat, 1995a).
All around the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel a multitude of dolines are present. Fournier (2012) has
mapped them using GIS processing of the new high resolution (1m) DEM of the region and manual
verification. Their local catchment has also been computed by computer assisted techniques, and will
be used later to evaluate the flow boundary conditions in section 6.3.5. These dolines occur often in the
contact zone between the Malm aquifer and the aquitard tertiary molasse fulfillment around the Valley
of les Ponts-de-Martel , and also in contact zone between the Malm aquifer and the argovian aquiclude
(Gogniat, 1995a). The dolines are also visible in Figure 2.7.
2.2.5 Available hydrogeological data
Spring hydrograph
When studying karst aquifers, one of the most important set of observation data is the spring hydrograph.
The spring hydrograph during the interest period had several missing data, because of instrument failures.
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Figure 2.8: Measured and reconstructed discharge at spring of Noiraigue
a) b)
Figure 2.9: data reconstruction technique validation for the spring of Noiraigue discharge. a) recon-
struction using linear correlation. b) reconstruction using MPDS
Fortunately, the Areuse river hydrograph was known for these periods. Gogniat (1995a) shows a good
correlation between the Areuse discharge measured in Saint Sulpice village and the discharge of the spring
of Noiraigue.
In this chapter, a method that uses the Multiple Point Direct Sampling (MPDS) geostatistical algo-
rithm is used to reconstruct the missing time series part. The MPDS algorithm is described in Mariethoz
et al. (2010) and its use for the reconstruction of missing data is described in Mariethoz and Renard
(2010).
Unlike other multiple-point geostatistics algorithms (e.g. Strebelle, 2002; Straubhaar et al., 2011;
Zhang et al., 2012) which allows to simulate only categorical variables (e.g. facies), the MPDS algo-
rithm allows to simulate continuous variables, like e.g. the porosity of an heterogeneous aquifer. The
algorithm needs a Training Image (TI) to “learn” how the variable is spatially distributed. Furthermore,
an additional auxiliary variable can be provided. This variable provides to the algorithm a trend that
can influence the simulation of the primary variable. In common geostatistical applications, the primary
variable can be e.g. a flow property (like the porosity) and the auxiliary variable a geophysical measure-
ment. If both TI (i.e. a TI for the primary property and a TI of the corresponding auxiliary variable)
are provided, and if the auxiliary property is known for the simulation domain, the MPDS simulation
results are more accurate than without the auxiliary variable.
Here, the primary variable is the spring discharge hydrograph. The training image is the spring
hydrograph where it is known. The known part of the hydrograph is also used as conditioning data for
the reconstruction simulation. The auxiliary variable is a stream or spring in the neighborhood, which
is well correlated with the current spring. The auxiliary variable has to be defined over the domain that
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has to be reconstructed, and on the training image domain. The known part of the spring of Noiraigue
hydrograph is used as training image and as conditioning data, while the hydrograph of the Areuse is
used as auxiliary variable. The role of the auxiliary variable is to influence the results of the simulation
where there is a great lack of conditioning points in the primary variable, which is the variable that
is simulated (in this case the spring of Noiraigue hydrograph). The resulting hydrograph is shown in
Figure 2.8. In this case, only one equiprobable realization of the MPDS algorithm is shown.
Another way to retrieve the missing data has been tested as “reference method”: the computation
of the missing data by linear correlation. The correlation straight line between the spring of Noiraigue
discharge QNrg (m
3/s) and the Areuse river discharge QAr is given by:
QNrg = 0.30 ·QAr + 0.47 (2.1)
with a linear correlation coefficient R2 of 0.84.
To validate the resulting reconstructed data for both techniques the available data from January 1st
1996 to January 1st 1997 of the spring hydrograph has been simulated. The hydrograph simulated with
the MPDS algorithm shows a significantly better results (Figure 2.9) than the linear correlation method,
which in this case systematically overestimate the discharge, while the MPDS gives a very good fit. The
reason of this better fit is that it is very well influenced by the auxiliary variable.
Borehole data
In the 70’s, 6 deep boreholes have been realized in the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . Their depth
is comprised between 200 and 450m. They have been realized on the border of the tertiary cover to
investigate the limestone formations (Morel, 1976). Five of these wells have been monitored by Morel
(1976) from 1971 to 1974. Gogniat (1995a) reactivated 4 of these wells in the first half of the 90’s and
monitored one of them again. The data about these boreholes are presented in tabular 2.1. These two
studies give interesting hypotheses about the hydraulic connections and behavior of the Noiraigue spring
and these boreholes. Fournier (2012) tried also to reactivate the borehole of Martel Dernier, but it was
stuck at 150m depth.
According to Morel (1976) and Gogniat (1995a), the boreholes of Brot-Dessous (BD), Petit-Martel
(PM), and Combe Cugnet (CC), present a very similar hydraulic behavior (head variations), which
are very closely correlated with the spring hydrograph. A direct hydraulic connection between these
boreholes and the spring of Noiraigue is therefore very probable. The location of these boreholes is
visible in Figure 2.7.
Borehole X Y Z Depth. Years* Hmin Hmean Hmax
Petit Martel 548013 206735 1007 365 72 741 749 768
Brot Dessus 546750 203740 1019 450 72 / 97-98 738 741 760
La Sagne 552192 210674 1038 216 72 850 875 970
La Corbatie`re 554231 213037 1080 300 72 NaN 890 NaN
Martel Dernier 543584 203740 1023 305 72 831 840 855
* 72: period since 01.01.1972 to 31.12.1972; 97-98: period since 13.08.1997 to 11.02.1998.
Table 2.1: Malm aquifer piezometry. X,Y: geographic coordinates (CH-1903) of the well heads. Z:
altitude of well heads. Depth: expressed in meters from the well head. Years: only one borehole could be
measured by Gogniat (1995a) in 97-98. Hmin: minimal head value (m); Hmean: mean head value (m);
Hmax: maximal head value (m).
With the analysis of the borehole data, Morel (1976) and Gogniat (1995a) have identified three distinct
flow systems:
1. The system of La Sagne - La Corbatie`re
2. The system of Martel Dernier
3. The main system
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The system of La Sagne - La Corbatie`re shows head level which are far superior to the ones measured
downstream (Brot-Dessus,Petit-Martel), and with major variations. Moreover, Morel (1976) has shown
that by low water conditions, both levels tend to a stable value around to 850 masl. This level seems to
him too high to be explainable only by head losses (Morel, 1976, p.69). In fact, the hydraulic gradient,
if the spring of Noiraigue is assumed to be the outlet (distance of 18km), is of about 0.6% (∂H/∂d =
(850− 737)/18000 = 0.006), which is still compatible with head losses.
The head in Martel-Dernier borehole has a variation amplitude which is much higher than the bore-
holes of Petit-Martel and Brot Dessus. These variations can exceed 100m. Moreover, the maximal value
of this boreholes seem to reach a maximal threshold value of 853 masl. Morel (1976) and Gogniat (1995a)
give to possible explanations of this phenomena: Morel (1976) thinks that this borehole shows the head
values in the captive part of the reservoir (under the cover of the tertiary aquitard fulfillment), while the
other two boreholes show the free aquifer zone. Gogniat (1995a) thinks that an hydraulic connection with
the Doux basin is possible because of an higher level of conduits, which activates by high flow conditions.
Unfortunately, this second hypothesis has not been confirmed by a dye test for the moment.
The main system is near to the spring of Noiraigue. The boreholes in this zone (Petit-Martel and Brot
Dessus) show fast head variations which are synchronous with the spring discharge variations. Moreover,
their mean level is closer to the altitude of the spring (737 masl).
2.3 Geological modeling
The model presented here has been developed by Borghi (2008)2. It has been used without modifications
in this thesis. It has been developed from the beginning with the aim to be used in a flow model. The
model has been built with the geological editor Geomodeller3D® which uses an implicit approach to
model the geology (section 3.2.1). This section describes briefly the main modeling choices that have
been made; the model limit and local coordinate system (section 2.3.1) and the simplified stratigraphy
that has been modeled to take into account the main hydrofacies (section 2.3.2). Finally the resulting
model is shown in section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Model limit and local coordinate system
The axis of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel is mainly orientated N45. Therefore, to avoid building
an excessively large model to include the whole catchment of the spring of Noiraigue, the model has
been built in a local coordinate system. The limits of the model have been chosen in order to include the
catchment defined by Gogniat (1995a) and corrected by Fournier (2012) as shown in figure 2.10. The new
coordinate system is rotated (rotation of 45°, rotation center = CH-1903 (0;0)). It is a metric coordinate
system which origin (0,0) is the lower left corner of the model. The maximal extension of the model is
(19’150,11’050).
2.3.2 Modeled stratigraphy
Because the goal of the geological model is to provide 3D information about the location of the hydrogeo-
logical formations, only the the main hydrogeological units are considered in the model. The stratigraphic
log displayed in Figure 2.6 shows a column noted as “A.” which define the main hydrostratigraphy. The
Tertiary molasse is considered as one unique aquitard unit. The Cretaceous succession of karstified lime-
stones and marl horizons is considered as an aquifer formation on a regional scale. In fact the Cretaceous
is poorly defined in the region because of a great sedimentary discontinuity between the Tertiary base
and the top of the Cretaceous formations (66 My). The main aquifer of the study site, which is also
the reservoir of the spring of Noiraigue, is the Malm aquifer, with an overall thickness of around 400m.
This aquifer comprises the Tithonian (called also Portlandian in old terminology), the Kimmeridgian
and upper Oxfordian (also called Sequanian). The middle Oxfordian marls form the Argovian aquiclude
(from local old terminology), with a thickness of 200m. These last two formations are the most relevant
for this model. Deeper the model includes two additional formations, the Dogger aquifer which locally
outcrops in the anticline combes (only the Callovian stage is present as outcrop in the region), and the
Aalenian aquiclude, whose petro-physical properties are quite unknown in the region because of the lack
of outcrops. The Triassic series is the bottom formation of the model (Borghi, 2008).
2see Borghi (2008), chap. 2 for a complete description of the model
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Figure 2.10: Geological model extension based on actual hydrogeological knowledge. (base map: 20m
DEM)
Figure 2.11: Geological model limits. a) CH-1903 coordinates. b) local metric coordinates.
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Figure 2.12: Geological model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel
Figure 2.13: Longitudinal cross-section showing a threshold near to La Sagne
2.3.3 Model construction
The geological model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel has been built using a couple of seismic profiles
published in Sommaruga (1996), all the cross-sections that were available at that time (recently new cross-
section have been made for a geothermics project in the last two years (PGN, 2008). This geological
model includes the information resulting from the geological model built by Valley (2002), who focused
on the southern part of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . In particular, the model of Valley (2002)
has been useful for the highly tectonized zone near the spring of Noiraigue. The thickness of the strata
has been inferred from outcrop field observations. More than 50 conditioning cross-sections have been
necessary to obtain a satisfactory result. The logs of the 6 deep boreholes that have been drilled in the
70’s (Morel, 1976) have also been used.
The 3D model (figure 2.12) allows to better understand and visualize the complex tectonic structure
of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . The central syncline of the valley is bordered by the two main
anticlines. The NE anticline is quite regular at the model scale. It is a backthrusting anticline. The
Southern anticline is very complex. A great part of this complexity comes from the rotation relay structure
that it presents in the zone near to the spring of Noiraigue. This zone is highly fractured and faulted.
Probable role of the geology on water flow
The top of the Argovian aquiclude is considered by Kira´ly (1973) as the base level of the Malm karstic
aquifer. Its geometry is therefore a factor that strongly determines the possible underground flow and
karstification. Kira´ly (1973) mapped the first catchment of the spring of Noiraigue using the geological
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Figure 2.14: Cross section between the sinkhole la Perte Du Voisinage and the spring of Noiraigue
map. He thought that the axes of the anticlines where the Argovian formation is outcropping were an
hydrogeological limit for the flow. While this hypothesis seems to be confirmed in most of the region, in
some cases it has been corrected after successive tracer tests (section 2.2.4).
Borghi (2008) shows with a longitudinal cross-section in the Valley that the threshold seen by Gogniat
(1995a) and Morel (1976) in the head of the boreholes of la Sagne and la Corbatie`re could be explained
by subtile a geological threshold (Figure 2.13). Another geometrical observation on a transversal cross-
section between the sinkhole la Perte Du Voisinage and the spring of Noiraigue (Figure 2.14) is that the
Argovian aquiclude presents a sub-horizontal dip in the center of the syncline and progressively raises a
the level of the spring of Noiraigue. These two observations on the geometry of the aquiclude shows that
its geometry tends to concentrate the flow in the region of Noiraigue in both longitudinal and transversal
directions. Moreover Borghi (2008) shows that the spring of Noiraigue is located in the lowest outcrop
of the Argovian aquitard and that this zone has a particular shape that tends to concentrate the flow.
The role of the North backthrust surface is not completely clear. There is an evident hydraulic
connection between the sinkhole la Perte Du Voisinage and the spring of Noiraigue, which means that
the water crosses or uses this surface. It is not clear if this surface is a preferential karstifiable feature, or
if it simply brings into contact the Malm aquifer of the North anticline, with the Cretaceous formation
in the core of the syncline (as shown in figure 2.14). In this case, the water (an consequently the karst
networks) are connected between the Cretaceous and the Malm under the backthrust surface. The Malm
aquifer is partially captive under the Tertiary aquitard.
2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an overview of the study site that will be used in this thesis as a test site.
The study site is the catchment of the karstic spring of Noiraigue, i.e. the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel .
The catchment extension is about 74km2. The spring discharge is comprised between 150 l/s and 16m3/s
with a mean value of 2m3/s. The three most important hydrogeological formations are the molasse
(sandstone) tertiary aquitard with a thinkness of 300m, the Malm limestone karstic aquifer (400m) and
the Argovian marly aquiclude (200m). Several dolines and sinkholes surround the Valley of les Ponts-
de-Martel , especially near to the contacts between the tertiary aquitard and the Malm formations. The
most important sinkhole is the sinkhole la Perte Du Voisinage, where the Bied river infiltrates into the
karstic formations. In the 70’s, six deep wells have been bore.
The great and reactive discharge variations of the spring of Noiraigue and the results of the tracer
tests clearly indicate that this site is a karst aquifer. Unfortunately, the studies that have already been
done in the region did not allow to precisely localize the karst conduits. This particular issue, shows the
need of development of a methodology to simulate the conduits to allow to determine their localization,
their number and their size on the base of a modeling approach.

Chapter 3
Stochastic fracture generation
accounting for the stratification
orientation in a folded environment
based on an implicit geological
model1
1This chapter is planned to be submitted as article to the journal Computer and Geosciences.
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3.1 Introduction
Natural rock systems are fractured. Fracturing has multiple origins; it occurs when the rock is exposed
to sufficient constraints to break it. Fractures have a significant impact on the hydraulic properties of
the rocks, as they are often preferential flow paths. For this reason, the study of fractured systems
has a great importance in many fields of application: petroleum industry, hydrogeology, waste disposal,
geothermics, etc. Many authors have studied fractured systems, and noticed the relationship between
fracture orientation and the orientation of folded structures (Twiss and Moores, 1992; Bazagette, 2004;
Bellahsen et al., 2006; Zahm and Hennings, 2009). This chapter explains a methodology that can be
used to generate a stochastic Discrete Fracture Network (DFN), in which the fracture orientations are
consistent with the orientation (deformation) of the geological formations.
A wide literature already exists about DFN modeling, and several reviews have been published (Chile`s,
2005; Dershowitz et al., 2004; Jing, 2003; Sassi et al., 2012). The fracture “objects” in the DFN models
are often assumed to be planes (often rectangular or elliptic). In some cases a regional/local strain
analysis similar to Priest (1993) is used (Kloppenburg et al., 2003), or 3D maps of orientation and
density derived from seismic orientation (Freudenreich et al., 2005). Other authors use geomechanical
models in which the fractures “grow” during the deformation process, and the complex interactions
between them (Olson, 1993) can be modeled (Maerten et al., 2000), but these models are very difficult to
condition by field observations, and need high computational resources. More recently, hybrid (stochastic
and geomechanical at the same time) models have been proposed (Mace, 2006), as well as pseudo-genetic
models (Bonneau et al., 2013). These techniques mimic the complex interactions between fractures
without solving all the complexity of the fracturing physics.
While the theory has been an extensive topic of research, it is difficult to find a DFN generator free to
use and independent from an existing geological editor such as e.g. g©cad (Mallet, 1992) or PETREL®.
There are some DFN generator sponsored by the US government like e.g. Smith et al. (2006), or FRAC
(Reeves et al., 2009) which produce 2D oversimplified DFN for MODFLOW. Unfortunately those fracture
generators are often difficult to condition to a geological model, where the fractures are consistent with
the geological knowledge. The fracture generator presented in this chapter is called FRiGID, which stands
for: FRacture Generator based on an Implicit geomoDel.
The proposed code aims to model DFN composed by very simple “fracture objects”, i.e. the fractures
are supposed to be rectangular. These fractures are modeled in folded environments. The resulting
DFN will be generated according to the local orientation of the stratification: the orientation “map” is
extracted from an implicit geological model. In implicit geological modeling, the geology is not modeled
as a multitude of distinct surfaces, but as iso-values of one or several continuous abstract scalar field.
Nowadays there are several implicit geological methods, but two are the most common: 1) implicit
modeling based on the interpolation of a so-called potential field (Lajaunie et al., 1997; Calcagno et al.,
2008), and 2) the GeoChron model (Moyen, 2005). In this methodology the potential field method is
used (section 3.2.1).
The code described in this chapter considers that the potential field is known. It is assumed that
the orientation of the fractures will follow a conceptual model such as the one described by Price and
Cosgrove (1990) or Twiss and Moores (1992) (section 3.2.4). The distribution of the size of the fractures
is assumed to follow the Universal Fracture Model (UFM) (Davy et al., 2010) as explained in section 3.2.2.
The algorithm first generates the fractures in an unfolded environment (section 3.2.4) and then moves
and rotates them into the folded model according to the orientation of the stratigraphy (section 3.2.5).
The chapter ends with a synthetic 3D example of a conform fold as proof of concept for the use of an
implicit geological model as a base for the fracture orientation consistency with the geological folding
orientation (section 3.3) and a demonstrative application to the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel study site.
This fracture generator will also be used later in the thesis. The spatial discretization of the the fractures
is essential for many numerical applications (section 3.2.6) as they will be used later (chapter 5).
3.1.1 Terminology convention used in this chapter
Geological surfaces (fractures or bedding planes) can be described using different terminology conventions
To avoid any ambiguity, the conventions that are used in this chapter are the following:
• strike: orientation of the line representing the intersection between the geological plane and the
horizontal plane, given in degrees (°) with respect to the North, the values of strike can be comprised
between 0°and 360°.
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• dip: orientation of a geological plane with respect to the horizontal plane, expressed in degrees (°),
the values of dip are comprised between 0°(horizontal) and 90°(vertical).
• orientation: normal vector to the given plane , if projected on the horizontal plane, it is perpen-
dicular to the strike vector, it is also perpendicular to the dip.
3.2 Methodology
In this section we describe the methodology that we use to generate the fractures. Our fracture generator
is based on a stochastic approach, the dimensions and locations of the faults are generated randomly.
The probability distribution function (PDF) for the generation of fractures orientations and dip must be
defined by the user. The code allows to use a combination of purely theoretical families of fractures, and
families based on field observations. It is therefore possible to provide a model that is consistent with
the fold orientation, without having field data. This give a lot of freedom to the user.
Several authors have described the different families of fractures that are present in a fold (Price,
1966; Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Twiss and Moores, 1992; Bazagette, 2004; Zahm and Hennings, 2009).
Our approach is based on the Twiss and Moores (1992) theoretical families of fractures (section 3.2.4).
The generation of the fractures is divided into 3 main steps:
• definition of the number and length for the fractures based on a power function, section 3.2.2
• construction of the unrotated fractures , section 3.2.4
• placement of the fractures into the geological model and rotation according to the local orientation
of the structure, section 3.2.5
The information of the orientation of the strata is extracted from an implicit geological model; before
going into the detail of the fracture generator, we give a short explanation of the implicit geological model
that we use (section 3.2.1). This explanation is intended to be just a short overview and is based on the
papers of Lajaunie et al. (1997) and Calcagno et al. (2008).
3.2.1 Implicit geological model
This modeling method is described in Lajaunie et al. (1997) and in Calcagno et al. (2008). This section
is a brief synthesis of these papers which helps understanding the subsequent work.
The implicit modeling approach is based on a potential field P defined over the model domain Ω ∈ R3.
This potential field P (x) ∀x ∈ Ω, is a scalar function defined for each point x of the domain. The gradient
G of the potential can be defined as follow:
Gi =
GixGiy
Giz
 =
 δPδx (xi)δP
δy (xi)
δP
δz (xi)
 (3.1)
In practice, all the points having the same value of the potential Pj(xj) belong to the same geological
interface, and the orientation of this interface is given by the gradient of the potential Gj(xj). In other
words, the gradient of the potential is the normal vector of the geological interfaces. These two pieces of
information are very important, because they are the only ones that are normally known from field data.
The potential field is obtained from field observations by a special type of co-kriging, based on the
differences between 2 values of the potential field Di = P (xi) − P (x′i). The geological interfaces (e.g.
the interfaces between geological formations) are defined as all the points with the same value of P ()
such as P (xa)−P (xb) = 0 if a and b are on the same geological interface. The gradient of the potential
field is normal to the geological interface and is computed with a co-kriging function of the form:
P ∗(x)− P ∗(xref ) =
∑
j
λjG
u
j +
∑
i
µiDi (3.2)
where ∗ refers to the estimate, xref is an arbitrary reference point with an arbitrary value of P . The
only important thing is to compute the relative difference of the value of P for this reference point, and
any other point of Ω. λj and µi are the weights assigned to the gradient and to the difference of potential,
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respectively. Furthermore, to obtain a geology field that shows a succession of several formations, a non
stationary mean is added to the co-kriging function:
m(x) = E[P ∗(x)] =
L∑
l=1
γlf
l(x) (3.3)
where γl is the weight assigned to the value of f
l(x), i.e. the function that will be used as non
stationnary mean, whose can be of degree 0 (constant), 1 (plane) or polynomial.
Finally, merging eq. 3.3 and eq. 3.2 gives:
P ∗(x)− P ∗(xref ) =
∑
j
λjG
u
j +
∑
i
µiDi +
L∑
l=1
γlf
l(x) (3.4)
which is the system to be solved for the interpolation of the potential field.
Figure 3.1 illustrate the concept: in Figure 3.1(a) some conditioning points are given (blue and red
points). These are the points where the position of the geological interface is known. All the points
belonging to the same interface have the same value of P . The gradients of the potential (i.e. the
orientation of the formation) are also given at certain locations, which do not need to be near the
interface points. Looking at figure 3.1(b), we see that the computed potential follows a trend (non
stationary mean), it is constrained by the given values of the potential, and its orientation is locally
influenced by the conditioning orientation data. Figure 3.2 shows a 3D illustration of the orientation of
the geological gradient G in a folded environment.
In this work, we used the software Geomodeller3D®; the resulting geological model is exported on a
regular grid mesh, which contains the information about lithology type and orientation for every voxel.
3.2.2 Using the UFM model for fracture length distribution
One of the most difficult parameters to measure in the field, and subsequently to model, is the fracture
length. Three statistical models for the fracture length (negative exponential, uniform and normal law)
are commonly used in the literature (Priest and Hudson, 1981; La Pointe and Hudson, 1985; Priest, 1993).
Recent statistical studies show that the negative exponential approach is often appropriate (Odling, 1997;
Bour et al., 2002; Davy et al., 2010). For this fracture generator, the fracture length model proposed
by Davy et al. (2010) has been chosen: a multi-scale fracture length distribution model called UFM
(Universal Fracture Model). This model states that most fractured systems can have 2 distinct regimes:
a diluted regime and a dense one. In the diluted regime, the fracture length distribution of the fractures
is not influenced by the presence of the other fractures, while in the dense regime their length is heavily
constrained by the presence of other fractures, i.e. there are interactions between the different fractures.
This implies that their length follows some specific density distribitution. In the present chapter, the
modeled system is supposed to follow the dense regime. In fact, the UFM model is not properly applied
here, as only the power-law about the fracture length distribution derived from the UFM model is used,
but the interactions between neighboring fractures is not properly modeled. The power law of the UFM
proposed by Davy et al. (2010) provides the number of fractures n of a given length l:
n(l, L) = αl−aLD (3.5)
where α (-) is a density parameter, L (m) is the size of the system and D (-) is the fractal dimension of
the observed system . The parameter D is limited by the dimensionality of the system (i.e. it cannot
exceed the dimension of the system, i.e. 2 for a plane and 3 for a volume) but it can be smaller than the
dimensionality of the system and is not necessary an integer. The exponent a is given by the relation
a = D + 1.
Davy et al. (2010) explain that the increasing fracture density during the fracturing process imposes
that the α parameter cannot be considered universal in the diluted regime (the regime with small fractures,
following the terminology of (Davy et al., 2010)) and depends on the maturity of the system. In the dense
regime the interaction between the different fractures greatly constrain the length of the fractures, because
the bigger fractures inhibit the extension of the smaller. In this regime, the law can be considered universal
and α is fully determined by the fractal dimension D. A new parameter γ (dimensionless) controls the
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Figure 3.1: 2D example of the potential field interpolation, based on orientation data (arrows) and
contact data (points) (modified from Calcagno et al., 2008), (a) conditioning points, (b) iso-values of the
resulting potential field are shown. We notice that the iso-values curves are normal to the orientation
given by the gradient of the potential.
Figure 3.2: In a 3D environment, the geological gradient G (arrows) is a vector that is normal to the
stratification.
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influence of the relative orientation between the fractures. In this form the law for the dense regime is
defined as:
ndense(l, L) = Dγ
Dl−(D+1)LD (3.6)
The statistical data collected by Davy et al. (2010) show that the possible range of values for γ is very
restrained (between 1 and 2).
3.2.3 Consideration and integration of field data in the proposed approach
The aim of the fracture model is to be able to reproduce the families of fractures observed in the field.
Because the proposed model rotates the fractures according to the local stratigraphic orientation, the
field observations need to be treated before inserting them in the model. The observed fractures are
therefore rotated into the reference coordinate system (i0, j0, k0) using the inverse of the rotation matrix
R defined by the local stratigraphy orientation (Figure 3.3). To do that, first the rotation matrix must
be defined as follows:
R = (si, sj , sk) (3.7)
with si, the vector with a dip of −θ (from the horizontal plane) and an azimut of −α (from the X axis):
si =
sixsiy
siz
 =
 cosα cos θ− sinα cos θ
− sin θ
 (3.8)
sj , horizontal normal vector to si:
sj =
sjxsjy
sjz
 =
cos(pi/2− α)sin(pi/2− α)
0
 (3.9)
and sk the normal vector to the plane, computed by vector product of si and sj :
sk = si × sj , (3.10)
Figure 3.3: The fractures measured on the field are rotated in the (i0, j0, k0) base using the inverse of
the rotation matrix R defined by the local stratigraphy orientation.
The fracture plane system (fi,fj ,fk) is computed in the same way. It is used to retrieve the rotated
(unfolded) fracture dip θf and dip azimut αf by first computing the values of the unfolded normal vector
to the fracture plane f ′k:
f ′k = R
−1fk (3.11)
which is used to compute the horizontal orthogonal vector f ′j :
f ′j =
−f ′kyf ′kx
0
 (3.12)
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from which αf can be computed:
αf = arccos
(
f ′jx
||f ′j ||
)
− pi
2
(3.13)
θf can be computed from f
′
i :
f ′i = f
′
k × f ′j (3.14)
in this way:
θf = − arcsin(f ′iz) (3.15)
So, all the fractures measured in the field can be normalized, which allows to have fracturation statistics
independently from the orientation of the stratigraphy. This is useful to build fracture networks that are
consistent with the observed fractures families even if the site is very folded.
3.2.4 Construction of the initial set of fractures
The second step of the proposed approach is to build a number n of rectangular fractures of length l as
defined above (section 3.2.2).
Definition of the fracture families in the model
In our model, we use the theoretical families of fractures in a fold as proposed by Twiss and Moores
(1992). This conceptual model indicates that different fracture families will occur, depending on the
position within the fold (Figure 3.4a). Even if this is only a conceptual representation of natural systems;
it provides some guidelines for the definition of theoretical fracture families, which are often actually
observed on the field.
• Conjugate system C1: This system is globally perpendicular to the fold axis: 2 conjugated fracture
system slanting to the strike of the bedding planes and perpendicular with respect to its dip: C1a
and C1b (situation A and D in figure 3.4a).
• Conjugate system C2: This system is globally parallel to the fold axis: 2 subvertical conjugate
fracture systems slanting to the strike of the bedding planes and perpendicular with respect to its
dip: C2a and C2b (situation B in figure 3.4a).
• Conjugate system C3: This system is globally parallel to the strike of the stratigraphy: 2 inclined
conjugate fracture systems (C3a and C3b) and slanting with respect to its dip (situation E in figure
3.4a).
• Conjugate system C4: 2 inclined conjugate fracture system (C4a and C4b) parallel to the bedding
planes strike and slanting with respect to its dip (situation C in figure 3.4a).
• Fractures with ac orientation: Vertical fractures that have their strike perpendicular to the fold
axis and which dip is perpendicular to the bedding planes dip.
• Fractures with bc orientation: Inclined fractures whit a strike that is parallel to the axis of the fold
and which dip is perpendicular to the bedding planes dip.
The fractures systems C1 and ac are typical for fold limbs. The systems C2,C3 and bc are typical for the
fold extrados (extension), while the system C4 is characteristic for the fold intrados (compression).
Figure 3.4a shows the fractures families in the folded environment, Figure 3.4b shows the families in
an unfolded environment, i.e. in the environment that will be used do generate them as explained in the
following sections.
Strike and dip PDF definition
Each of the fracture families described above are given for a theoretical case. In practice, the fractures
are never perfectly parallel between them. Therefore in our approach, for every family the user has to
define a particular PDF. In the case of an uniform distribution, upper and lower bound values for both
strike and dip have to be provided, and in the case of a normal distribution, the mean value and standard
deviation have to be provided. When each fracture composing the initial set is built, a random value of
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the fracture families in: a) the folded environment (modified from Twiss and
Moores, 1992), b) in a unfolded environment (see section 3.2.4). The colors are only meant to identify
easily the families in the stereoplots.
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dip and strike is retrieved from the PDF of the family which the fracture belongs to. Moreover, if field
observation are available, the fracture families that have been observed can be imported in this model
following the methodology described is section 3.2.3.
Inital coordinates of the fracture vertices
Each initial fracture is generated after its length and its orientation information are defined. As shown
in Figure 3.5, the fractures are defined as being rectangular, and their initial vertexes (the 4 bounds of
the fracture) are computed. Their length on the horizontal plane l is given by the UFM (section 3.2.2),
and their second length (in the dip direction) is given by d = a ∗ l, with a a user-defined (or random)
ratio. The vertices coordinates xi with i ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3:
xi = x0 +
−−−→x0xi =
xiyi
zi
 (3.16)
and are computed as follow:
x0 =
00
0
 , x1 =
dx1dy1
0
 , x2 =
 dx2−dy2
−dz
 , x3 =
dx1 + dx2dy1 − dy2
dz
 (3.17)
with dx1 = cos(α)∗ l and dy1 = sin(α)∗ l (where −α is the strike of the fracture with respect to the i axis)
are the components of −−−→x0x1. dx2 = sin(α) ∗ d′, dy2 = cos(α) ∗ d′ , and dz = sin(θ) are the components
of −−−→x0x2 (with d′ = cos(θ) ∗ d and θ the dip of the fracture). Finally −−−→x0x3 = −−−→x0x1 +−−−→x0x2.
Figure 3.5: The 4 initial points of the basic “fracture object”, xi with i ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3], see the text in
section 3.2.4 for the explanation of the other symbols
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3.2.5 Placement and rotation of the fractures
After the initial fractures are built, they are translated one by one into the 3D model, and then rotated
according to the local stratigraphy orientation. Clearly, if a geological editor that do not allow to know
the structure orientation is not usef, this step is not possible, and the fractures would be kept with the
original orientation.
Translation of the fractures inside the model
Let us consider one fracture previously generated. Before moving it, its gravity center c is computed:
c =
1
4
3∑
i=0
xi (3.18)
as well as the lag vectors vi, which are the vectors between the gravity center c and each point xi of
the fracture:
vi = xi − c (3.19)
To be able to use the orientation information, we export our model from Geomodeller3D® in a voxel
grid. For every voxel, the information available is a code indicating the geological formation Fg (where
g ∈ 1, 2, ..., ng with ng the number of geological formations in the model), and the gradient G of the
potential in the voxel. The combination of these 2 pieces of information allow us to define several rules
for the generation of the fractures. The first rule is a given family of fractures will develop only into certain
specific formations, e.g. the fractures can be allowed to be generated only in hard rock formations (like
limestones or sandstones) but not into soft rocks (shales). This is done by first indexing the voxels that
belong to the different formations with an indicator function Ig that is defined for every voxel i = (i, j, k)
of the model and for every formation Fg:
Ig(i) =
{
1 if F (i) = Fg
0 if not
(3.20)
In the same way we can define the indicator of brittle rocks Ibrittle:
Ibrittle(i) =
{
1 if F (i) is brittle
0 if not
(3.21)
The initial probability of having a fracture ρ(i) in the voxel i has to be defined. Using the indicator
function we can define the final probability of having a fracture ρ′(i):
ρ′(i) = ρ(i) ∗ Ibrittle(i) or ρ′(i) = ρ(i) ∗ Ig(i) (3.22)
depending if we want to use the indicator function of the formations Ig or the indicator function of the
brittle formations Ibrittle (which is normally the case). After that, we select randomly one of the cells ir
and test if it is possible to place a fracture in this voxel. Knowing the origin of the grid o = (ox, oy, oz),
and the dimensions of the cells dx, dy, dz, then a random point xr is generated inside the cell using a
uniform distribution:
xr =
ox + (jc − 1)dx+ dxrand()oy + (ic − 1)dy + dyrand()
oz + (kc − 1)dz + dzrand()
 (3.23)
where ic, jc, kc are the matrix indices of the randomly selected cell, and rand() is a random function that
generates a random floating point number in the interval [0, 1].
Finally the displacement vector d between c (gravity center of the fracture) and the random point xr
is computed. xr becomes the new gravity center of the fracture:
d = xr − c (3.24)
The new points of the fracture x′i are computed with their respective vi vectors or by using the displace-
ment vector d:
x′i = xr + vi = xi + d (3.25)
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Rotation according to the local geological orientation
After the fracture has been placed into the medium, a rotation is applied to account for the local geological
orientation. The rotation of the fracture is made in 3 steps. First a new local orthonormal basis consistent
with the orientation of the stratigraphy is built. Secondly the rotation matrix is computed, and finally
every point of the fracture is rotated using this rotation matrix.
The new orthonormal basis (i,j,k) is defined as follows: k is the orthonormal vector with the same
orientation as the local gradient G (section 3.2.1), j is the orthonormal vector that is horizontal and i is
the orthonormal vector of k and j, i.e. i is parallel to the dip, as shown in figure 3.6:
k =
gxgy
gz
 /‖G‖ , j =
−kykx
0
 /‖−−→kykx‖ , i = j × k (3.26)
Where gx,y,z are the components of G. The rotation matrix R is defined as follows:
R = [i, j,k] (3.27)
We can now use this rotation matrix to generate the four rotated vertexes of the fracture x′ir:
x′ir = xr +Rvi (3.28)
Figure 3.6: The original fractures (green and red objects) are first generated in an unfolded environment
(a) and secondly rotated according to the local geological orientation (b), this is equivalent to a basis
transformation from the initial (i0, j0, k0) basis to the local (i, j, k) basis.
3.2.6 Discretization of the fractures in a regular grid
This section describes how the fractures that have been previously generated can be discretized in a
regular grid in a simple and efficient manner. For each fracture f , an indicator function If is used.
This indicator function can be used as input for any process requiring such format (Section 5.3.4). The
computation of this discrete indicator function takes several distinct steps . First of all the centroids of
the grid cells are computed. Three matrices X,Y , and Z contain the values of x, y and z respectively
for all the elements of the model domain Ω:
X(i, j, k) = ox + dx/2 + jdx ∀j ∈ [1, ..., nj ]
Y (i, j, k) = oy + dy/2 + idy ∀i ∈ [1, ..., ni]
Z(i, j, k) = oz + dz/2 + kdz ∀k ∈ [1, ..., nk]
(3.29)
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For each fracture, the matrix indexes ib,jb, and kb of the bounding box Ωs of the fracture are computed:
ibc = int
(
yc−oy
dy
)
jbc = int
(
xc−ox
dx
)
kbc = int
(
zc−oz
dz
)
∀c ∈ [1, ..., 4] (3.30)
These indexes are used to select Xs,Ys, and Zs which are the sub ensemble of grid cells that belongs to
the bounding box Ωs limits:
Xs = X(ib, jb,kb)
Ys = Y (ib, jb,kb)
Zs = Z(ib, jb,kb)
(3.31)
Then the equation of the plane is obtained by first computing the normal vector n which is given by the
vectorial product of v1 and v2:
v1 =
−−−→
x′0x
′
1
v2 =
−−−→
x′0x
′
2
n = v1 × v2
(3.32)
and d is computed as:
d = −n · xᵀ0 (3.33)
After that, the centroids p = {Xs,Ys,Zs} of the subspace Ωs are projected on the plane of the fracture,
with x′0 as new origin, i.e. the projected coordinates are expressed in plane coordinates local system
(Figure 3.7):
p′ = p− dn · n0 − x′0 with: n0 = n||n|| (3.34)
with dn being the distance between the point and the plane. Then the projected points p
′ are expressed
in the basis (v1,v2) in this form:
p′ = θxv1 + θyv2 (3.35)
with θx and θy: (
θx
θy
)
=
(
det(p′,v1)
det(v1,v2)
det(v2p
′)
det(v1,v2)
)
(3.36)
Finally, the indicator function If for the fracture is defined as follow:
If (x, f) =
{
1, if (θx, θy) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1] & dn < maxd
0, otherwise
(3.37)
where maxd is the maximal distance allowed between the plane and the centroids (it must be given by
the user).
While this method is more computationally demanding compared e.g. to the Bresenham algorithm
(Bresenham, 1965), it has the advantage of allowing to better connect the discrete cells around the
fracture. This is suitable in many applications, especially when using finite differences fluid solver, or the
FMA algorithm (Sethian, 1996) as done in the next chapters (4 and 5). Moreover, when using a very
fine grid, it is also possible to take into account for the aperture of the fractures, by defining a projection
distance depending on the aperture.
3.3 Examples of application
This section shows the results of the proposed methodology on two 3D examples. The first one is a
synthetic 3D model representing an anticline, with all the theoretical families of fractures. The second is
an application of the model, based on field observations, to the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel study site
(Chapter 2).
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Figure 3.7: The centroids p of the surrounding elements are projected on the plane of the fracture, and
expressed in the new basis v1 and v2 by their θx, θy coordinates.
3.3.1 Synthetic case
For this synthetic example, we consider a simple anticline and 2 geological formations. The upper one is
considered to be a brittle hard-rock. The second one is a ductile rock that has a more plastic behavior,
and it is not fractured.
The dimensions of the synthetic model are 1000m x 1000m x 1000m. In the brittle formation (not
shown in the figure) we modeled all the families of fractures proposed by Twiss and Moores (1992) and
listed in section 3.2.4. For a purpose of visibility we modeled only the fractures whose length are between
25m and 100m. One realization of this fracture model is presented in figure 3.8.
As it can be seen, all the families of fractures keep their relative orientation to the folding direction.
This is satisfactory for every direction of folding, except when the geological gradient is exactly vertical,
in this case the fractures may be rotated in any direction, as the information provided by the direction
of the gradient is insufficient to avoid confusion.
In the additional material of the online paper, the reader will find a 3D pdf file, which can be opened
with adobe reader, and contain the 3D model. Every family of fractures is a layer of the 3D pdf file, so
it is possible so explore it more significantly than the printed figure itself. In the 3D pdf, the name of
every family is characterized by S***D**, where S*** means Strike degrees and D** Dip degrees.
3.3.2 Application to the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel
To use fracturation data extracted from field data, we measured the fractures on the field, and also the
orientation of the stratigraphy (dip and strike). Successively we computed the relative orientation of the
fractures with respect to the fold orientation, retrieved the families that had to be modeled, and used
these new statistics to inform the fracture generator and build only the fractures families observed in the
field as explained in section 3.2.3.
Observed families of fractures
The fracturation in three sites has been measured in the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel (Fournier, 2012).
Two scanlines have been interpreted near to Les Ponts-de-Martel (Figure 3.9 F2 and F3) and a new tunnel
for the water supply of the city of La Chaux-de-Fond (Figure 3.9 F1). These data have been unfolded
in the way described in Section 3.2.3. The observed fracture families in the reference system (i0, j0,K0)
are shown in Table 3.1. These are used to build the fracturation model presented in Figure 3.10. In this
example, the theoretical families of fractures have not been included in the model.
3.4 Discussion and perspectives
The use of an implicit model, instead of a geomechanical one, gives promising results while avoiding the
computational load of geomechanical models. But this results in a probably over-simplified DFN.
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Figure 3.8: 3D view of the synthetic example. all the families of fractures are present in the fracturable
formation (which is not shown). In the additional material a 3D pdf is available for this figure, the reader
will find a specific layer for every family of fractures.
As it has been shown in the literature (e.g. Mace, 2006; Bonneau et al., 2013), geomechanical control
over the fracture growth, relative position, and interaction are very important. In our approach, there
are no such rules that control the generation of fractures. Moreover the UFM model is applied in a
consistent manner in this approach. Only the statistics about the fracture length distributions are used,
but the interactions between the fractures are not modeled as opposed to the “true” UFM approach.
One important rule, in order to develop more realistic fracture networks would be to generate first the
largest fractures, and successively the smallest, paying attention that the smallest ones should stop on the
largest. This could be achieved e.g. by making the fractures grow iteratively in a similar way as Bonneau
et al. (2013), who developed pseudo-genetic DFN algorithm, where the fractures grow iteratively, and the
complex interactions of the fractures terminations are considered. Further studies may be required to
investigate if the fracture orientation within a folded structure may vary according to the stratification
orientation within a single fracture plane, or if its orientation depends on the orientation at the fracture
center.
The information provided by the implicit model (potential, gradient, but also curvature, etc) could
also be further exploited. For example, the different zones of the fold (intrados, extrados, limbs) could be
extracted, and then only the fractures relative to the position within the fold could be generated. This
information could be extracted by analysis of the relative change of orientation of the fold: locally the
gradient may vary a lot (intrados) or not at all (limbs), and in the middle we find the extrados. This
could be achieved by differentiating the different zones with two variables: the value of the potential,
which indicate in which part of the formation the fracture is localized, and the second derivative of the
isohypses, whose sign should indicate if it is an extension or a compression region in the model. This
could be an interesting starting point for further developments. The initial PDF of fracture within the
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Families N strike [°] Dip [°]
Tunnel
ac I 22 089 84
ac II 23 100 89
bc I 23 015 76
bc II 31 351 79
C1b 19 311 81
C2b 17 038 75
strati 160 000 00
random 72 - -
Scanlines
ac I 21 083 86
ac II 16 100 90
C2a I 7 337 80
C2a II 10 137 87
strati 74 000 00
random 39 - -
Table 3.1: Orientation of the fractures observed at the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . These data are
expressed in an unfolded referential (Section 3.2.3). N: number of observations
fold could also be extracted by the relative differences of the gradient orientation (curvature). In this
way we could assert that the most folded zones are the most fractured.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we propose a methodology and a code that allows to use the information provided by
an implicit geological model about the deformation within a folded structure to generate realistically
oriented discrete fracture networks (DFN). The methodology is simple: the gradient of the potential is
extracted from the implicit model. It is used to rotate the fractures within the fold. The fracture families
can either be taken from a theoretical model such as Twiss and Moores (1992) or provided by the user
in the undeformed space. Some tools are provided to transform the field data in such undeformed space.
For the length distribution, the code uses the UFM model (Universal Fracture Model) proposed by Davy
et al. (2010). The resulting DFN models can be rasterized if needed for further use in flow, transport or
karst modeling applications.
The proposed code could be further improved by adding “geomechanical rules” to the DFN that are
generated with this approach, of better accounting for the position of the fractures within the structure.
It would be useful to be able of simulating the different theoretical fracture families in consistency with
the zone of the fold in which they occurs (compression in the intrados and extension in the extrados).
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Figure 3.9: Observed fracture families in the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel . F1: tunnel of La Corbatie`re.
F2 and F3: scanlines. In black: bedding planes and fractures; red: only fractures. (modified from
Fournier, 2012)
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Chapter 4
A pseudo-genetic stochastic model to
generate karstic networks 1
1This paper is published as: Andrea Borghi, Philippe Renard, and Sandra Jenni, 2012, A pseudo-genetic
stochastic model to generate karstic networks. Journal of Hydrology, 414-415(0):516-529, ISSN 0022-1694, doi:
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a methodology for the stochastic simulation of 3D karstic conduits accounting
for conceptual knowledge about the speleogenesis processes and accounting for a wide variety of field
measurements. The methodology consists of 4 main steps. First, a 3D geological model of the region
is built. The second step consists in the stochastic modeling of the internal heterogeneity of the karst
formations (e.g. initial fracturation, bedding planes, inception horizons, etc). Then a study of the
regional hydrology / hydrogeology is conducted to identify the potential inlets and outlets of the system,
the base levels and the possibility of having different phases of karstification. The last step consists
in generating the conduits in an iterative manner using a fast marching algorithm. In most of these
steps, a probabilistic model can be used to represent the degree of knowledge available and the remaining
uncertainty depending on the data at hand. The conduits are assumed to follow minimum effort paths
in a heterogeneous medium from sinkholes or dolines toward springs. The search of the shortest path
is performed using a fast marching algorithm. This process can be iterative, allowing to account for
the presence of already simulated conduits and to produce a hierarchical network. The final result is
a stochastic ensemble of 3D karst reservoir models that are all constrained by the regional geology, the
local heterogeneities and the regional flow conditions. These networks can then be used to simulate
flow and transport. Several levels of uncertainty can be considered (large scale geological structures,
local heterogeneity, position of possible inlets and outlets, phases of karstification). Compared to other
techniques, this method is fast, to account for the main factors controlling the 3D geometry of the
network, and to allow conditioning from available field observations.
Keywords: karst, conduit network, stochastic simulation, geological modeling, reservoir modeling,
fractures modeling, process-based modeling, pseudo-genetic approach, fast-marching algorithm (FMA)
4.1 Introduction
Karst formations are estimated to cover about 20% of the land surface of the world (Ford and Williams,
2007) and 35% of Europe (Biondic et al., 1995). According to these last authors, they constitute the
main water resource in Europe and have therefore a crucial importance. However, they are difficult to
characterize because of their extreme heterogeneity induced by the presence of sparse conduits embedded
in a fractured carbonate matrix. Worthington et al. (2000) reviews of 4 typical karst aquifers in which
more than 90% of the flow occurs in the conduits while more than 90% of the water is stored in the
fractured matrix. It is therefore crucial to account both for the matrix and the conduits when modeling
these aquifers for groundwater protection, management, or to investigate contamination issues. Including
the conduits in the formulation of the numerical models has been pioneered by Kiraly (1979; 1988) and
is still a topic of active research (Cornaton and Perrochet, 2002; Eisenlohr et al., 1997; Hill et al., 2010;
Jourde et al., 2002; Sauter et al., 2006). These authors provide various numerical techniques to account
for the conduits and discuss the different types of flow and transport equations that can be used in the
conduits and in the matrix.
In this paper, we take a different perspective. Indeed, a major difficulty when modeling karst aquifers is
that the location of the conduits is often unknown since they are seldom hit by boreholes and are difficult
to detect by geophysical techniques when their diameter is small. We therefore propose a method to
model the possible occurrence of the conduits. Once the conduits are modeled, they can be used as input
for flow and transport models. Modeling the possible occurrence of the conduits can also be used directly
to assess the risk of conduit occurrence in mining or geotechnical projects involving for example tunnels
or dams (e.g. Filipponi et al., 2010). All these potential applications will not be discussed in detail or
tested by the present paper.
So far, only a few techniques have been developed to model the structure of karst conduit networks.
The most advanced ones are based on modeling the physics and chemistry of the speleogenesis processes
(Dreybrodt et al., 2005; Kaufmann and Braun, 2000). This approach allows understanding the kinetics
of karst evolution, and give precious information about the speleogenesis processes. However it is difficult
to apply to model in order to characterize an actual system, mainly because it is difficult to reconstruct
the paleoclimatic and geological conditions that were prevailing during its formation. Consequently,
these models are extremely difficult to condition to field observations. In addition, they are very CPU
demanding, because they are based on the numerical solution of highly non linear and coupled systems of
equations. For this reason, these models are usually not applied in a Monte-Carlo framework allowing site
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characterization and risk analysis. Another approach is to build a purely statistical model. For example,
Henrion et al. (2008) and Henrion et al. (2010a) propose to model complex cave geometries by generating
first a stochastic discrete fracture network and then combining it with a truncated multi-Gaussian field
in order to represent the 3D geometry of the caves around the conduit network. An intermediate type
of model is proposed by Jaquet et al. (2004). They use a modified lattice-gas automaton for the discrete
simulation of karstic networks. By this approach, walkers are sent through the medium and erode it
progressively. The hierarchical structure is modeled by attracting the walkers by the conduit system
simulated at the previous iteration. This technique is also very difficult to condition to field data because
of the random walk technique. Ronayne and Gorelick (2006) propose to simulate branching channels
(analogous to karst conduits) using a nonlooping invasion percolation model. This method is used to
investigate the effective property of media presenting such type of structures but it is not designed to
model a specific site and to be conditioned by field observations (known presence of conduits in boreholes,
dolines, sinkholes, etc).
In this paper, we propose a new methodology that aims at simulating the geometry of karstic conduits
at a regional scale constrained by the regional geology, by the regional hydrological and hydrogeological
knowledge, and by a conceptual knowledge of the genetic factors (like e.g. fracturation, bedding planes)
that control the conduit genesis, without solving the physical and chemical equations of the speleogenesis.
The motivation is to include those processes in a simplified manner to ensure that the modeled geometry
is realistic while being sufficiently numerically efficient to allow a stochastic analysis. The proposed
methodology is based on the assumption that water and karst conduits will follow a minimum effort path
which is computed using a fast-marching algorithm (Sethian, 1996). The generation of the conduits is
performed in a stochastic framework allowing to generate multiple equiprobable realizations that are all
conditioned by field observations (dolines, sinkholes, presence of caves in boreholes, known interconnected
springs and sinkholes, etc.).
After describing the principle of the methodology in section 4.2 and its implementation in section 3,
the paper presents two illustrations of the method. One in a coastal aquifer along the Mediterranean
coast and one for the Noiraigue spring catchment in the Swiss Jura Mountains, close to the city of
Neuchaˆtel. This last example has been chosen because an important data set is available from previous
studies (Atteia et al., 1998; Gogniat, 1995b; Morel, 1976) and because its structural geology is complex
(Valley et al., 2004).
4.2 Overview of the approach
Before describing the details of our approach, we provide an overview of the underlying conceptual model
and of the rationale behind the proposed methodology. Different conceptual models have been developed
in the last century to describe the factors that control the formation of karst structures; they are reviewed
by Ford and Williams (2007). According to Klimchouk (2007), one can distinguish two main types of
karsts. Hypogenetic karst aquifers are formed under deep conditions mainly by hydrothermal waters
while epigenetic karst aquifers are formed under surface conditions by the circulation of rainfall water.
The methodology discussed in the present paper focuses on epigenetic karsts. They can be divided
in 3 distinct zones. The first is the unsaturated (vadose) zone. It can be very deep for mature karst
aquifers (according to Ford and Williams, 2007, several hundreds of meters). In this zone, karst conduits
are mainly subvertical because gravity is the most influent factor. Then these subvertical conduits reach
the phreatic (by definition saturated) zone. They become more and more concentrated leading to a
hierarchical structured network (Jeannin, 1996) which leads toward one or more springs. The epiphreatic
(intermittently saturated) zone is located between the vadose and phreatic zones. It is the zone which
is saturated under high flow conditions. It can be formed by old phreatic conduits or by subvertical
vadose conduits (Ford and Williams, 2007). Because of their organized structure, the connectivity of
the karst conduit network is very strong, and therefore crucial to understand the flow and transport
phenomena. Furthermore karst aquifers have a superficial zone, called epikarst (a few meters below
topographic surface). This superficial zone collects rainfall water and redirect it toward the vadose
conduits. Typically, dolines are points where epikarstic water is concentrated in a preferential inlet.
The epikarstic layer will not been taken into account in this methodology, because it focuses on the
geometrical modeling of the main karst conduits. In epigenetic karst aquifers, the density and geometry
of the karst conduits depend on two main factors. The first is the geology that controls their shape
and distribution: conduits are formed by dissolution. This process is predominant in limestones and
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Figure 4.1: workflow of the complete algorithm, the input are the fracture model, the geological model
and the hydrogeological analysis. After a preprocessing step they pass through the conduit simulation
box (see Figure 4.1) and finally the resulting network is obtained.
other highly soluble rocks like evaporites and are preferentially located along bedding planes and/or
initial fracturation (Filipponi et al., 2009; Palmer, 1991; Worthington et al., 1999). The second factor is
the hydrology that controls recharge and the position of recent or paleo base levels (Bakalowicz, 2005).
These two factors interact during the formation of the karst network leading a final distribution of conduit
orientations in 3D that is different from the orientations of the fractures alone (Kira´ly et al., 1971). The
simulation of the speleogenesis processes has shown in addition (Dreybrodt et al., 2005) that the increased
conductivity of the conduits, that are formed progressively during the evolution of the system, re-orient
the flow field and the preferential areas of dissolution leading then to a hierarchical structure. Overall, to
account for all the constraints described above in a simplified manner, the proposed methodology consists
of 4 main steps (Figure 4.1): modeling the regional geology, modeling the fracturation and bedding planes
within the regional geology, analyzing the hydrological control, and finally modeling the conduits. The
concepts underlying these 4 steps and the choices that have been made are presented in the following
subsections while their implementation is described in section 4.3.
4.2.1 Regional Geology modeling
The first major control on the formation of karstic network is the regional geology (i.e. the location of
the aquitards and carbonate formations). The first step consists therefore in modeling the regional scale
structures, i.e. modeling the sedimentary and tectonic structure. The extension of the model has to
be decided carefully. It must take into account both the topographical and hydrogeological catchment.
Furthermore, it is better to extend the model to take into account for possible complex 3D flow paths.
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As a side remark, the geological model can be used to estimate more accurately the catchment extension
in surface (Borghi, 2008). For example, if an aquitard formation underlies a karstic formation, the axis
of the anticline on the top of the aquitard can be used to draw a reasonable estimation of the boundary
of the catchment.
During that step, an accurate study of the stratigraphic or sedimentary units is fundamental because
the conduits will develop only in carbonates and other highly soluble formations. Once this information
is acquired, it allows defining how the stratigraphic units will be grouped. The aim is to construct a
geological model of the hydrogeological formations based on their hydrogeological properties rather than
their age.
Once the hydro-stratigraphy is defined, the geological structure has to be modeled because the karstic
network will be strongly constrained by the structure (folds, faults and thrusts). A good structural
interpretation is therefore a key prerequisite to build a realistic 3D geological model.
From a technical point of view, different 3D geological modeling techniques and software are available
(Calcagno et al., 2008; Caumon et al., 2009; Lajaunie et al., 1997; Mallet, 2002). The important point is
that one should select a technique which ensures that the modeled volumes are coherent. Models that are
only based on the 3D modeling of the surfaces bounding the formation may not ensure this coherence if
they do not account for topological constraints. They may for example not ensure the exact definition of
closed volumes and will not be applicable in the following steps of the methodology. This is particularly
important in highly deformed areas such as the the Valle´e des Ponts-de-Martel” (section 4.4.2) where
thrusts, folds and faults can create hydraulic contact or barrier between 2 different aquifers that would
normally be separated by an aquitard. In summary, one should select a 3D modeling technique allowing to
account for the degree of complexity of the geological structure present in the studied site while ensuring
the 3D volume coherence.
4.2.2 Fracturation and bedding planes
As described in Filipponi et al. (2009), the karst conduits shape and density are strongly influenced by
the properties of the geological formations in which they develop. These characteristics, fracturation and
bedding planes, can be inferred from borehole data (for deep reservoirs) or outcrop analysis when they
are expected to be representative of the fractures at depth (Sharp et al., 2006).
Fracturation
The fracturation of the rock influences the orientation of the conduits and their path (Palmer, 1991).
From a geometrical point of view, a fracture network is usually decomposed in a number of fracture
families. Each family is then described statistically by a density or spacing, ranges of orientation, length
or size distribution, relationship between the fracture density and stratigraphy. The types of geometrical
relations between the fracture families can also be important (Kaufmann, 2009). All those properties
control the connectivity of the system and have a strong influence on the initialization of the karst conduits
(Ghosh and Mitra, 2009). In addition, according to (Gillespie et al., 1993) two additional characteristics
influence the flow properties of the medium: fracture roughness and fracture aperture.
Once the field data have been acquired, a classical approach is to use stochastic discrete fracture net-
work models. Different methods have been developed, from the most simple Boolean model of uniformly
distributed fractures of identical size (monodisperse case) to complex models allowing the inclusion of
several fracture families, variable density in space and various types of relations between the families
(Bour et al., 2002; Castaing et al., 2002; Gringarten, 1998). Among the most advanced techniques, some
authors propose to estimate the local density and orientation of the fractures by using numerical codes
allowing to compute rock deformation and geomechanical stresses (Camac and Hunt, 2009).
Inception horizons
Filipponi et al. (2009) shows that particular horizons within a sedimentary formation have a very strong
importance during the activation process of the cave genesis. These horizons, called inception horizons,
present either a particular capability to be dissolved or a specific contrast with the surrounding rock
(chemical, mineralogical or rheological). The inception horizons are therefore specific stratification joints
or bedding plane. As a result, like for the fracturation, the location of the inception horizons or strat-
ification joints within a karstificable formation is a key heterogeneity factor that controls the geometry
and position of the conduits. They must therefore be accounted for in the model either in a statistical
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or deterministic manner. In our approach, the location of the inception horizons is inferred from the
geological model. They are considered to be parallel to the main sedimentary structure. In the field, the
location of these horizons can be identified and measured along outcrops.
4.2.3 Hydrodynamic control
While the two factors described above are related to the static structure of the medium, the third main
factor controlling the geometry of a Karstic network is related to the hydrological and (paleo) climatic
situation at the site (see classification by Palmer, 1991). The amount of recharge controls the degree
of karstification (Bakalowicz, 2005) and its spatial distribution controls the type of karstic network that
can be expected. The presence of a base level controls the position of the outlets and the limit between
the vadose and phreatic zones. In presence of seawater, the position of the interface with freshwater will
be a zone of preferential dissolution due to chemical inequilibrium resulting from the mixing of fresh
and salt waters (Gabrovsek and Dreybrodt, 2010, p.457). All these constraints can change in time and
space leading to different stages of karstification. Consequently a good knowledge of the paleo and actual
conditions is required to understand and simulate the different stages of karstification.
The information concerning the hydrodynamic control can be obtained from classical hydrogeological
analysis, tracers tests, recharge and geomorphological studies. At the end of this analysis one should
know: the extension of the catchment, the location of the actual and possible paleo outlet(s), the type of
recharge (diffuse - punctual), the map of the zones of recharge (known point, possible points, and diffuse
areas) and the overall water balance of the catchment basin.
Hydrogeological analysis
In that part of the work, the aim is to collect all the information available related to the position of
the known inlets and outlets in order to define where they are located and how they should be modeled
(punctual or diffuse).
The paleo (several hundreds of thousands of years, i.e. glacial periods) recharge and base level
conditions should be estimated as well, at least approximatively, in addition to the actual ones. This
allows to identify the possible existence of different stages of karstification and to model them. For
example, the ”Sieben Hengste” karstic network was formed at least under three different hydrological
conditions Jeannin (1996). The change of the regional hydrologic base level has then triggered the
generation and reactivation of different families of conduits resulting in a complex structure that cannot
be understood without knowing these different stages (Filipponi et al., 2009).
Recharge analysis
In the proposed procedure, the water balance of the catchment must be analyzed for two reasons. First,
the water balance of the catchment allows to check whether the size of the catchment is in agreement
with the total discharge at the outlets. On the other hand, the water balance can also be used to check
whether all the outlets of a given catchment have been identified. If there is more inflow than outflow,
one can be sure that there are other outlets which may be hidden or diffuse and more hydrogeological
research should be done to clarify the situation before starting to make a model. There is a second reason
to analyze recharge: it is that the type of networks that are expected at a given location will be different
depending on the type of recharge. Palmer (1991) considers mainly 3 different types of recharge: via karst
depressions, diffuse (through porous rocks) and hypogenic (acids). In the first case one may expect a
branchwork type of network, in the second case it should be an anastomotic or network maze, while on the
third case one would expect more a spongework maze or ramiform pattern. Identifying the different types
of recharge can be based on field observations and supported by water balance calculation. Numerical
modeling can help in this process. For example, Borghi (2008) used a finite element method to solve
the steady state flow based on mean annual recharge values using an equivalent hydraulic conductivity
for the different hydrogeological units (based on a 3D geological model). This allowed identifying the
different recharge/discharge zones of the Noiraigues catchment. He showed in that case that a significant
proportion of the recharge (30%) was diffuse trough the sandstone aquitard located over the karstic
aquifer.
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Geomorphological analysis
While the most important inlet and outlet are often known from field observations and their relation
confirmed by tracer tests, many smaller inlets are not known precisely. Still some must be modeled and
their location should be estimated. This is why we propose to complement the classical hydrogeological
analysis with a geomorphological study. The underlying concept is that punctual inlets (dolines and
sinkholes) create geomorphological depressions; an accurate geomorphological analysis of the landscape
allows identifying them. This can be partly automated using high resolution digital elevation model and
numerical algorithms (Lamelas et al., 2007), but it needs to be controlled in the field if possible.
Tracer tests
Tracer tests are often used in karst studies Ka¨ss et al. (1998); Leibundgut et al. (2009). Here we use their
results in a two manners. First, they are used to delineate the extension of the catchment by showing
which inlets are connected to the outlets of interest. Second, this connectivity information is used during
the simulation process to ensure that points known to be connected from field observations will also be
connected in the model. The model should however be flexible enough to account for the fact that the
same sinkhole can be connected to many springs and vice versa (i.e. spring connected to many sinkholes).
4.2.4 Karst conduit simulation
The final step of the proposed methodology is the simulation of the karstic network. The method is
inspired by speleogenetic process based models Dreybrodt et al. (2005); Kaufmann and Braun (2000).
In order to accelerate the simulation, we use a proxy allowing to mimic the final result (mature system)
without modeling the physical and chemical processes.
The proxy is based on the assumption that water, and thus karst conduits, will follow the minimum
effort path, i.e. the path that is the most convenient for flow between inlets and outlets. In a homogeneous
medium, it would be a straight line between sinkholes and the spring. In reality, however, it depends on
the pre-existing geological heterogeneity and follows more complex paths.
The computation of these paths is based on a Fast-Marching Algorithm (FMA) (Sethian, 1996, 1999,
2001). We assume the karst spring to be the starting location of the FMA. The result is a map of
the minimum time required to reach the spring. We then we perform a particle tracking starting from
the sinkholes (or dolines) toward the spring. The particle follows the shortest path and ”corrode” the
model in a manner similar to Jaquet et al. (2004). The resulting path becomes one of the karst conduits.
Section 4.3.4 explains the implementation in detail.
4.3 The proposed algorithm and its implementation
This section describes in detail the four main steps of the methodology: geological modeling, heterogeneity
modeling, hydrogeological analysis and simulation of karst networks. We use two 2D synthetic cases (one
vertical cross-section and one horizontal map) for illustration. The simulation framework is composed of
a deterministic and a stochastic component. To differentiate them, we use the superscript ”S” to denote
the variables that are realizations of a stochastic process.
4.3.1 3D geological model
The first step of the methodology is to build a 3D geological model of the catchment area. Mathematically,
and in a very general manner, we consider that the 3D model is represented by a set of indicator functions
allowing to know which is the geology present in any position x = (x, y, z)
IG(x, g) =
{
1, if geology is present at location x
0, otherwise
(4.1)
Where g = 1, ..., Ng is the geological facies, with Ng the number of lithological facies. This function
can be obtained from a wide variety of interpolation methods and modeling tools. In the example and
the case study that are discussed in section 4.4, we used the software Geomodeller3D (Calcagno et al.,
2008). It is based on an implicit method (Lajaunie et al., 1997) particularly well suited for the complex
geology of the Jura because it allows accounting for the structural data (strikes and dips) not necessarily
measured along a geological interface.
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Figure 4.2: 2D cross-section: a) simple fracture model with 2 families of fractures, the fracture model
is applied only in the karstifiable formation, b) bedding planes in the karstifiable formation
4.3.2 Internal structure of the carbonates
Here, the aim is to obtain an indicator function of the internal heterogeneities of the carbonates due to
fracturation and bedding planes. As for the geology, we define a set of indicator functions.
IF (x, f) =
{
1, if fracture f is present at location x
0, otherwise
(4.2)
Where f = 1, ..., Nf is the fracture or bedding plane family, Nf the number of codes defining which
class of heterogeneity is present and the superscript S means that it is an equiprobable realization of a
stochastic model (Figure 4.2). There are many ways to generate the fracture network. In the following
examples, we use a simple Boolean object model for the fractures and rasterize it on a regular rectangular
grid. The fracture model could be much more complex, but this would not change the overall methodology.
More precisely, we assume that there is a finite number of fracture families. For each fracture family,
the parameters of our model are a probability of occurrence (density), and a range of dip, strike, and
fracture length. In practice, the coordinates of the centroid of every fracture is randomly sampled in a
uniform distribution within the 3D model. The fracture length is uniformly sampled between a minimum
and a maximum values as well as the dip and the strike. The number of families and their statistical
parameters are provided by the user.
Furthermore, we consider bedding planes according to Filipponi et al. (2009) as inception horizons.
These horizons are considered in the same way as fractures, i.e. as cells with increased permeability.
They can also be modeled stochastically. In this case, they are assumed to be the surfaces of iso-thickness
dividing the karstic formation. Their value of iso-thickness is sampled randomly as a relative thickness
of the karstic formation.
4.3.3 Hydrogeological analysis
Determining the inlets and outlets of a karst aquifer is a key step in the procedure because the karst
conduits will be constructed (section 4.3.4) as the paths connecting the inlets and outlets.
Inlets of the system
A hydrogeological analysis of the system must be carried out to identify the inlets of the system (do-
lines, sinkholes). These points are located on the topography. Among them some are known from the
hydrogeological studies: main sinkhole for example or points identified by tracer tests. Their location is
deterministic. However, we consider that there is also a number of potential inlets on the topography
whose location has not been confirmed by field observations. For those points, we use a stochastic point
process model. The set of ND deterministic inlets is denoted by =D.
=D = (xi, yi, zi) with i ∈ (1, ..., ND) (4.3)
For each realization, the set of ND potential inlet locations =SP is generated randomly based on a map
of probability of occurrence Pi=(x, y) derived from field observations and from analysis of the recharge
process (section 4.2.3).
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=SP = (xi, yi, zi) with i ∈ (1, ..., NP ) (4.4)
Finally the complete set of inlets =S for each realization S is the union of =D and =SP
=S = =D ∪ =SP (4.5)
Furthermore, we mark each inlet point with an importance factor ω=i . It is proportional to the
upstream drained area Ci computed using the Digital Elevation Model of the area and the matlab
TopoToolbox (Schwanghart and Kuhn, 2010). We then define the importance factor for every single inlet
ω=i as the percentage of the total catchment area Ctot that it drains.
ω=i =
Ci
Ctot
∀i ∈ (1, ..., N=) | N= = NP +ND (4.6)
Outlets of the system
The second aim of the hydrogeological analysis is to identify the major outlets of the system (springs
and spring zones). As well as the inlets, the deterministic outlets will be identified as a set of OD points
defined as follows:
OD = (xi, yi, zi) with i ∈ (1, ..., NOD) (4.7)
And the set of NOP potential outlets O
S
P is generated randomly based on a probability map of
occurrence PiO(x, y) derived from field observations and from topographical analysis of the catchment.
OSP = (xi, yi, zi) with i ∈ (1, ..., NOP ) (4.8)
Finally the complete set of outlets OS for each realization S is the union of OD and O
S
P
OS = OD ∪OSP (4.9)
4.3.4 Karstic network modeling
In every simulation, the karstic network is generated using walkers that follow a shortest path to the
spring. The path accounts for the local heterogeneity and is computed using a fast marching algorithm
(FMA). In the following, we describe how the simulation medium is obtained and how the locations of
the conduits are computed.
Characterizing the simulation medium
To use the FMA, it is necessary to convert the geological information Ig (eq. 4.1) and the fracturation
information IF (eq. 4.2) in a velocity field K(x) [L/T] for each simulation of the fracture network and
inception horizons.
We therefore convert the set of indicator functions obtained previously into a single velocity field. For
that purpose, a velocity is defined for each of the different hydrogeological features: fractures and bedding
planes are more conductive (high velocity) than matrix (low velocity). Aquitard formations have very low
velocity. These velocities have the same units as hydraulic conductivities (m/s), but their values should
be interpreted only as model parameters allowing to create contrasts between the different components
of the propagation medium (matrix, fractures, inceptions horizons, etc). In other words, these velocities
control the shape of the network and must be adapted by the user to obtain a realistic geometry. A lower
contrast leads to a network that will be mainly controlled by the position of the inlets and outlet, on the
opposite a higher contrast leads to a network that will be mainly controlled by the shape of the initial
heterogeneity.
Once these parameters are defined by the user, the velocity field for each simulation is obtained by
computing the sum of the various components multiplied by their respective indicator functions:
KS0 (x) =
Nf∑
f=1
[IF (x, f) ˙KF (f)] + (1−
Nf∑
f=1
IF (x, f)) ∗ [
Ng∑
g=1
(IG(x, g) ˙KG(g))] (4.10)
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where KG = {κ1, ..., κNg} and KF = {κF1, ..., κFNf} are 2 arrays of length NG and NF (number of
geological formations and number of fractures families) defining respectively the hydraulic conductivity
(velocity) of every geological formation and every fracturation family. Equation (10) assigns the velocity
of the fractures at their simulated location within the medium and assigns otherwise the value associated
to the corresponding geological formation.
Conduit simulation, basic algorithm
The conduits are generated using a particle tracking approach within a 3D map of shortest time to the
outlet. This map is computed using the Fast-Marching Algorithm (FMA) developed by Sethian (1996;
2001) and implemented by G. Peyre´ within the matlab Toolbox Fast Marching (www.mathworks.com).
The FMA is a front propagation algorithm. Here, we use the spring(s), i.e. the known outlet(s) of the
aquifer, as the starting point for the propagation algorithm. The velocity of the front propagation at any
point of the domain is given initially by the field KS0 (x). The result of the FMA is a 3D map of the time
TS0 (x) it has taken for the front to arrive in any point (pixels in 2D, voxels in 3D) of the domain from
the outlets:
TS0 (x) = t(K
S
0 , O
S) (4.11)
where t() represents the Fast Marching Algorithm. The next step consists in using the set of starting
points locations =S (eq. 4.5) generated previously. For each point in this set, we compute the path from
the inlet toward the outlet by following the gradient of the time map TS0 (x). In this way, the algorithm
performs a particle tracking from points situated at the land surface (”starting points”) and follow the
shortest path from its starting point to the spring.
The tracks of the particles are stored via an indicator function Ic(x, κ) and describe the 3D karstic
network through the domain:
Ic(x, κ) =
{
1, if karst κ is present at location x
0, otherwise
(4.12)
By applying this algorithm iteratively, one can update the initial velocity field KS0 (x) with the indica-
tor function of karst conduits Ic(x, κ) and by defining Kkarst, the velocity associated to the karst conduits.
This allows generating a hierarchical karstic network that can include several phases of karstification. The
resulting new velocity field is called KSi where i is the iteration number.
KSi (x) = Ic(x, κ) ∗Kkarst + (1− Ic(x, κ)) ∗ (Ki−1) (4.13)
Consequently the 3D time map is updated for every iteration in this way:
TSi (x) = t(K
S
i (x), O
S) (4.14)
As illustrated in Figure 4.3b the first generation of conduits is influenced only by the initial hetero-
geneity of the media (Figure 4.2a). Figure 4.3c shows the network that is generated after 3 iterations. The
hierarchical structure of karst conduits is respected because the pre-simulated network is a preferential
path for the next walkers.
Point or Diffuse outlet
In real applications, it may be difficult to know on the field every single outlet of a karstic system.
Sometimes outlets are located in diffuse areas and are therefore not represented by a single spring. To
simulate this feature, it is possible to initialize the fast marching algorithm to start from a region instead
of a single karst spring. i.e. OS (eq. 4.9) is defined as a set of points defining a region and not as a
single or a few points. This option can be interesting if one want to identify possible outlets of a region.
Figure 4.4 illustrate the results obtained using a single deterministic spring (located at the center of the
inferior border of the image, Figure 4.4a) and a diffuse spring zone (corresponding to the whole inferior
border of the image Figure 4.4b). Both simulations use the same fracture network and the same starting
points for comparison. We notice that even when a diffuse outlet zone is used, the resulting networks
still show a hierarchical structure. Because the locations of the springs are not imposed, they depend on
fracture positions and interconnections only. These locations vary from one stochastic simulation to the
next.
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Figure 4.3: a) initial fracture network, b) first iteration of the algorithm, initial time map resulting
of FMA from the spring location (green point) to every point of the domain. The black lines are the
first conduits generated following the time map; color: blue (low values) to red (high values). c) Third
iteration of the algorithm
All the previous steps are summarized in Figure 4.5 and constitutes the basic algorithm that we
propose. It allows creating realistic conduit networks accounting for the regional geology and the internal
heterogeneity. But this is not yet sufficient since it also needed to account for the unsaturated zone and
for more complex situations such as multiple phases of karstifications. These questions are treated in the
next sections.
Accounting for the unsaturated zone
In 3D, the basic algorithm (Figure 4.5) needs to be extended to account for the difference of structures in
the unsaturated and saturated parts of the karstic systems. In the unsaturated zone (vadose zone), the
main controlling factor is gravity, and the conduits are mainly collectors that drain the water concentrating
from the epikarst (Huntoon et al., 1999). Therefore conduits are essentially vertical in the vadose zone,
whereas in the saturated zone the conduits are essentially driven by the regional base level and the spring
locations.
To model those feature, the simulation process is divided in 2 steps: first the vadose conduits are
generated and second the saturated ones (Figure 4.6). Each step uses the basic algorithm described
above (Figure 4.5) but with different inlets and outlets.
For the first step, the initial front propagation points (diffuse outlet) correspond to a 2D surface: the
base level that has been extended all over the 3D model. For a 2D cross section, it is a line or a curve
(see dotted line in Figure 4.6a):
OSstep1 = {xi1 = (xi1, yi1, zi1) with i1 ∈ (1, ..., NXY } (4.15)
where NXY is the total number of points of the grid for one XY plane (i.e. NXY = nx ∗ ny, with
nx and ny the grid dimensions in X and Y directions). Then, the FMA is used to compute the map of
arrival times starting from the base plane OSstep1:
TSi1(x) = t(K
S
i1(x), O
S
step1) (4.16)
Particles are sent from the starting points =S located on the topography. The result of the particle
tracking is an indicator function of the presence of vadose conduits (Figure 4.6a).
Ivadose(x, vc) =
{
1, if vadose conduits vc is present at location x
0, otherwise
(4.17)
At the end of step 1, the set of coordinates of arrival locations of the particles on the base level OSstep1
is used as the set of starting points =Sstep2 for the phreatic conduits in step 2.
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Figure 4.4: results of simulations on a 2D map. a) point deterministic spring (green point), b) the
whole bottom of the image is a zone of possible outlets, the real position of the outlet vary from one
realization to the other. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
Step 2 uses the FMA again, but now the starting locations for the front propagation are the the actual
outlets locations (OS) observed in the field. The resulting time map TSi2(x) = t(Ki2
S(x), OS) is used to
compute the paths from the starting points =Sstep2 obtained in step 1. The result is the indicator function
of the phreatic conduits:
Iphreatic(x, pc) =
{
1, if phreatic conduits pc is present at location x
0, otherwise
(4.18)
We associate then the indicator function of vadose conduits Ivadose(x, vc) (eq. 4.17) with the one
of phreatic conduits Iphreatic(x, pc) (eq. 4.18) to obtain the complete indicator function of the karst
conduits Ic(x, κ) (Figure 4.6b):
Ic(x, κ) = Ivadose(x, vc) ∪ Iphreatic(x, pc) (4.19)
Complex connections between inlets and oulets
Karst aquifers are often characterized by springs alimented by several sinkholes. But it can also occur
that some of these sinkholes are connected to other springs as well. To simulate this type of relationship,
the easiest way is to first simulate the network for one specific spring ( OS [1] ), and then for the second
(OS [2]) and so on, keeping the result of every iteration as initial velocity field (KSi (x)) for the next.
In this way, it is possible to connect several springs OS [1, , n] to several sinkholes in a very simple way
(Figure 4.7).
Multiple phases of karstification
If different phases of karstification have to be accounted for due to the existence of different paleo hydro-
logical conditions, the generation of karst networks can be repeated several times using the pre-simulated
network as an initial velocity field (KSi (x)) and changing the FMA initial front propagation points O
S for
every change in the paleo conditions. Figure 4.8 illustrate this method on a simple 2D system assuming
the presence of two phases of karstification with 2 successive springs corresponding to two distinct base
levels.
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Figure 4.5: workflow of the basic algorithm for the generation of the karstic conduits using the Fast-
Marching Algorithm (FMA)
Figure 4.6: result of one 2D cross-section simulation: (a) the conduits (black lines) within the vadose
zone are generated toward a base level first, (b) and then the saturated conduits are simulated toward
the spring (b). The dotted line represent the phreatic surface. The filled circle represent the spring, the
gray lines represent the fractures and the bedding planes
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Figure 4.7: 2D map. To simulate multiple connections we first develop a whole network for the
first spring (a) and then the one for the second spring (b), keeping the first one to create a complex
multiconnected network.
Figure 4.8: 2D cross-section of multi-phase karstification. 2 successive speleogenetic phases are illus-
trated. The dotted line represent both phreatic surfaces, the old (a) and the actual (b). The filled circles
represent the springs, the gray lines represent the fractures and the bedding planes, black lines represent
the conduits
Hierarchical ordering of the conduit
The algorithm described above allows to compute a conduit order, which depends on the total catchment
area drained by the conduit. The whole network is divided in a set of topological segments. Each segment
is defined as a portion of the network bounded by two branching or diverging connections without any
internal connection. Every segment j inherit its order ωj (expressed in %) from the upstream segments.
It can be computed as the sum of the indicator functions of presence for each conduit Ici (i.e. its full
path from the inlet toward the spring) of the upstream conduits multiplied by the importance factor ω=j
(see eq. 4.6) of its corresponding inlet.
ωj =
N=∑
i=1
Ici ∗ ω=j ∀ j ∈ (1, ..., NS) (4.20)
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Figure 4.9: schematic illustration of the conduit ordering. Every conduit inherit the rank (in % of total
catchment drained surface) of the upstream conduit or inlet (A,B,C,D).
Figure 4.10: 3 different equiprobable realizations (2D map), the outlet (green point) and the inlets
(starting points of the conduits, black lines) are the same for all the realizations. The different equiprob-
able fracture network (gray lines) influence the connectivity of the resulting network.
4.3.5 Stochasticity of the generated networks
Despite of the influence of the geological model which controls the regional shape of the networks, the
generation of conduits networks has three main levels of stochasticity.
The first level depends on the stochastic model of inlet locations =SP . Since not all the inlets of the
model are precisely known, they are modeled by a point process which can be parametrized by a map of
a probability of occurrence of an inlet Pi(x, y) (section 4.3.3).
The second level depends on the stochastic model of fractures. Figure 4.10 illustrate equiprobable
realizations obtained using the same inlets and outlet, but using 3 equiprobable realizations for fractures
(gray lines). The paths of the resulting conduits (black lines) and their interconnections vary signifi-
cantly. Furthermore, one can test several models of fractures to investigate the uncertainty related to the
fracturation model itself.
Finally, the third level depends on the stochastic model of the outlets of the system OSP . Despite
they are often known, one can generate models also in the case where there are no information about the
outlets of the system, like in the Damour example (section 4.4.1).
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4.4 3D demonstrative examples
This section provides two illustrations of the applications of the proposed methodology. The aim of the
paper is to develop a conceptual framework and a numerical method but not to provide a detailed and
accurate model of the regions that are used for the test. This is why we show the following examples
only to demonstrate the applicability of the method and we use them to identify the work that remains
to be done to represent as accurately as possible a real system.
4.4.1 Case 1, coastal aquifer
This first example illustrates the application of the methodology to a synthetic case, representing a
typical kind of karstic coastal aquifer on the Mediterranean basin. The basic geology is inspired by
the Damour region in Lebanon. Even if that specific region is known to be only moderately karstified,
its geological structure is a good analog of many other aquifers along the Mediterranean that are well
karstified and often present submarine karstic springs (Fleury et al., 2007). We show how to use the
proposed methodology, with multiple phases of karstification due to the variation of the base level caused
by glaciations. The lowest sea level known below the present occurred during the Wrm glacial maximum
(Ford and Williams, 2007). It was between -120 to -140 m. Thus, we modeled 2 distinct phases of
karstification, one with the sea (base) level at -140m and one at 0m. The network resulting from the first
simulation is kept for the second stage, so that conduits will be reactivated during the second stage.
The geology of the site is relatively regular. In the western part of the model (i.e. seaside), the
structure is mainly homoclinal, dipping Westward at an angle between 30 and 50 following the topography.
Towards the mountains, the structure rises to the surface at an angle of 90 (Figure 4.11a).
We had no field information about fracturation, so (because it is a synthetic case) we assumed 2
families of fractures due to the compression that resulted in the folding. Considering a syncline axis
(Eastern part of the model, in the mountains) oriented N-S, we can assume 2 families of conjugated
faults oriented at 60 degrees one from each other: one NW-SE (strike 345N) and one SW-NE (strike
15N). The fractures are assumed to be vertical, their mean length is 250m and their mean vertical
extension is 150m (Figure 4.11a).
For every karstification stage, the spring location has been chosen randomly on the coastline at a
depth of 15 m below the respective base level, like one of the springs of the analog aquifer of Gekka,
Lebanon (El-Hajj et al., 2006). Because it is a synthetic case, we simply assume that the probability
distribution for the starting points of the conduits =SP (eq. 4.4) is uniform at the land surface where
karstic formations are outcropping. The number of starting points for the conduits is , i.e. 5 for the first
iteration, 10 for the second and 20 for the last one. We assume for this example that the paleo inlets are
the same as the actual ones. Figure 4.11b shows one resulting network.
4.4.2 Case 2, aquifer in folded tectonics
The second example corresponds to a karstic system developed in a more complex tectonic setting.
The studied site is the catchment of the Noiraigue spring in the Swiss Jura mountains, close to city of
Neuchaˆtel. This karstic system cannot be explored by speleologist. The site has however been studied
for decades at the university of Neuchaˆtel by hydrogeologists (Gillmann, 2007; Atteia et al., 1996; Morel,
1976) and geologists (Sommaruga, 1996; Valley et al., 2004). It is characterized by a highly folded geology
with complex overthrusting. The catchment of the Noiraigue spring is a dry syncline valley, called ”Valle´e
des Ponts-de-Martel”; all the precipitation falling on the valley infiltrates into the karst system and the
only known outlet of the system is the Noiraigue spring, so we defined it deterministically as the only
output point of the domain.. The catchment area is approximately 70 square km and is delimited by 2
overthrusting anticlines.
To build the 3D model of the regional geology of the catchment (Figure 4.12a), we used more than 50
interpreted cross-sections (Sommaruga, 1996; Valley et al., 2004), part of 3 seismic profiles, 6 boreholes
and 4 different geological maps (interpretation) of the region (Borghi, 2008). These data were imported
in the software Geomodeller3D (Calcagno et al., 2008) and used to interpolate the 3D geometry of the
main structures including the lithological formations, folds, thrusts and faults. There are several families
of conjugated faults that can be observed in the field due to folding, but we retained only the major
ones, i.e. WNW-ESE (strike = 300°N) and N-S (strike = 0°N) according to Sommaruga (1996) for the
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Figure 4.11: coastal aquifer example. (a) geological model with fractures, showing also both basel levels
(-140m and 0m) (b), karst system for paleo base level (-150m), karst system under actual conditions (base
level = 0m)
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model. Similarly to example 1 (section 4.4.1) we used a Boolean technique to generate the fractures
(Figure 4.12b).
The probability of occurrence of the starting points of the conduits is uniformly distributed at the
land surface within the catchment but only where karstic formations are outcropping. In addition, 8
major known inlets (sinkholes and dolines) are defined deterministically.
We then simulated the network by first simulating the vadose conduits and second the phreatic ones
(see section 4.3.4). For the vadose conduits, we assumed the base level to be the a plane at the same
altitude of the spring and crossing the whole catchment.
As expected, the resulting networks follow the geometry of the main geological structures (Fig-
ure 4.12c). They are well constrained by the known locations of inlets and the outlet. The main conduits
cross the aquifer underneath the tertiary aquitard as supposed by the existing hydrogeological analyses of
the region (Atteia et al., 1996; Morel, 1976). We therefore obtain a reasonnable 3D model of the conduits
in a very complex geological setting.
To increase the reliability of this model, we would need to better constrain the fracturation model
and use a more advanced tool for the generation of the fracturation that would account for the known
folds and thrusts. We would also need to improve the stochastic model of potential inlet locations since
geomorphological information is available in surface. This work will certainly constitute a direction for
future research.
4.5 Discussion
In this paper, we present a new stochastic methodology to model karst reservoirs. This method is
significantly different from the ones found in literature. Its main strength is that it allows integrating a
broad range of data and conceptual knowledge into a single stochastic model. The regional geology can
be accounted for even when it is very complex. The method allows to condition the karst conduit model
with actual observations. If inlets or outlets are known on the field it is sufficient to set them as starting
or ending points in a deterministic way. Borehole data confirming the presence of conduits can be used as
well. The method can handle the existence of different phases of karstification and the distinction between
the vadose and phreatic zones. When some information is only available in a probabilistic manner, the
method allows to account for it and is able to generate an ensemble of realizations representing the
uncertainty on the true position or structure of the network.
For the moment, the geological model is defined in a deterministic way. The resulting model reflects
the vision that the modeler has of a specific site. It is therefore a good practice to build several geological
models if different assumptions can be made related to the geological structure. By doing different models
one can use the proposed approach to test the plausibility of different assumptions, and evaluate their
influence on the subsequent processes. In addition, it is very important to have a good model for the
fracturation and other heterogeneities like the bedding planes. This requires accurate field measurements
and observations as well as a numerical tool able to include those observations into the model. Some
additional work is required in that direction. But it does not change the principle of the proposed model.
The heart of the methodology relies on the use of the Fast Marching Algorithm. Alternatively,
one could use groundwater flow simulations and compute streamlines to obtain similar results. Both
techniques have pros and cons. As a first guess, using a flow simulation may seem better. Flow is the
physical process controlling the speleogenesis and could therefore seem easier to justify. But in fact, it is
more difficult to use because one has to define the flow parameters of the different geological materials
(matrix, fractures and conduits) and the boundary conditions. The FMA is much simpler to apply. To
evaluate the impact of the two options, we made several tests in 2D. One of the comparison between
FMA and flow simulation is show in Figure 4.13. The flow simulation was computed with a constant and
uniform source term on the whole domain, a constant head boundary condition at the spring location
and a no-flow boundary on the sides. A difference of 5 orders of magnitude is prescribed between the
hydraulic conductivity of the matrix and of the fractures and one additional order of magnitude between
the fractures and the conduits. The flow paths are influenced by this strong heterogeneity and so do
the conduits. In this case, the comparison of Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.13(b) shows that the shape
of the conduits obtained from the flow simulation is less influenced by the fracture position than those
obtained from the FMA (Figure 4.13a). Furthermore the flow simulation is also strongly influenced by the
no-flow boundaries on the sides of the model. In this situation, using the flow simulation generates more
geometrical artifacts than the FMA. The flow simulations are also more CPU demanding, one simulation
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Figure 4.12: folded aquifer. (a) geological model, (b) fracture model, (c) resulting network, (d) resulting
network with aquitard. The the conduits follow the regional geology and the local fracturation
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Figure 4.13: conduits generated using: (a) the Fast Marching Algorithm and (b) a steady state flow
simulation. For case b an uniform source term has been applied on all the model surface, and an constant
head boundary condition has been applied at spring location. We notice that that using a flow simulation
we obtain a network which is slightly more ”rounded” and more influenced by the border of the model
(no flow borders).
for this 500x500 2D simulation takes less than 10 seconds using the FMA (PC: dual-core 2.4 gHz, 2Gb
Ram) and about 3 minutes using a steady state flow simulation (without writing the output files). In
3D, accounting for the vadose zone would be even more complicated since it would require solving the
unsaturated flow equations on very large grids. Due to the non-linearity of those equations, this can
become extremely cpu intensive and not applicable in a stochastic context as shown by Brunner et al.
(2009). For all those reasons, we prefer to use the Fast Marching Algorithm which simply computes the
shortest path. This is certainly a reasonable physical approximation for our purpose.
As the FMA is only an approximation, it has to be applied carefully. For example, artifacts can occur
if the karst formation is folded. The worst artifacts that we obtained were conduits going upward. It
may occur if a starting point has been defined in a hole, and so following the time map computed by the
FMA, the conduit may go upward. To avoid this kind of artifacts, a great attention has to be accorded
to the definition of the starting points probability map.
Another problem happens in 3D when conduits follow the ”gravity” in the vadose zone (step 1 ex-
plained in section 4.3.4). If the base level for the FMA Sl1 (eq. 4.11) is badly defined, or if it is located
outside of the aquifer limit, the conduits can be ”attracted” toward aberrant zones. The modeler has to
accurately investigate the resulting networks, and a good interpretation is essential. Actually, this fea-
ture can be used to test the extension of a catchment: points located outside the catchment will generate
conduits that will leave the catchment.
Moreover, in real karst systems, the development of the unsaturated and saturated zone are syn-
chronous and follow several successive phases of maturation (Filipponi et al., 2009). In our approach,
we approximate this behavior by simulating only mature karst systems, that have already reached the
equilibrium. With this assumption, simulating first all the vadose conduits and in a second step the
phreatic ones leads to a geometrical reconstruction of the mature karst that is coherent with the actual
conceptual model (Ford and Williams, 2007).
As we already mentioned in the introduction,the proposed approach aims at generating karst conduits
networks and not cave geometry like Henrion et al. (2008). In real karst aquifers, huge caves can be
present, but we do not consider them yet in our approach because we work on regular grids. At a
regional scale, the resolution of the grid is often coarser than the dimensions of the caves (cell resolution
> 50m). Therefore, the caves can be represented only by ”conduit” elements. Instead of trying to model
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the detailed geometry of the caves, we think that it is more reasonable to pursue our work in the future
by defining a model of the radius (or rugosity) of the conduits that will be computed all along the conduit
networks. A reasonable model for the radius will be to relate statistically the conduit order defined above
(eq. 4.20) with its radius using a power law. For similar reasons, we do not simulate the epikarst and its
internal detailed heterogeneity using discrete features. Instead, in a regional flow model we think that it
is more reasonable to represent the epikarst by a highly conductive layer (that can be heterogeneous) at
the topographical surface of the model.
Another important point that needs to be discussed is that the number of conduits and the different
phases of karstification are for the moment controlled by the user. He has to define those parameters. As
speleogenetic process based simulations show (Dreybrodt et al., 2005) the dissolution in natural system
is very active when the head gradient is high. Because of the dissolution, the hydraulic resistance of
the medium tends to decrease and the gradient decreases (the rate of precipitation or inflow is supposed
to remain constant) until the system reaches a breakthrough point. This determines the moment after
which the karst network is in equilibrium with the inflow, i.e. all the infiltrated water is drained easily
by the system. After the breakthrough, the dissolution is more active in the epikarst and the geometry
of the main network does not change that much anymore. Using the pseudo-genetic approach, we do not
account for this factor because we do not model the dissolution processes. Instead, the user has to control
that the parameters that were used to build a reasonable network. In this process, the importance factor
(section 4.3.3 and 4.3.4) can be used as a criteria controlling the density of the inlets: using a DEM
analysis tool, as the drainage surface of every inlet is already estimated; the algorithm could proceed by
adding inlets on the surface until the sum of the drained surface is equal to a user defined threshold. This
idea needs to be tested in detail and is therefore not yet implemented in the code.
4.6 Conclusions and outlooks
We propose an integrated method to model epigenetic karst reservoirs. It allows honoring conceptual
knowledge existing about karst and speleogenesis processes as well as most of the available field data. As
far as we know this is the fisrt stochastic method allowing to account for several phases of karstification
and to distinguish the saturated and unsaturated zones. The method is very flexible and numerically
efficient thanks to the use of approximated physics concepts and it belongs therefore to the pseudo-genetic
class of stochastic models. The use of the Fast Marching Algorithm to perform the search of minimum
effort paths allows to simulate realistic conduits in a very CPU efficient manner.
The proposed model is a tool allowing to test different assumptions concerning either the regional
geology, the fracturation, the inception horizon or the hydrogeological control of the system. It generates
conduits that can be used to generate finite element or finite differences mesh which can be used to
model flow and transport in the karst system. The model is stochastic and allows to investigate the
uncertainty related to a current state of knowledge and data availability. As any model, its underlying
parameters have to be inferred from field observations. Some parameters can be directly derived from the
measurements (location of the springs for example), some other parameters are not necessarily directly
measurable (number of major stages of karstification for example). Depending on the parameters used
in the model one can obtain a very wide range of structures from curvilinear branching network to
anastomotic mazes.
For the moment, a trial and error procedure is used to select the parameters. By testing the impact of
those parameters and checking visually if the resulting networks are reasonable, one can obtain the type
of network that is expected. In the future, the methodology will have to include a calibration procedure
based on a number of statistical measures describing the topology and geometry of the network. Those
measures will be used to compare the simulated networks with observed ones in order to test the validity
of the selected model parameters.
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Chapter 5
Extensions and improvements of the
pseudo genetic karst model
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes three modifications of the pseudo genetic algorithm made after the publication of
the previous chapter. They have been made 1) to allow creating labyrinthic conduits, 2) to account for
geophysical data, and 3) to avoid unrealistic conduits going upward. In this chapter, we describe these
additions from a theoretical point of view. Furthermore this chapter provides some detailed information
about the fast marching algorithm (FMA) and illustrates how the algorithm is sensitive to its input
parameters. This is important because it enables the user to better understand the Stochastic Karst
Simulator (SKS).
Many SKS options allows to generate karst networks that are consistently different one from another.
As explained in Section 4.3.4, SKS uses a Fast Marching Algorithm (FMA) (Sethian, 1996, 1999, 2001)
to compute the minimum effort paths between karst inlets (sinkholes, dolines) and outlets (springs). The
aim of this approach is to model mature karst networks, with the possibility to condition them to field
observation. In this case, a karst system is considered mature when it reaches the sufficient state of
enlargement of karstic voids (conduits) that allows them to drain the majority of the infiltrating water.
SKS generates only static networks, i.e. it is not possible to simulate the evolution of these networks as
it would be done in speleogenetical models (like e.g. Kaufmann and Braun, 2000; Kaufmann, 2009; Drey-
brodt et al., 2005; Gabrovsek and Dreybrodt, 2010) because the subsequent philosophy of the approach is
to generate stochastic networks (section 4.2). The geometry of the resulting networks is strongly related
to the FMA, and to the way it is used. Therefore the first section of the present chapter gives a short
explanation of the FMA (Section 5.2). The second section describes how the FMA is used by SKS and
how the parameters for the FMA can be used to generate different networks (Section 5.3). The last part
shows the new additional parameters that help to get more realistic karst networks (sections 5.4 and 5.5)
and how geophysical data can be used to control the formation of karst conduits (section 5.7).
5.2 Description of the Fast Marching Algorithm
This section gives an explanation of the Fast Marching (FM) method, which is at the core of SKS. This
explanation is intended to ease the understanding of SKS and its implementation. The FM is particular
a case of boundary value front propagation methods. The reference book for these kind of techniques is
Sethian (1999) and its re-edition of 2008 (Sethian, 2008). The explanation of the FM that is given here is
taken from this reference. In this section, we explain first the general boundary value front propagation
methods (Section 5.2.1), then the particular case of the Fast Marching Methods (Section 5.2.2).
5.2.1 Boundary value front propagation methods
Front propagation methods are used to compute the temporal evolution of a front interface in a medium.
These fronts are propagated in the medium according to a speed function (i.e. at which speed the front
is evolving). This speed function K can be noted1:
K = K(L,G, I) (5.1)
It depends on several factors:
• L local properties
• G global front properties
• I front independent properties
The local properties are mainly related to the geometry of the model (mesh) and to the geometry of its
associated properties. The global front properties are related to the partial differential equations that are
associated to the front evolution and how they are integrated. The independent parameters are called
this way, because they are independent from the shape of the front. In the case of a transport problem,
they can be related for example to the velocity of the fluid that transports the front of concentration.
There are many ways to formulate these speed functions, which will not be discussed here2.
1see also Section 4.3.4
2refer to Sethian (2008) for further information
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Figure 5.1: Evolution of the time T in an homogeneous FM speed field where K = 1 using the FMA
implementation made by Peyre (2008). The coarse grid discretization (20 ∗ 20 elements) gives a small
bias to the shape of the concentric equidistant T circles in the horizontal and vertical direction. This is
a known artifact of this implementation of the FMA.
In the boundary value front propagation methods, the speed function is considered as always positive
(i.e. K > 0), which means that the front propagates always “forward”. The position of the interface of
the front can be known by computing the time of arrival T (x) of the front when it reaches the position
x = (x, y, z) (see also Section 4.3.4). The speed function can be derived considering that d = KT (i.e.
distance = speed ∗ time):
K
δT
δx
= 1 (5.2)
which gives in many dimensions:
|∇T |K = 1 (5.3)
with T = 0 at x0, the initial locations of the front, and where |∇T | is the euclidian norm of ∇T :
|∇T | =
√(
∂T
∂x
)2
+
(
∂T
∂y
)2
+
(
∂T
∂z
)2
(5.4)
∇T is orthogonal to the level set of T and its magnitude is inversely proportional to the speed K.
According to Sethian (2008) this is the standard definition of the boundary value front propagation
methods, which usually needs iterative algorithms to be solved. The Fast Marching Algorithm is different
because it allows to solve this type of problems without iterations as explained in the next section.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of the evolution of T with K = 1. The front propagates in concentric
form, because the propagation medium (speed field) is homogeneous and constant. In this figure one
small artifact is visible: the concentric circles are slightly longer in the vertical and horizontal direction.
The reason of this is the preferential time T using the implementation of the FMA that has been used
(Peyre, 2008), which privileges the diagonal direction.
5.2.2 Fast marching methods
The Fast Marching Algorithm (FMA) is an algorithm that allows to solve boundary value front propa-
gation problems without iterations, by an optimal ordering of the nodes of the grid that supports the
computation. The system |∇T |K = 1 is then solved by one unique computation. Rouy and Tourin (1992)
(cited in Sethian 2008) propose the following convenient one sided upstream scheme:
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Figure 5.2: Updating T scheme, modified from Sethian (2008)
[max(D−xijkT,−D+xijkT, 0) +max(D−yijkT,−D+yijkT, 0) +max(D−zijkT,−D+zijkT, 0)]1/2 =
1
Kijk
(5.5)
where Ddijk are the partial derivatives of T in the given d direction at position (i, j, k) (Figure 5.2).
The FMA allows to solve this scheme systematically using only the upstream values. The upstream
differences structures of equation 5.5 allow to propagate the information only “one way”, i.e. from the
smallest values of T toward the higher ones. The FM methods are based on the construction of the
solution of T in the downstream direction by freezing the upstream values, which are already computed
(i.e. the accepted values). The key point of the method relies on the way of selecting the grid nodes that
have to be computed3.
Figure 5.3 shows the selection of the grid points to be computed in a downstream scheme. The first
step is the initialization (Figure 5.3a). In this step the initial value T = 0 is given to the starting position
x0. The initial frozen value is represented by a black point. In the second step (Figure 5.3b), the T values
for the neighbors of x0 are computed. After that, the minimal value is searched (Figure 5.3c). In this
case we assume that the point A has the smallest value. Then (Figure 5.3d) the values of the neighbors
of A are computed and then the algorithm looks for the smallest value (Figure 5.3e) in the active points
(gray points), in this case point C. The value at point A is then frozen. The values of the neighbors of
point C are updated following the rules defined in eq. 5.5. This procedure is repeated until the value of
T at all points has been simulated. The frozen points (black points) are the accepted values, the gray
points are the active points, i.e. the points which value may change during the update process given by
the front evolution.
5.3 SKS usage of the Fast Marching Algorithm
This section explains in detail how the FMA is implemented and used in SKS. The first subsection explains
the use of a regular grid to implement the FMA (Section 5.3.2), because this has some implications on
the final shape of the conduit networks, but also on the efficiency of the execution. In Section 4.2.4 it is
explained that the FMA is used in SKS to build a time of flight map, that will be used by walkers to find
the minimum effort paths between the inlets and outlets of the karst system. The present section describes
also the implementation of these walkers (Section 5.3.3) and how they are used to build the karst indicator
function Ic(x, κ) described in Section 4.3.4 (eq. 4.12). It also describes how the contrast between the
different speed medium (Section 4.3) can influence the geometry of the final network (Section 5.3.4), and
how the rules on the choice of the inlets can have an impact on the final network hierarchy (Section 5.3.5).
3Several implementations exist to enhance the efficiency of the algorithms, the reader is suggested to refer to Sethian
(2008) for further details.
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a) initialization b) update “downstream”
c) compute possible values d) Chose smallest value (e.g. A)
e) Freeze value at A, update neighbors f) chose smallest value, etc
Figure 5.3: Fast Marching Algorithm downstream computing scheme in a 2D grid. Dark points: frozen
values, gray points: active points; white points: downstream not computed points
5.3.1 Matlab programming language choice
SKS is written in MATLAB®. This programming language has been retained for the development of this
prototype, because it is a high level interpreted language, with a multitude of already built-in functions
(especially for visualizing early results). For the development of a prototype algorithm it is very useful
to be able to quickly test new ideas. Furthermore, MATLAB® allows an easy use of matrix operations,
which is a very practical tool when using indicator functions as it is done here. Moreover, an existing
implementation of the Fast marching Algorithm for MATLAB® (Toolbox Fast Marching, Peyre, 2008)
was available when the project started in 2008.
5.3.2 Regular grid to support the computation
As Sethian (2008) explains, there are many different ways to implement the Fast Marching Methods.
The most advanced ones work with unstructured meshes. In the case of unstructured meshes, the time T
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whi le 1
% f i n d the minimal va lue in the surrounding e lements
minT = min (T( i −1: i +1, j −1: j +1,k−1:k+1) ) ;
% r e t r i e v e the index o f the element
ind = f i n d (T( i −1: i +1, j −1: j +1,k−1:k+1) == minT) ;
% stop i f r eaches the minimal va lue o f T
i f T( ind ) == min(T) ;
break
e l s e
% update the index o f the walker
[ i , j , k ] = update cur r ent index ( i , j , k , ind ) ;
end
end
Listing 5.1: Pseudo-matlab code of the basic walker
front evolution depends not only on the speed function K, but also on the distance between the different
nodes of the grid. The algorithms working with 3D unstructured meshes may have to integrate the
speed function for several geometries of elements (like tetrahedrons, pyramids) which can slow down the
execution. Depending on the implementation, this additional complexity can be felt in the efficiency of
the algorithm.
Even if the Toolbox Fast Marching (Peyre, 2008) provides the functionalities to work with unstructured
meshes, SKS has been coded on a regular grid for 3 reasons:
1. Efficiency
2. Simplicity of use
3. conversion from/to other softwares
Using a regular grid, the FMA gains in efficiency, because the distance between nodes is implicitly
known with the mesh discretization, and there is no need to consider it in the time computation. Fur-
thermore, a regular mesh is easier to handle (especially in MATLAB®) as it can be treated like a 2D/3D
matrix, where the properties at given matrix indexes directly correspond with the elements. In addition,
the use of a regular mesh allows to ease the model transition from the geological editor to SKS, and from
SKS to the flow simulators (see Chapter 6).
5.3.3 Walkers
The concept of using walkers on a time field T to build the karst indicator function Ic(x, κ) (eq. 4.12)
has been proposed in section 4.3.4. The present section gives a brief clarification on the different ways
the walkers have been implemented in SKS.
The first attempts used walkers that used the gradient of the time field T . This kind of walkers had
several problem to reach the the minimum of the time map, because the gradient of this kind of maps
is very discontinuous, with very sharp value differences between the cels, if the contrast of speed K are
high. Finally the walkers implemented in SKS are very simple (and fast): in an infinite while loop the
walker scans the values of the neighbors elements and moves to the element with the minimal value. If
the minimal value of the complete field is found (T = 0), the loop ends. Listing 5.1 shows a pseudo-code
(pseudo-matlab) of this simple implementation.
The stop conditions of the main loop depend on the kind of conduits being simulated. E.g. if the con-
duits that are being simulated are the ones corresponding to the vadose indicator function Ivadose(x, vc)
(Section 4.3.4, eq. 4.17) then the walkers have to stop also if a non-karstifiable formation is reached.
This is important during this step to avoid conduits to cross non-karstifiable formations, while they are
being simulated mainly vertically. Another stop condition is when the walker cannot find a lower value
in the surrounding cells. This happened quite often with gradient-based walkers but with the simple
scan it is very rare. The FMA implementation made by Peyre (2008) has a predilection for the diagonal
directions. If we use a walker that looks for the minimal value in its complete surrounding cube (i.e. the
26 surrounding cells in 3D, and the 8 surrounding pixels in 2D), in a homogeneous K field (figure 5.4a),
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a) b) c)
Figure 5.4: Differences in the way walkers find the path in the FMA time field. a) time field in an
homogeneous speed field. b) using corner and faces connectivity. c) using only face connectivity
the walker will go straight forward to the T0 value as shown in figure 5.4b. It can be noticed in this figure
that the pixels are connected from the corner. If the simulated conduits have to be used in flow simula-
tion (Chapter 6) it is convenient to avoid this kind of connection, and prefer a face to face connectivity
(i.e. in 3D the elements will be connected by the faces, and by the edges in 2D) as shown in figure 5.4c.
This kind of connectivity is particularly necessary for finite-differences solvers like MODFLOW. The path
shown in figure 5.4c is not straight forward, this is because the walkers have to find the minimum locally,
and because in an homogeneous field like this one the preferential values are on the diagonal, there are
confusing points with the same value. Therefore, if more surrounding values of T are equal (and are the
local minimum) the walker select one of them randomly. This adds a little additional variability to the
simulated networks.
5.3.4 Speed function definition
As explained above (Section 5.2.1) all the front propagation methods need the definition of a speed
function which may be very complex (eq. 5.1). The speed function in SKS is very simple and depends
only on local parameters. In fact, the use of the FMA that is made in SKS is quite particular, because
in this case, the return value of T is only used as a fast approximation allowing to integrate geological
information and to provide the minimum effort paths between inlets and outlets of the karst network
(see Section 4.2). What is relevant is that the time field T within the model is influenced by geological
features. Therefore, the speed function K in SKS is only a speed associated to the different facies (aquifer,
aquitard, fractures). Using the FMA in this way means that only the contrasts of speed in the different
facies influence the propagation of the time field.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the effect of different contrasts in speed for a very simple synthetic case. In this
2D example, a more conductive formation (in black, figure 5.5a) is added into an uniform K = 1 speed
field (white). Two speed contrasts are illustrated. Figure 5.5b and figure 5.5c show the time map T and
the path of the walker for a contrast of 5 (Kblack = 5 ∗Kwhite) respectively. Figure 5.5d and figure 5.5e
shows the same results for a contrast of 2 (Kblack = 2 ∗Kwhite). In figure 5.5c, the path of the walker
passes preferentially through the black formation, while in Figure 5.5e its influence is smaller. As shown
by this small example, the relative contrast in speed between different objects can have an important
impact on the shape of the final minimum effort paths.
As explained in Section 4.3.1, the geological information, such as the presence of karstic formation
and aquicludes is implemented in SKS using indicator functions (IG(x, g) for the geology eq 4.1, where
g is the given geological formation and x is a given point of the model). To each geological formation g
correspond a value for the FMA speed KG = {κ1, ..., κNg} (Ng is the number of geological formations).
The contrast between the values corresponding to the different formations is the key factor that influences
the large scale distribution of the conduit networks. As shown in figure 5.5, the conduits will develop
mainly in the formations with a high value of K. For practical reasons, the K value of the aquifer
formation is noted Ka here after.
In practice, the karstifiable formations should have a relative high speed K value and the non kars-
tifiable formation a low value. To produce consistent models, the outlets and inlets of the system are
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Figure 5.5: Effect of a higher velocity layer. a) black: the more conductive formation. b) T field with
a contrast of 5 between the facies. c) path of the walker with a contrast of 5. d) T with a contrast of 2.
e) path of the walker with a contrast of 2.
both put on aquifer formations. If the constrast is high, the conduits will be highly constrained by the
karstifiable formations (tests have demonstrated that a contrast of Kaquiclude = Ka/100 is a good order
of magnitude).
One solution to simulate the case when there are several aquifer formations and when one is known to
be more karstified, is to put a small contrast between them. A contrast of 2 or 3 is in most cases sufficient
to constrain all the conduits into the karstifiable formation. For example, let’s assume two karstifiable
formations: a1 and a2. a2 being the most karstified formation, then Ka2 > 2Ka1 . In this way, the conduits
will still cross the less karstifiable formation a1, but will be slightly preferentially attracted by the second
aquifer a2. Big discontinuities, such as faults and thrust structures, may be preferential karstifiable zones,
because the rocks are highly tectonized in these features. These are treated as a particular case in SKS
which is described in the next paragraph.
The smaller scale (local) shape of the conduits is controlled by the discontinuities of the karstic aquifer.
These are the particular horizons identified by Filipponi et al. (2009) as inception horizons. They include
fractures and bedding planes. In the last implementation of SKS, these features are now considered in a
slightly different manner compared to Chapter 4, as described in the following paragraphs.
Faults
Large scale tectonic accidents, like major faults, but also thrust structures, can have a role in speleogenetic
processes. Because these accidents are highly fractured, the karstification can occur preferentially in this
kind of features (Palmer, 2007). They are included in SKS by discretizing the fault and defining an
indicator function Ifaults for all the voxels of the model that are touched by the fault:
Ifaults(x, F ) =
{
1, if fault F is present at location x
0, otherwise
(5.6)
This discretization is simply done by exporting the fault as a vectorial point set with the form
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xFaults = (x, y, z) from the geological editor and by computing the corresponding indexes (i, j, k) of
the elements that are touched by these points in the regular grid. To use this simple way of discretizing
a complex surface, it has to be output sufficiently finely from the geological editor to connect all the
elements that are “crossed” by it.
If these faults have a regional scale (e.g. the SW thrust of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel , Chapter 2)
the contrast between their associated speed Kfaults and the aquifer speed Ka should not be too high,
because otherwise they could lead to strong artifacts, like conduits running around the whole model
before reaching the spring. For the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel model, a contrast of 5 has been used
between the aquifer speed and the faults speed (i.e. Kfaults = 5Ka). If faults are smaller, i.e. their size
is similar to the biggest fractures in the model (Section 3.2.2), it is possible to treat them as fractures.
Fractures, bedding planes and inception horizons
Fracture and bedding planes play an important role in the initialization of karst network as they can be
considered inception horizons (Filipponi et al., 2009). As explained in Section 4.3.4, they are considered
using the same indicator function for local discontinuities IF (eq: 4.2). In the present section the term
“fracture” include both fractures and bedding planes.
From the initial implementation of SKS described in Chapter 4, considerable work has been done in
enhancing the fracture model, and the way there are used in SKS. This effort lead to the development of
the fracture generator presented in Chapter 3. After the fractures are built with this fracture generator
(the bedding planes are modeled as fractures parallel to the stratification), they are discretized in the
model as described in Section 3.2.6.
Using this new version of the fracture generator, the fracture indicator function IF described in section
4.2 is now used differently. In the previous model (equation 4.10), the speed field KS0 (x) was given as a
sum of the indicator function for the geology IG multiplied by possible values for the geological formations
KG(g) and the indicator function of fractures IF (f) (f being the fracture family) as shown again here:
KS0 (x) =
Nf∑
f=1
IF (x, f)KF (f) +
1− Nf∑
f=1
IF (x, f)
 Ng∑
g=1
(IG(x, g)KG(g)) (5.7)
where KG = {κ1, ..., κNg} and KF = {κF1, ..., κFNf} are 2 vectors of length NG and NF (number of
geological formations and number of fractures families). This implementation excluded the possibility
of having multiple families of fractures. When IF (f) was defined for many families f , the value of K
would become excessively high because of the sum of their values. Therefore, the implementation of the
indicator function IF (f) has been redefined. Now a property matrix F is defined for the entire model
domain as follows:
F(x) =
Nf∑
f=1
IF (x, f) (5.8)
where f represents now each fracture, and NF the total number of fractures. The value of KF at location
x ( ∀x ∈ {IF = 1}) is now defined as:
KF (x) =
F(x)
max(F) (KFmax −Ka) +Ka (5.9)
where KFmax is the user defined maximal possible value for the FM speed field of fractures KF and
Ka the aquifer speed. This formulation has been chosen, because the role of fractures is principally to
enhance the ability of the karstifiable formation to be karstified. In this way, the elements with a higher
number of fractures will be more preferential than the elements with less fractures. For the model of
the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel a contrast of about 5 to 10 is usually employed (i.e. KFmax = cKa |
c ∈ [5, ..., 10] ). Figure 5.6 shows the effect of an increasing speed contrast between the aquifer and the
fracture facies. As it can be seen, with an increasing contrast, the fractures control more the local shape
of the conduits. Moreover, this example also shows that the topology of the modeled karst network (the
way the conduits are connected together) changes in consequence to this increasing contrast.
The fracture density has also an influence on the topology and shape of the conduits. Figure 5.7
shows the effect of increasing fracture density over the modeled network. It can be noticed, with an
increasing fracture density, the local shape of the models is increasingly driven by the fractures and
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Figure 5.6: Effect of the FMA speed contrast between the FMA value for the fractures Kf (gray facies)
and the FMA value for the aquifer (white facies) a. a) KFmax/Ka = 1 (homogeneous), b) KFmax/Ka = 3,
c) KFmax/Ka = 6, d) KFmax/Ka = 9. We notice that with increasing contrast, the facies fractures has
a higher influence over the conduit shape (black facies).
follows the orientation of the fractures. In fact, if the fracture density becomes very large (Figure 5.7i),
the simulated network tend to homogeneous case again (Figure 5.7a), because there is quite no more
contrast between the aquifer and the fractures. The maximal tortuosity is obtained in the intermediate
cases.
Also the orientation of the fractures has a strong influence on the conduits orientation. The effect
of the fracture orientation can be seen in figure 5.8: two sets of discrete fracture networks have been
modeled. In figure 5.8a, the two main fractures families have an orientation of N0° and N90° respectively,
and in figure 5.8b the two main families have an orientation of N60° and N120° respectively.
In the case where some specific layers of the karst formation can be considered as preferential for
karstification (altered layers), they can be included in the model directly on the base of the geological
model, as shown in figure 5.10: the K value of theses specific layers can be set with a higher value with
respect to the one of the aquifer and the karst network will preferentially occur into them.
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a) b) c)
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Figure 5.7: Effect of the fracture density over the final shape of the network. The fracture density fd
in this case is computed as fd = Nf/Ne, with Nf the number of elements with fractures and Ne the
number of elements. a) fd = 0 (homogeneous), b) fd = 0.03, c) fd = 0.06, d) fd = 0.13, e) fd = 0.24, f)
fd = 0.43, g) fd = 0.68, h) fd = 0.88, i) fd = 0.99
5.3.5 Impact of the inlet selection over the final shape of the network
To build a hierarchic network of conduits, SKS uses several iterations. This concept has already been
explained in Section 4.3.4 and is used also by Collon-Drouaillet et al. (2012). The present subsection
clarifies the rules that govern these iterations.
Equation 4.13 shows that the KSi field of each iteration θ is updated using the indicator function Ic
of the presence of conduits (eq. 4.12). The key point is that these iterations are made partitioning the
set of starting point locations =S (eq. 4.5) in several subsets =Sθ as follows:
=S = {=S1 , ...,=Sθ , ...,=SNθ} , ∀ θ ∈ 1, . . . , Nθ (5.10)
with Nθ the total number of iterations. The number of elements in the subset =Sθ is the integer part
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a) b)
Figure 5.8: Effect of the fracture orientation over the final shape of the network. This is shown with
two different fracture models composed by two fractures families: a) N0° and N90°b) N60° and N120°.
We notice that the orientation of the fracture families influence the the conduit orientation. In both cases
the preferential orientation of the conduits is the same as the fracture families orientation.
of the fixed proportion of the total number of inlets N=:
N=θ =
⌊
N=∑Nθ
i=1 Fi
Fθ
⌋
(5.11)
where F = {F1, ...,FNθ} is a vector called importance factor of length Nθ. This vector is provided by
the user and contains the percentage of inlets that have to be simulated at each iteration θ. The number
of inlets (i.e. the number of conduits) N=θ at each iteration is a portion of the total number of inlets
corresponding to the θth element of F .
The networks presented in figure 5.11 shows the effect induced by the FM speed K contrast between
the aquifer (Ka) and the fractures (Kf ), combined with the hierarchic ordering of the inlets controlled
by the parameter importance factor F (eq. 5.11) on the network connectivity. In the first column, all
the conduits are simulated in only one iteration of the pseudo genetic algorithm. This lead to poorly
hierarchized network. In the second column, one third of the inlets is used in the first iteration, and two
thirds are used in the second iteration. The firstly simulated conduits attract the next ones. The third
column show the effect of a more hierachized network, where only 1/7 of the inlets are used in the first
iteration, 2/7 in the second, and the majority (4/7) are simulated in the last iteration. The conduits
generated in the first iterations now have a strong attracting role on the next ones.
Figure 5.12 shows 2D simulation results obtained with 35 inlets. To add more variability in the
simulations, the order of the inlets can be mixed. The way it can be done is by randomly permuting the
order of the inlet coordinates vectors as shown in Listing 5.2. Figure 5.12 show the effect of randomly
permuting the starting point coordinates (inlets) on the same inlet points set. It can be noticed that the
main conduits are different, they depend on the first that are simulated. This simple example illustrates
the strong attracting effect of the early simulated conduits on the final result. If some inlets are considered
as more important than others, they can be fixed explicitly in the earlier iterations by the user.
This example shows that SKS offers a high degree of flexibility to generate karst networks, but the user
has to be aware that the various input parameters will interact in several manners. Their interactions will
determine the degree of tortuosity of the networks, their topology, their orientations, etc. This flexibility
allows the user to test many different hypothesis very quickly, and allows to generate very different kinds
of networks easily.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.9: Effect of the fracture length on the shape of the simulated network. All the fracturation
models have 2 fracture families (N60° and N120°). Four length distributions are shown: a) from 1 to
20m, b) from 10 to 500m, c) from 50 to 1000, and d) from 500 to 2000. With increasing length of the
fractures, the conduits are more continuous according to the orientation of the fractures.
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Figure 5.10: Some layers of the karst system may be more altered, and consequently used as preferential
for the karst formation, by assigning them a higher K
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Figure 5.11: Effect of hierarchic inlet selection combined with the FMA speed K increasing contrast
between the FM value for aquifer Ka and the FM maximal value for fractures Kf . The same inlet points
are used for all realizations. The hierarchy is determined by the parameter importance factor F (eq. 5.11)
which length correspond to the number of iterations of the algorithm and the values correspond to the
fraction of the total inlet points that are simulated during each iteration.
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n=s i z e ( input , 1 ) ; % s i z e o f the input coord ina te t r i p l e array (x , y ,
z )
c=n−1; % counter f o r the p o s i t i o n o f the array that have been
t r ea t ed
% permute the cur rent element with one randomly beg inning from the
end
f o r i=n:−1:2
tmp = input ( i , : ) ;
id = c e i l ( rand∗c ) ;
input ( i , : )=input ( id , : ) ;
input ( id , : )=tmp ;
c=c−1;
end
output = input ;
Listing 5.2: permutation of the coordinates of the inlets to add more variability in the simulations
a) b) c)
Figure 5.12: Effect of permuting the inlet selection. The same inlet points are used for all realizations,
the fracture network and speed K contrast are fixed. Permuting the computation order of each conduit
leads to differently connected networks.
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i f k > kMax % i f the walker t r i e s to go upwards
% use the subset o f the o r i g i n a l propagat ion medium that
% i s below the max k value
subMedium = medium ;
% above the max k value , s e t K to 0
subMedium ( : , : , kMaxPossible +1:end ) = 0 ;
% re−run f a s t marching a lgor i thm
T = per fo rm fas t march ing ( subMedium , spr ing ’ ) ;
cont inue
end
Listing 5.3: If the conduit tries to go upwards, the FMA is run again on a subset of the propagation
medium
5.4 Forcing the conduits to go downstream
One artifact that has been observed using the pseudo genetic approach was the presence of conduits going
upward. In Section 4.3.4 it was shown that to simulate the vadose conduits, i.e. to take into account the
gravity effects that control the unsaturated flow in the vadose zone, the simulation is done in two distinct
steps: the first from the land surface toward a baselevel, and the second from the intersection of the
baselevel toward the spring. While this approach already solved partially the problem, additional work
has been made to avoid some small artifacts that where still present. It could happen in the unsaturated
zone. In the worst cases, the maximal altitude could be superior to the altitude of the corresponding
inlet. This can happen if the vadose zone is not previously simulated.
Section 4.3.4 explains that the use of two steps, the first to simulate the vadose zone, and the second
for the phreatic conduit solves this issue. This is only partially true. Further tests show that when
simulating the vadose conduits in this way (i.e. first toward a baselevel) produce another kind of artifacts:
the conduits first descend toward the baselevel and stop, but later they can “escape from the bottom”
and “climb” again above the base level, sometimes using the vadose conduits for a while. This behavior
is shown in figure 5.13a.
To avoid this behavior, a test is added now to the walker: if the walker tries to go above its starting
altitude, then the part of the model that is above the starting altitude is removed from the model and
the FMA is applied again but only into the submodel (Listing 5.3). This means that if the k index of
the walker is higher than the k index of the inlet (vadose step), or if it is higher than the k index of
the baselevel (phreatic step), the model is truncated above the starting altitude of the walker and the
FMA is applied again. In this way, the preferential paths will follow only the geometry of the geological
formations present below the starting point (figure 5.13b).
5.5 Diverging conduits
The connectivity of karst system is very complex. It is commonly observed that conduits have several
interconnections (Palmer, 2007), like e.g. diverging conduits, multiple springs, multiple level of karstifica-
tion, etc. The solution to the problem of several levels of karstification and multiple springs has already
been solved in Section 4.3.4 and Section 4.3.4 respectively. One missing feature in the resulting networks
produced with the first implementation described in Chapter 4 are the diverging conduits, which are
typical of karst networks (Ford and Williams, 2007; Palmer, 2007). Like anastomotic and braided rivers,
karst conduits can have diverging flow, i.e. in some part of the network the conduits do not converge,
but diverge. With the approach described in Chapter 4 all the conduits can only converge, because after
the first conduits are simulated, the next ones will be attracted by them (Section 4.3.4).
One first way of creating diverging conduits is to simulate successively the conduits toward different
springs, as it is explained in section 4.3.4 and used in appendix C.
The present section shows how it is possible to create diverging conduits using plugs in the model
between the different iterations of the algorithm. The idea comes from the field observations (in active
and paleo conduits), that in some cases sediments can obstruct the conduit, and the water will find
another path. While this is not always the case in real karst system, i.e. there are active diverging
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a)
b)
Figure 5.13: phreatic conduits (2D cross-section simulation results). Black point: spring. Dotted line:
base level. Gray: inception horizons. Black line: karst conduits.. a) old version: artifact (evidenced by
red circles): the phreatic conduits raise up again and are higher than the base level. b) new version: the
phreatic conduits are constrained by the base level.
conduits that generate spontaneously, the way it is implemented in SKS is inspired from the plugging
processes.
After the first subset of conduits are generated, plugs with K = Kaquiclude speed are added temporary
to avoid the next simulated conduits to pass through them. Numerical experiments have shown that it
is not sufficient to simply plug the conduits, because the next ones will pass very close to the first ones.
The aim here is to build conduits that will find alternative paths, which may diverge consequently from
the initial ones. Therefore the plugs are not only added to the conduits, but to the propagation medium
in a certain volume around the conduit. This low-K feature forces the new conduits to by-pass it.
Two different kinds of plugs have been implemented: spheric plugs (section 5.5.1) and gaussian plugs
(section 5.5.2). Both ways will produce an indicator function for the presence of plugs Ip, defined as
follows:
Ip(x, p) =
{
1, if plug p is present at location x
0, otherwise
(5.12)
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a) b) c)
Figure 5.14: a) previous conduit, b) spherical plug added on the conduit, c) next conduit by-passing
the plug
5.5.1 Spheric plugs
Spheric plugs have been implemented as first trial. A given N number of plugs is modeled, for each
plug, the center is chosen on a valid IJK list index (Figure 5.14a), i.e. an index of the model where the
indicator function for karst Ic(x, κ) is valid (Section 4.3.4, eq. 4.12), i.e. Ic(xvalid, κ) = 1, with xvalid
the valid IJK indices. The radius of the sphere is randomly sampled between two user defined values
(rmin and rmax).
Then the distance matrix D between the selected center ci,j,k and all the other elements of the model
is computed; X,Y , and Z being 3 matrices that contain the gravity center coordinates of all the elements
in x,y, and z dimensions respectively. Finally all the elements that satisfy the condition D < r (i.e.
the elements included in the sphere radius) are flagged as true in a boolean output matrix M that will
be used later as indicator function Ip for the plugs (eq. 5.12). Figure 5.14b shows one of these plugs
in a 3D model. The conduit gently follows the sphere limit, and produce therefore a diverging conduit
that reconnects to the original conduit later (Figure 5.14c). The spherical shape of the plugs is strictly
followed by the conduit. In addition also Gaussian plugs have been implemented to add variability in the
shape of the plugs.
5.5.2 Gaussian plugs
The goal of this second method is the same as the spherical plugs methods, i.e. to add obstacles into
the FM propagation medium to force the conduits to by-pass them, creating more realitic networks. The
only difference is that in this case, the shape of the plugs is not spherical, but based on the simulation
of a gaussian object by fast Fourier transform (Dietrich and Newsam, 1993) with a normal law and a
spherical variogram. The creation of these plugs works as follows:
1. 3D Gaussian simulation
2. quantile selection, extract binary matrix
3. identification of the geobodies
4. randomly sample one of them
5. compute gravity center of the selected geobody
6. “patch” the selected geobody “on” the conduit
The code relative to this section is shown in appendix A.1. The first step is to build a 3D non
conditional Gaussian simulation of a dimensionless variable v (Figure 5.15a), having a mean 〈v〉 = 0 and
variance σ2 = 1. It is then used to produce discrete geobodies by selecting only the region where v is
greater than a user-defined quantile q (step 2, Figure 5.15b). In practice, the user can define the range
of the variogram in the 3 dimensions (lx, ly, and lz), as well as a threshold, corresponding to a given
quantile q of the variable v. This produce an indicator function of the form:
Iq(x, v, q) =
{
1, if the value of v is superior to its quantile q at location x
0, otherwise
(5.13)
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.15: a) gaussian field, b) v > q selected objects, c) identified geobodies (the color correspond
to the ID of the geobodies), d) geobodies patched on the already existing conduits to plug the medium
The result of this step is a 3D logical matrix (Figure 5.15b). The third step is the identification of the
geobodies defined by Iq; the MATLAB
®Image Processing Toolbox is used for this step. After this step,
each geobody is identified by an unique identifier which is an increasing integer (Figure 5.15c). One of
them is selected randomly. Then the gravity center of the selected geobody is computed (step 5) as the
mean of the X, Y and Z matrices where Iq is defined. If the shape of the geobody is not convex, which
is highly probable with this kind of objects, its gravity center may not be included into the geobody. In
this case the point which is included into the geobody and is the nearest to the gravity center is used as
gravity center. This is important, because in the last step (step 6), the selected geobody is used as plug
into the conduit model, and it is used to define the indicator function Ip (eq. 5.12). To do this, the plugs
are patched on a randomly selected point of the previously simulated conduits (Figure 5.15d). The point
of the network where the plug has to be patched is selected like in the case of spherical plugs, here above.
To ensure that the plug will effectively plug the conduit, it is patched on its gravity center (or on nearest
point to the gravity center included into the plug).
5.5.3 Discussion
The idea of adding plugs into the medium to generate labyrinthic networks is arguable because it cannot
be fully related to natural processes. It is inspired by the fact that conduits can be filled by sediments,
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but in natural karst systems this is probably not the dominant process and there other kinds of diverging
conduits. For example, multiple connections may occur depending on the local variations of hydraulic
boundary conditions, but simulating this process is not achievable in a simple manner in SKS, unless
many springs are used (section 4.3.4). The algorithm does not consider temporal variations in hydraulic
regime, which may occur in real systems (e.g. local storms that provide water not uniformly, etc).
Adding plugs, as implemented in SKS, is one simple way of forcing a conduit to diverge from another
pre-existing one using this minimum effort path search with the FMA. Therefore this feature has to
be considered as an algorithmic proposition to increase the complexity of the generated networks, but
without a valid conceptual justification. Further research and developments are needed to overcome this
limitation.
5.6 Application to the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel
This section shows the application of SKS to the karst aquifer of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel
(Chapter 2). The only known spring of for this regional aquifer is the spring of Noiraigue. Many inlets
(sinkholes and dolines) have given positive results when tracer tests have been performed (appendix B).
Fournier (2012) has mapped all the inlets of the system (figure 2.7). The site is very tectonized and
many regional faults and thrusts have been identified. These features have been identified as possible
preferential karstification zones. Based on the geomorphological study, three karst modeling scenarios
are proposed and used to demonstrate the use of the code.
The cells are cubic and have a size of 50m in the three dimensions. The conduits that are modeled
are only the macro collectors (i.e. the largest conduits), which are supposed to have a regional influence.
Three models have been generated with similar parameters, but different sets of inlets depending on
the assumption. All the models have been generated with 3 levels of hierarchy: the number of second
order conduits is twice the first order and the number of conduits of third order is 4 times the number of
conduits of first order, i.e. the importance factor of the simulations is F = {1, 2, 4} (eq 5.11). Faults of
regional importance are used in this model, together with the fracture model described in Section 3.3.2.
The FMA speed values that have been used are listed in table 5.1.
name Kaquiclude Kaquifer Kfaults KFmax Kconduit
value 1 10 50 100 200
Table 5.1: FMA speed values used for the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel aquifer model.
The three tested hypotheses are the following. In the first case (figure 5.16a), all the mapped inlets
are used as true inlets of the system. In the second case (figure 5.16b), the smallest inlets are grouped to
form inlet zones and in the third case, only the most important inlets (which have also been traced by
dye tests) are used (figure 5.16c). The resulting networks are shown in figure 5.17.
The decision of these three models relies on the way flow will be simulated (Chapter 6). In the first
case, all the conduits are considered relevant for flow, even the smallest. In the other two, the conduits
that are generated represent principally the macro-collectors, while the karstic matrix is see as fractured
matrix, which hydraulic parameters will be principally modeled as an equivalent porous medium.
As the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel is a very complex and folded environment, several authors (Morel,
1976; Gogniat, 1995a; Borghi, 2008) discuss the relative importance of the different tectonic accidents
(thrusts, see figure 2.4) present in the region. Using SKS it is possible to create different models that
consider these thrusts. Figure 5.18 shows the results of these different possibilities: In the first model, only
the southern thrust is considered; in the second model both Souther and Northern thrusts are considered.
The resulting models show how the conduits are influenced by these large scale discontinuities.
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a) b)
c)
Figure 5.16: Three tested hypothesis regarding the inlets, a: set 1, all the mapped dolines; b: set 2,
major infiltration zones; c: set 3, only the biggest (traced) inlets (from Fournier, 2012)
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 5.17: Modeling results of the 3 hypotheses. a) set 1, all the mapped dolines; b) set 2, major
infiltration zones; c) set 3, only the biggest (traced) inlets (from Fournier, 2012)
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 5.18: Two possible realizations, depending on the consideration of the large scale thrusts of
the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel. a) and c) show the model where only the southern thrust (green) is
considered as possibly karstified; b) and d) show a model where also the Northern backthrust (red) is
considered as possibly karstified. The consideration of the thrusts in the model result also in topological
changes of the network: the way the conduits (blue lines) are interconnected is different, because they
follow the different thrusts.
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5.7 Consideration of geophysical data
SKS as been modified for the study of the karst aquifer of the Yucatan peninsula (Mexico) presented in
appendix C. The procedure that has been used to simulate the conduits in the study case of the Yucatan
peninsula is deeply explained in appendix C. This section shows only the SKS relevant considerations.
A great amount of aerial geophysical measurements (electro magnetic) was available for this case study,
and the geophysical anomalies are present where the known caves have been mapped (figure 5.19). The
caves are huge (several tens of meters of diameter in many cases) and filled with salty water. Therefore
the geophysical signal is very strong.
The idea is to use this geophysical signal as speed function K. Because the geophysical anomalies
are both positive and negative, the first step is to convert them only to positive values by summing the
minimum of the electromagnetic map Em(x) and use it as speed field KE :
KE(x) = Em(x) + minEm(x) (5.14)
but the results obtained with this method showed that the contrast needed to be enhanced because the
conduits were not sufficiently controlled by the electromanetic anomalies (figure 5.20a). Therefore a
power law was used to strengthen the contrast and gives the final K function:
K(x) = bKE(x) (5.15)
which gave better results (figure 5.20b).
In addition, in the case study of the Yucatan peninsula many conduits realizations were created, and
this allowed to produce probability of occurrence of the karst conduits. Figure 5.21 shows two probability
of occurrence maps that were generated using SKS with the geophysical data as K function4.
4The reader is invited to read the paper in appendix C for further informations
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Figure 5.19: A lot of aerial electromagnetic measurements are available. Where the conduits have been
explored, the electro magnetic signal often present negative anomalies. (from Vuilleumier et al., 2012,
appendix C)
Figure 5.20: Using the geophysical anomaly as speed function K allows to simulate conduits that are
consistent with the geophysical data. In a, the electromagnetic component of the velocity medium is
the electromagnetic map with positively shifted values. In b, the electromagnetic control on the karst
simulation is enhanced by multiplying the value of Em(x) by a factor of 3 of and setting b (eq. 5.15) to
3. (from Vuilleumier et al., 2012, appendix C)
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Figure 5.21: Probability of occurrence of karst in the model. (from Vuilleumier et al., 2012, appendix C)
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5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed some modifications and extensions of the pseudo genetic approach.
First the core of the methodology is clarified, and several synthetic examples are shown to illustrate the
effect of the different parameters over the final results. Then the new modifications are explained, like e.g.
the modification to produce more realistic conduits which can display labyrinthic structures and the one
that allow to avoid conduits going upward. Moreover, a technique to integrate geophysical measurements
has been proposed.

Chapter 6
Practical flow and transport
modeling for karst aquifers using
pseudo-genetic karst networks to
build finite element models
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6.1 Introduction
Karst aquifers are extremely heterogeneous and difficult to characterize; this makes them very different
from other aquifers (Bakalowicz, 2005). Their heterogeneity is induced by the presence of highly perme-
able preferential flow paths created by dissolution of the surrounding rock. The preferential flow paths
are often fractures that are enlarged by dissolution, and under certain conditions they often result into
karstic conduits, which are organized in hierarchical networks.
In the introduction of his PhD, Annable (2003) gives a very complete overview of the evolution of
the conceptual models about speleogenetic processes over the last two centuries. The conceptual model
that is considered in the present study is based on concepts described by Worthington et al. (2000): the
karst aquifer model is composed by 2 main hydrofacies: the matrix, which represents more than 90% of
the volume of the aquifer, and has an important storage role, and the conduits which represent a very
small volume, but which have a very high importance for flow, more precisely they are considered to be
responsible for more or less 90% of the total flow.
Although karst aquifers have already been studied for more than a century they are still very difficult
to understand (Annable, 2003). Over the last 3 decades, several numerical modeling techniques have
been developed in order to provide better understanding of these aquifers, but also prediction tools for
water quantity and quality management. A review of these techniques is provided by Ghasemizadeh et al.
(2012). As they explain in their review, there are several ways that have been developed to simulate karst
aquifers.
The aim of this chapter is to discuss how one can model groundwater flow and transport in karst
aquifers in practice. First we provide a brief overview of the main available modeling techniques in
Section 6.2. We show that they can give complementary results, and we propose a practical methodology
to include the benefits of several different techniques in one unique model. This review shows that
only a few attempts have been developed to simulate karstic systems in practice with a distributed and
physically based model. When using a physically based model for a karstic system, one has to model first
the conduit geometry (which is often unknown), develop a concept for the distribution of the radii of the
conduits, have a meaningful model for the recharge accounting for the epikarst. Often numerical problems
occur because of the high contrasts of the hydraulic parameters between the matrix (e.g. low hydraulic
conductivity) and the conduits (high hydraulic conductivity). In this chapter, we try to provide practical
answers to these questions using existing modeling techniques and concepts. The underlying assumptions
and considerations that lead to our choice are explained in detail in Section 6.2, while Section 6.3 explains
more in detail the implementation.
In a first step, we use the pseudo-genetic Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS) developed previously
(chapters 4 and 5) to build the conduit network (Section 6.3.1). The conduits are meshed as pipe elements
(2 nodes) which follow the edges of the cubic elements representing the matrix (Section 6.3.2). For
comparison, the flow is also modeled using an Equivalent Porous Media approach similar to Worthington
(2003), i.e. specific “karst” elements have an increased porosity and permeability induced by the presence
of conduits (Section 6.3.7). The networks have a hierarchical structure and distribution of their radius
(Section 6.3.3) as discussed by Kira´ly (2003). Both flow and transport (tracer tests) are modeled. The flow
in the conduits can be modeled as laminar, or turbulent (Jeannin, 2001). In the matrix the flow is Darcian.
The finite element code GROUNDWATER(Cornaton, 2007) is used to solve the flow and transport
problem. The epikarst effect is simulated using an approximated model based on a transfer function
(black-box) model of recharge using the watershed simulator RS2012 (edric.ch, 2012) (Section 6.3.4). The
calibration of these models needs a model-run workflow with successive steps as explained in Section 6.3.6.
In this chapter we show how to bind all these elements together and discuss the benefits of combining
the different approaches.
6.2 Overview of the existing models
6.2.1 Black-box models
Mathematical black-box model assume the whole aquifer as an abstract schematic mathematical descrip-
tion. It can be a reservoir model, i.e. several “reservoirs” that are connected with mathematical rules,
like e.g. global parameter models (e.g. Mangin, 1975); or they can be complex neural networks (e.g. Hu
et al., 2008). Unfortunately, as explained by de Marsily (1994), while these models may be a sufficient
tool to predict spring hydrographs, they do not provide any spatial information about the karstic system
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and their parameters do not have a real physical significance for the description of physical processes
inside the karstic aquifer. Black-box models have been applied successfully in many cases when the aim
of the model is to provide a prediction tool for a function. A good review of these kind of models can be
found in Ghasemizadeh et al. (2012). Recently, Hartmann et al. (2013) propose a way of determining the
better conceptual model structure for lumped parameters models using chemical signatures and multiple
objective functions for model calibration.
6.2.2 Distributed parameters models
Differently than black-box models, distributed parameters models try to solve the physics of the system,
with varying degrees of complexity. These models discretize the model domain into sub-units. Each
sub-unit has homogeneous parameters in the space that it delimits. They are organized in a grid, which
can also be called a mesh. The process that allows to divide the model domain into a grid is called
discretization (Section 6.3.2). This step is fundamental, because it allows to calculate the fluid flow and
transport equation for each cell easily. As Ghasemizadeh et al. (2012) say, the challenge of distributed
modeling approaches to represent karst groundwater systems is to cope with the high spatial heterogeneity
of karst aquifers. Many authors have already modeled karst aquifer using parameter distributed models.
The easiest way is to assume the whole karst aquifer as an equivalent porous medium (EPM), where
matrix, fractures and conduit are brought toghether in an equivalent hydrofacies (e.g. Lapcevic et al.,
1999; Borghi, 2008). Unfortunately, EPM models have a very low applicability in very kartified fields and
may lead to catastrophic situations like the case of Walkerton (Ontario, Canada) where, in May 2000, 7
people died from a bacterial contamination of the municipal water supply because the spring protection
zone where based on a MODFLOW EPM model which gave much higher transit time than what was
observed (later) by field tracer tests (Worthington et al., 2002; Goldscheider and Drew, 2007, cited in
Kresic and Stevanovic (2009)).
To avoid this kind of issues, other authors have developed models which use the available informa-
tion about the conduit geometry to add heterogeneity in their model. Worthington (2003) models the
Mammoth Cave aquifer using MODFLOW, and he defines the mesh elements where karst conduits were
explored as cells with an higher hydraulic conductivity. He also had to increase the hydraulic conductivity
according to the hierarchy of the conduits to be able of simulating realistic head distributions. Kira´ly
et al. (1975); Kira´ly (1988) modeled the conduits as discrete 1D or 2D features embedded in a 3D matrix,
the flow in conduits is laminar using a discrete-continuum approach. The discrete-continuum approach is
often used to develop speleogenesis models (Annable, 2003; Dreybrodt et al., 2005; Gabrovsek and Drey-
brodt, 2010). These speleogenesis models are useful to understand the complex kinetics of karst aquifer.
In addition, as Jeannin (2001) pointed out, turbulence is often observed in conduit flow. Nowadays there
are computer codes that allow to use turbulent flow equations in discrete conduits, as MODFLOW-
CFP (Conduit Flow Process, Kuniansky and Shoemaker, 2008) or GROUNDWATER (Cornaton, 2007).
De Rooij (2007) developed a model that is able to simulate also unsaturated flow in pipes, but he points
out that it is difficult to obtain the karst network geometry.
6.2.3 Network modeling
As pointed out by De Rooij (2007), a major difficulty when simulating karst aquifers, is to have precise
information about the conduit geometries. To use realistic conduits, one could use the networks resulting
from speleogenetic models (Annable, 2003; Dreybrodt et al., 2005; Gabrovsek and Dreybrodt, 2010),
but the computation of these models is very heavy and they are difficult to condition to field data.
Geostatistical based models can be used too to obtain a discrete conduit models like Fournillon et al.
(2010). They are easier to condition to field data, but it is difficult to produce well connected paths.
Jaquet et al. (2004) propose to use a modified lattice-gas automaton for the discrete simulation of karstic
networks, which can produce hierarchical structures, but which is also difficult to condition to field data.
Ronayne and Gorelick (2006) propose to simulate branching channels (analogous to karst conduits) using
a nonlooping invasion percolation model, which produces nice features, but which are based on a pixel
discretization to represent the enlargement of the conduits, and are therefore very difficult to use as
base for a flow simulation. Finally, a new approach is to use a pseudo-genetic algorithm (Henrion et al.,
2008; Collon-Drouaillet et al., 2012; Borghi et al., 2012), which mimics the resulting structures of karst
networks produced by speleogentical models, but without solving the complete kintetics of the system.
This kind of model use approximated physics to generate the karst networks. Both approaches are based
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on the assumption that water (and consequently conduit development) will follow a minimum effort path
as suggested by Groves and Howard (1994). This is the kind of model that will be used to generate the
conduit networks in the present chapter.
6.2.4 Recharge/epikarst model
Karst aquifers present several complex recharge phenomena, which are caused by the presence of a highly
altered superficial “skin” (of a few meters) on the top of the aquifers, called epikarst (Ford and Williams,
2007). Epikarst has a complex role on aquifer recharge, because it concentrates the rainfall water into
several point inlets (dolines), which leads directly to the karstified network. Moreover, it is quite common
that surface water streams infiltrate directly into the conduit networks through other point inlets called
sinkholes.
The conceptual model of Mangin (1975) considers that a consistent part of the rainfall is quickly
drained by the epikarstic toward the conduit network, and the remaining part of water will be infiltrated
diffusely on the low-permeability fractured volumes. The epikarst is a sort of “skin” of karst aquifers,
which rapidly drains and concentrates the rainfall water into several infiltration points known as dolines
(concentrate recharge). Kira´ly et al. (1995) use a nested 2D model to simulate the epikarst, coupled with
a 3D model where the karstic network was modeled. The epikarst model outputs are used as input for
the concentrated recharge (sinkholes and dolines). Their recharge function for the flow model underlying
the epikarst layer is computed as a proportion of diffuse and concentrated recharge. The concentrated
recharge was computed with the 2D epikarst model. Their final conclusions admit that in most open
karst aquifers more than 40% of the infiltration should be drained rapidly into the karst channels. This
proportion may be greater if we consider the common assumption that in mature karst aquifers about
90% of the flow occurs in conduits (Worthington et al., 1999). This work showed the benefits of correctly
modeling the effect of epikarst and the recharge, but the use of a 2D model for this topic is difficult to
apply if the topography is not an horizontal plane like in their work. Authors like Ofterdinger et al. (2013)
use a complex hydrological model that computes the recharge contribution and the runoff of precipitation
on the base of several parameter, like the slope, altitude and soil cover. They obtain satisfactory results,
but this kind of model can be very difficult to correctly parametrize, especially if there are only a few
measurements stations to calibrate the model.
The use of black-box models to estimate the recharge of a karst aquifer has been successfully demon-
strated by Weber et al. (2012). Therefore in the present paper, a reservoir black-box model is used to
simulate the recharge function for the finite element model, as explained in Section 6.3.4.
6.3 Methodology
This section describes, step by step, how we propose to model flow (and transport) in a karst aquifer
with a distributed physical model.
6.3.1 Modeling the karstic network by pseudo-genetic approach
To model a karstic system using a distributed physical model, the first required steps are to construct
a model of the geometry of the system and of the conduits. For the conduits we use the pseudo-
genetic methodology described in chapter 4 and 5. This approach is fully described in the previous
chapters. In summary, first a 3D geological model is built, then a stochastic fracture model is used to add
heterogeneity into the 3D geological model, and finally the conduits of the karstic network are generated
using the pseudo-genetic approach, which uses a Fast Marching Algorithm (FMA) to compute minimum
effort paths between karstic springs and inlets (like dolines and sinkholes). This minimum effort path
computation is based on the assumption that the water (and consequently the conduits generated by
dissolution) will preferentially flow inside the more conductive discontinuities like fractures and bedding
planes: the inception horizons as defined by Filipponi et al. (2009).
The conduits are generated iteratively. Every conduit that is already simulated will influence the next
ones: it is considered as a new preferential path. This lead to a hierarchical network, where the conduits
that start from several inlet points (like dolines and sinkholes) converge toward the outlets of the system.
The Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS) allows also cycles and complex interconnections to be built into
the model.
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Figure 6.1: Example of a meshed 3D model, an example of the Vallee des Ponts-De-Martel, Jura
Mountains, Switzerland. We notice that the model is meshed as a 3D voxel unstructured grid, which is
cut according to a delimiting polygon and according to the topography. The colors represent the three
hydrofacies.
6.3.2 Meshing
Like many other flow property generators, the Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS) works with a regular grid
(voxels). To keep the procedure simple, the grid of the flow model is also constrained to regular elements
(8-nodes exahedrons). The geological and karst model are built on a larger parallelepiped region, which
is cut later to keep only the relevant cells. The elements above the topography and the ones outside the
catchment limits (defined by a polygon) are eliminated. The elements below the lowest aquitard level
are also eliminated, because they do not have a significant contribution to the flow in the model. The
result of these cuttings is an unstructured grid; its borders and the topography are “lego-brick” shaped.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of this kind of mesh on the model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel (Jura
Mountains, Switzerland). If this kind of model has to be used with a finite differences solver that does
not support unstructured grids like MODFLOW or MODFLOW-CFP, the cells outside the model limit
and above the topography can simply be deactivated.
If an Equivalent Porous Medium approach is used to model the flow (Section 6.3.7), the cells cor-
responding to the conduits are only “flagged” as karst elements. Otherwise, if a flow simulation that
uses laminar or turbulent 1D flow equation for discrete conduits (1D element) has to be perfomed (Sec-
tion 6.3.8), the conduits are meshed as pipe elements, which are composed by 2 nodes and follow the
edges of the 3D voxels. As Figure 6.2 shows, the pipe nodes are consistent with the 3D finite element
grid, which allows to use a discrete continuum approach to simulate the interactions between matrix and
pipes.
6.3.3 Hierarchy of the networks
Karst networks often show a degree of hierarchy. As Annable (2003) demonstrates, karst conduits often
show an organization of the general diameter of the conduits that increases according with the hierarchy
of the network, i.e. that the biggest conduits are located downstream as they collect the water of their
aﬄuent conduits in a similar way as surface rivers. Differently from streams, karst conduits can also
diverge, and in this case the flow is divided between the different diﬄuent conduits (Annable, 2003). To
consider these particular characteristics of karst networks, we have proposed a simple model (Vuilleumier
et al., 2012, appendix C) in which the conduit radius r is computed using a power law analog to Horton’s
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Figure 6.2: The conduits are meshed as 1D pipes that follow the edges of the 3D voxels (matrix)
law:
r(u) = αeuβ (6.1)
where α and β are two parameters that have to be calibrated, and u is the order of the conduit. But
unlike Collon-Drouaillet et al. (2012) and Vuilleumier et al. (2012) who used a Horton’s order based on the
rivers Strahler classification, the order u of each conduit is computed here as the ratio of the catchment
surface S that is drained by the given conduit over the total catchment surface that is drained by karst
conduits as suggested in Section 4.3.4:
ui =
∑
j∈Ai
Sj
N∑
k=1
Sk
(6.2)
where N is the total number of inlets of the system, Sk represents the total surface of the catchment that
is drained by karst conduits, and Ai represents the set of indices that drain into the conduit i (figure 6.3
and figure 6.4).
SKS uses walkers to compute the paths of the conduits. To consider the diverging conduits, SKS
keeps the information of the origin of the walkers for each paths its computes. In this way it is possible
to keep the divergence of conduits consistent with their radius.
It is clear that this approach correspond to a strong simplification of natural conduits. In reality, the
shape of the conduits can vary (a lot) even if their topology remains constant. Because of anisotropic
preferential dissolution, some parts of the same conduit can present local variation of the radius. Moreover,
the simple fact of assuming the conduits to be cylindrical pipes is already a simplification. However, these
simplifications are necessary, because on the one hand it is not yet clear which rules should be followed to
characterize these local variations, and on the other hand because it would be practically impossible to
validate them. In the proposed approach, the idea is to create the minimal hydraulic necessary dimensions
to allow the system to drain the water of the system.
6.3.4 Recharge and epikarst model
Two kinds of recharge are considered: diffuse and concentrated. Diffuse recharge is directly infiltrated
on topographic surface nodes of the model, and concentrated recharge is infiltrated into the nodes cor-
responding to dolines or sinkholes. The proportion λc of the total recharge that will be considered as
concentrated has to be defined by the user and is used to compute both the total concentrated recharge
Rc and the total diffuse recharge Rd:
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Figure 6.3: The order of each conduit u is the ratio of total catchment surface S that it drains with the
total karstic catchment (equation 6.2).
Figure 6.4: Distribution of the radius of the conduits in a synthetic case. The radius increases with the
order of the conduits. For a visual purpose, the apparent conduit radius has been exaggerated.
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Rc = λcR , Rd = R−Rc (6.3)
where R is the total recharge. Then the concentrated recharge Ric for each inlet i is calculated with
respect to their estimated catchment surface Si over the total N dolines catchment surface:
Ric = Rc
Si∑N
k Sk
(6.4)
R is a function that varies with time and depends on the meteorological conditions. Here it is estimated
using the software RS2012, which is a hydrology routing system intended for watershed management.
Its functioning is based on several objects that are connected with routing functions. Among these
objects (or reservoirs) some are virtual meteorological stations. These are the points where the local
meteorological conditions are computed according to real meteorological stations in the neighborhood:
an influence radius has to be provided for the interpolation with a list of surrounding stations and their
relative database. The software then computes several meteorological factors; the most important ones,
which mostly influence the available quantity of water are:
• rainfall
• evapotranspiration
• snow budget (melting vs deposition)
RS2012 computes them as a function of input parameters1. The most important ones are those that
control the infiltration rate and the temperature evolution with respect to the altitude. The evolution of
the temperature can be used to model the differences of exposure in some part of the model, i.e. a zone
that is oriented to the North, will be considered “colder” than the opposite, so that the snow will melt
later on this side of the model. The infiltration coefficient will influence the quantity of available water
for the karst aquifer. The results of the recharge model are shown if figure 6.5.
6.3.5 Boundary and initial conditions
Flow boundary conditions
For the spring zones, and in general the discharge area, a fixed head boundary condition is used; the
outlets of the system are supposed to be at fixed altitudes, and the outflows are dependent only on the
head variations inside the model. The springs are usually in the lower regions of the model, but in several
cases, some of them are perched temporary springs and they have a higher altitude than the other. In this
case a conditional boundary condition must be applied to prevent these springs to become an infiltration
node. The condition must deactivate the fixed head boundary condition if the flow is greater than 0,
i.e. if it is inflowing into the model. In this way, it becomes possible to simulate also perched temporary
springs.
Three kind of boundary conditions can be used for recharge:
• Prescribed flux (Neumann) at the boundary of an element
• source term within an element
• Prescribed flux at a node (infiltrating well)
The Neumann type boundary conditions are flux (m/s) boundary conditions. They are defined on the
nodes of the elements, and the finite element solver (GROUNDWATER in this case) integrates the flux
on the area of the face of the element that is surrounded by these boundary condition nodes. The flux is
perpendicular to the surface. GROUNDWATER can use a slightly different Neumann boundary condition
for recharge, which uses the inflowing flux that is vertical, i.e. the vertical component of the flux.
A source term can also be used to model recharge. It correspond to the direct infection of water
into the corresponding element, i.e. the elements at the topographic surface. To compute the value of
the source term qs[s
−1] the inflowing recharge Qin[m3/s] has to be divided by the volume Vel[m3] of the
element:
qs = Qin/Vel (6.5)
1the reader can find the documentation of the software at http://e-dric.ch/index.php/en/software-en/rs2012
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Figure 6.5: Recharge model computed with RS2012.
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Figure 6.6: Flow boundary condition localization for one model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel .
The spring of Noiraigue is modeled with a prescribed head boundary condition, the inlets with infiltrating
wells and the diffuse recharge by prescribed flux at element boundaries.
In a 2D problem the inflowing recharge Qin has to be divided by the area of the element (m
2) and the
source-sink term is therefore expressed in m/s.
An infiltrating well boundary condition, can be used to impose a recharge condition (m3/s) at a single
node. It must be used carefully, as it should need a local mesh refinement around the well (the “well”
node) if the representation of the head in the surrounding of the node needs to be calculated accurately.
These boundary conditions are assigned to the nodes that correspond to sinkholes and dolines. In this
way, it is possible to infiltrate the corresponding value of recharge into the nodes (see Section 6.3.4.
The flow boundary condition localization for one model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel are shown
in figure 6.6. The values assigned to the different boundary conditions are consistent with the recharge
model described in section 6.3.4. The prescribed discharge [m3/s] at the nodes corresponding to the
inlets is proportional to their catchment. All the nodes corresponding to diffuse recharge nodes have a
prescribed flux [m/s] boundary condition, which is the same for all of them. The spring of Noiraigue has
been modeled with a prescribed head boundary condition corresponding to its altitude, i.e. 737 masl.
Transport boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are also needed for the simulations of tracer tests. The most common injection tests
in karst hydrology are instantaneous tracer injection tests.
In our workflow, the tracer tests are simulated separately: every one starts at injection time. In
this way it is possible to initialize the problem with an initial concentration of tracer at the injection
node, instead of assigning a transport boundary condition. GROUNDWATER, as other flow simulators,
computes the initial mass present into the system from the initial concentration. Therefore, if a known
mass has to be injected, its corresponding initial concentration Cin has to be computed as follow:
Cin = M/Vp (6.6)
where M is the injected mass (kg), and Vp is the porous volume influenced by the given node (i.e. the
node of the injection). The porous volume of a given node in this case:
Vp =
Ni∑
i=1
φiVe
8
(6.7)
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where i runs on all the cubic element that are connected to the given node, Ve is the cubic element
volume, φi is the porosity of each cubic element. If the simulation uses also 1D pipe elements, and that
the given node is also connected with a 1D element, eq. 6.7 becomes:
Vp =
Ni∑
i=1
φiVe
8
+
Nj∑
j=1
pir2j
2
(6.8)
where j are the 1D elements connected to the node, and rj is the radius of these elements.
These equations show that the initial concentration is strongly dependent on the discretization and
on the elements that are connected to the given node, and also on their properties (i.e. their porosity).
Moreover, if recharge is applied to the injection node, it may additionally dilute the solute. To take into
account for this dilution, the inflowing recharge Qt at the time t with duration of dt has to be summed
to the porous volume Vp as follows:
V tp = Vp +
Qt(t)
dt
(6.9)
where V tp represent the “porous” volume at time t, i.e. the water volume that dilute the tracer at time t.
6.3.6 Model run workflow
As explained before, this kind of model is planned to be used in an inverse problem framework (chapter 7),
therefore the model run workflow is defined in order to minimize the total necessary CPU time. The
workflow must take into account transient flow conditions, and transient transport. When studying
karst aquifers, several tracer tests may be performed. Therefore, the model should match all of them.
Unfortunately, the transport simulation, especially with strong heterogeneity in the flow medium, may
lead to very high computational times. The proposed model run workflow is intended to reduce the
necessary CPU time as much as possible, when simulating flow and transport at transient state. This
workflow can be used for all kinds of simulations described hereafter, i.e. simulating the conduits with
an equivalent porous medium approach (Section 6.3.7), or using discrete pipes embedded between porous
matrix elements (Section 6.3.8). The workflow is separated in three main steps:
1. steady state flow simulation
2. long transient state (years) flow simulation
3. short transient state (months) flow and transport simulations for each tracer
The first step of the model run is a steady state flow simulation using the average flow conditions (i.e.
the average discharge of the springs) as input for the model. The steady state hydraulic head result is
then used as initial conditions for the transient flow simulation. In this way the initial conditions for the
transient simulation are more realistic. The steady state simulation has to be run in the same hydrological
conditions as the beginning of the transient simulation, e.g. if the transient simulation starts in a low-flow
period, the steady state simulation must be run under low flow condition too, and vice-versa.
The transient simulation is done for the whole period of interest, which must include the periods
of the tracer tests, and which may last a few years. During this simulation, the hydraulic head results
at every tracer test injection time is stored to initialize the flow field of the short flow and transport
simulations, in the same way as it is done between the steady state simulation and the transient one. The
transport simulations are performed only over a short period of time (a few days or weeks, depending on
the duration of the experiments), because they are heavier to compute. The advantage of this workflow
is that the tracer simulations are consistent with the whole transient flow simulation, without needing to
solve the whole transient simulation (years) including transport. Figure 6.7 shows the flowchart of the
model run.
6.3.7 Simulating flow and transport by equivalent medium “karst” elements
The first tests with the hierarchical conduit networks have been done using an equivalent porous medium
(EPM) approach, even if this do not allow to simulate the full complex karstic flow (e.g. turbulent flow in
the conduits). Still, some authors have obtained satisfactory results in some cases such as Scanlon et al.
(2003) who use equivalent properties for entire regions of their model. In this section, the EPM approach
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Figure 6.7: Flowchart of the model run
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is used by assigning specific flow and transport properties to the karst conduit elements, similarly to
Worthington (2003). This method has the advantage of being simple and fast to solve as compared to
the use of discrete elements with non linear flow equations as described in section 6.3.8.
The properties of the conduit elements are derived from the radius of the conduits and the mesh size
in the following manner: the equivalent porosity φeq (-) is computed by estimating the volume of void in
the cell divided by the value of the cell:
φeq =
Vvoid
Vcell
=
Vconduit + (Vcell − Vconduit) · φmatrix
Vcell
(6.10)
where Vconduit is the volume of the conduit (m
3), i.e. pir2d, with d the length in the cell (m), φmatrix is
the porosity of the matrix (-).
The equivalent permeability is computed knowing the total discharge Qtot(m
3/s) flowing through one
cell in a given direction by:
Qtot = Qm +Qc | Qc = −pir
4
8
ρg
µ
∇H , Qm = −κm ρg
µ
· (A− pir
2)
A
∇H (6.11)
where A[m2] is the area of the cell side crossed by the flux, pir2 the area of the conduit, Qc[m
3/s] is
the discharge through the conduit that crosses the element (using the Poiseuille law), Qm[m
3/s] is the
discharge flowing through the matrix surrounding the conduit, κm is the permeability of the matrix (m
2),
g is the acceleration of the gravity (m · s−2), ρ is the water density (kg ·m−3) and µ is the water dynamic
viscosity (kg ·m−1 · s−1) and ∇H is the hydraulic gradient. Therefore the total flux qtot (m/s) is equal
to:
qtot =
Qtot
A
= −
[
pir4
8A
+ κm
(A− pir2)
A
]
ρg
µ
∇H = −κeq ρg
µ
∇H (6.12)
The equivalent permeability of the cell κeq (m
2) is given by:
κeq = κm +
pir2
A
(
r2
8
− κm) (6.13)
The use of an equivalent porous medium approach is not particularly suited for karst modeling,
especially for the transport, as we need to put unrealistically low porosity to the karst elements so that
the flow pore velocity becomes satisfactory in term of transport (Kresic and Stevanovic, 2009). Therefore,
the use of special conduit elements with other physical equations has been chosen.
6.3.8 Simulating flow and transport in 1D pipes embedded in a 3D porous
matrix
Now, let’s consider that the conduits are meshed with 1D pipe elements.
The whole model is meshed using a regular grid as explained in Section 6.3.2. The pipes elements are
located on the edges of the 3D elements (hexaedrons) of the karstic matrix. There is a direct hydraulic
connection between the pipes and the matrix, as the nodes of both types of elements are the sames.
To model the flow in the conduits two different approaches can be used: laminar and turbulent flow.
The linear flow equation used in pipes is the Darcy-Poiseuille formula, the hydraulic conductivity for the
pipes elements in this case is:
κ =
ρg
µ
r2
8
(6.14)
The flow equation used in pipes for turbulent flow is the Manning-Strickler (Turbulent flow conditions).
The hydraulic conductivity for the pipes is therefore:
κ =
φ r2√||∇H|| (6.15)
where φ is the friction coefficient (m1/3s−1). Both cases are used with the same law for flow (~v = −K∇H)
where only the definition of K varies from one case to the other (K = κρgµ ).
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Figure 6.8: Simulated high flow heads (steady state flow). This figure shows an horizontal cross-section
at the altitude of the spring (737 masl). The observation wells label are: line 1, the ID of the well;
line 2, measured maximal head; line 3, simulated head. The head field is clearly influenced by the high
conductive conduits (black lines).
This approach has been tested for the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel case study site (figure 6.8). The
simulated head field is clearly influenced by the conduits. The modeled conduits influence the head field
widely upstream, which was not possible only with an EPM model (Borghi, 2008). In this example, the
head in the Norther part of the model is to high because too high recharge is applied over an aquiclude
formation in the border of the model.
6.3.9 Transport simulation
The transient transport simulations are used to model the tracer tests that have been performed on the
field. GROUNDWATER allows only one species of tracer to be simulated for each transport simulation.
It is therefore necessary to perform a separate simulation for each tracer test.
The injection of the tracer is modeled as an initial concentration at the beginning of the transport
simulation. The initial flow field of the simulation is extracted from the transient long period flow
simulation. In this way, all the transport simulations are consistent with the long period flow simulation.
Ideally, the transient flow field of the transient flow simulation should be used as flow field for the transport
simulation, to reduce the computational time, but this is not possible, because the time-steps evolution
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depends also from the transport simulation.
According to many authors (Bear, 1972; Bear and Jacobs, 1965; Bear et al., 1993), it is necessary to
pay attention to two parameters: the Peclet number Pe and the current number Cr. The Peclet number
is defined as:
Pe =
vdx
D
(6.16)
where v is the flow velocity, i.e. the pore velocity vp multiplied by the porosity φ (v = vpφ). dx is the
mesh dimension in the flow direction (in this case dx = dy = dz) and D is the dispersion coefficient
(m2/s). The current number is defined as:
Cr =
vδtmax
dx
(6.17)
where δtmax is maximal time step size (s) for the transient simulation. The numerical solution can be
considered stable if these two conditions are satisfied:
Pe < 2 , Cr < 1 (6.18)
These two inequalities can be expressed in order to isolate the dispersion D and the maximum time step
δtmax:
vdx
2
< D , δtmax <
dx
v
(6.19)
The dispersion is a parameter that depends on the scale of the problem, as it can be used to assume
the dispersion of a pollutant induced by pore-scale heterogeneities in an equivalent porous medium. As
explained in Rausch et al. (2005) the effect of other kinds of heterogeneities (like karst features in this
case) may strongly influence the behavior of the solute in the simulation. In this case, the dispersion has
to be interpreted as the dispersion occurring at cell scale, and depends therefore strongly on the mesh
dimensions.
Moreover, following the conditions of equation 6.19, it appears that particular attention has to be
payed to mesh size and on the values to the dispersion coefficient. The time discretization is also very
important. However when simulating karst aquifers, with a very strong heterogeneity, it can be difficult
to compute the value of the maximal flow velocity in the medium a priori, which can be very fast in some
cases. To guess these parameters before running the full transient transport simulation, a steady state
flow simulation can be performed in high flow conditions.
6.4 Conclusion
This chapter shows how to use a combination of already existing tools to simulate flow and transport
in karst aquifers with distributed parameter models. The karstic conduits are meshed as 1D pipes that
follow the edges of the 3D elements used for the matrix. Turbulent flow equations are used to simulate
flow in the conduits; this adds physical consistency to the models, but complicates the solution of the
numerical problem. The radius of the conduits depends on their hierarchical order. Major conduits have
largest radiuses, while secondary conduits are smaller. The conduits are hierarchically classified by the
ratio of their catchment surface over the total catchment surface. The recharge function applied on the
inlets also depend on their catchment surface. The greatest part of the recharge is applied directly in the
inlets and only a small percentage is applied on the rest of the model. This allows to approximate the
effect of epikarst in convoying water to the inlets.
The estimation of the physical parameters of these simulations can be difficult to achieve by manual
trial and error approach. Therefore the calibration of these models should profit from the available
automatic parameter estimation techniques. Moreover an inverse framework could be applied to evaluate
the uncertainty related to these models. These two aspects are the topic of the next and last chapter.
Chapter 7
Framing the inverse problem for
karst modeling
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7.1 Introduction
Many techniques exist, in traditional inverse problem, that use gradient based methods that gently modify
the hydraulic conductivities field of a flow simulation until the value of a so-called objective function
reaches a minimum or stabilizes at an asymptotic value (Tarantola, 2005; Carrera et al., 2005; Caers and
Hoffman, 2006; Carrera et al., 1988). The problem with karst aquifers is that, because of the presence of
conduits which act as preferential flow paths, it is not possible to gradually modify the parameter field:
when modifying the geometry of the conduits many connections/reconnections are possible, and this
leads to a very discontinuous objective function. It is difficult to find studies in the literature that have
applied an inverse method for karst aquifer distributed parameter model. Larocque et al. (1999; 2000)
and Panagopoulos (2012) have used an inverse method to calibrate karst hydrogeological model. Both do
not include karst conduits in their model and assume the karst aquifer as a 2D equivalent porous medium
aquifer. Moreover, it is even more difficult to find someone who tested an inverse problem technique in
karst aquifer using also transport simulations.
Our proposition is to first generate a great amount of karst conduit realizations using the pseudo-
genetic algorithm to build them (chapter 4 and 5), and then calibrate the physical properties of each
one of them using a “classical” optimization algorithm. The geometries that do not allow to obtain a
reasonable fit would be rejected. In this way a set of best fitting models could be used for uncertainty
analysis and predictive modeling.
Unfortunately, it is not yet clear which parameters (like the hydraulic conductivity and the porosity,
or geometrical like the shape and number of conduits ) have the strongest impact on simulation results,
and therefore the value of the objective function. These parameters can be inferred based on common
sense, and it can be assumed that a parameter like the radius of the conduits or the conductivity of the
matrix will have a strong impact on flow, but as far as we know, there has not yet been any systematic
research with this aim in the literature.
Moreover, the ability of a “classical” optimization technique to effectively (and possibly efficiently)
calibrate the physical properties of karst aquifers (matrix hydraulic conductivity, conduit radius) has also
to be tested when simulating complex systems, i.e. simulating Darcy laminar flow in the matrix and
turbulent Manning-Strickler flow in discrete pipes as done in chapter 6.
The present chapter is intended as a first step to investigate the proposed inverse technique (i.e. many
karst realizations, optimize each of them). Two distinct numerical experiments related to the resolution
of the inverse problem in karst modeling are shown here. The first test present a sensitivity analysis
about the influence of the variation of the karst conduits radius and the matrix hydraulic conductivity on
the simulation results. It is performed by comparing the results of 18’000 2D flow and transport simple
(equivalent porous medium) finite elements simulations (sections 7.2). The second test investigates the
ability of an inverse algorithm such as PEST (Doherty et al., 1994) to retrieve optimal physical parameters
when using a more complex model, i.e. a 3D model with the karst conduits meshed as 1D pipe elements.
7.2 Investigation about the identifiable karst geometrical and
physical properties from tracer test data
It is well known that inverse problems are usually ill posed (Hadamard, 1932) and have either no solution
or an infinity of solutions. A way to overcome these limitations is to pose the inverse problem in a
perspective where sources of information are combined (Tarantola and Valette, 1982). In that part of
the work, we analyze which geometric or physical properties of a karstic system can be identified using
an inverse approach. To answer this question, we perform numerical experiment in which we generate an
ensemble of different geometries and parameter sets. Then we search systematically which other geometry
or parameter set produce similar results.
7.2.1 Model description
The case study considered in this numerical experiment is a synthetic 2D finite element model. The
domain has a size of 200x200 meters with a grid resolution (dx=dy) of 2m. The flow and transport
equations are solved using the finite element code GROUNDWATER (Cornaton, 2007).
The model has 2 hydrofacies: “karst” and “matrix”. Flow in karst and matrix elements follows Darcy’s
law (laminar flow). The model assumes steady-state and transient transport. The synthetic case mimics
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a small karst aquifer, for which only 2 inlets (sinkholes) and the spring are known. For both inlets, we
know the mean head and a tracer test has been performed. The tracer test is a punctual injection of a
unitary mass at time 0 of simulation. The flow boundary conditions are: no flow boundary on every side
of the model, a fixed head at the spring node and a constant recharge over the model. 90% of the total
recharge is directly infiltrated in the inlets of the model and only 10% on the “matrix” elements. Leaving
10% of recharge on the other elements allows to reproduce a gradient from every element of the model
toward the spring. Figure 7.1 resumes the model setup.
Figure 7.1: model description: in white the matrix elements, in black the conduits; flow boundary
conditions: the blue arrow is the spring (constant head), the inlets have 90% of total recharge, the
remaining 10% is distributed on the matrix elements; transport: injection of 1g of tracer in 2 inlets
(violet point)
7.2.2 Geometrical karst realizations
150 geometrical realizations are constructed using the pseudo genetic methodology described in chapters 4
and 5 (Figure 7.3). All the realizations can be grouped in 3 families based on the number of inlets (50
realizations for every family) and are used for the simulation. The first family has only 2 inlets (i.e. the 2
known inlets), the second 7 (i.e. 2 of known location, and the others with random locations) and the third
14 inlets (of which 2 are deterministic). The pseudo genetic methodology requires the existence of an
initial fracture set to control the variability of the realizations of karst networks. Here, we use a different
equiprobable realization of a fracture model for every karst realization. We use the same statistics about
fractures for every realization so that the final karst realizations still remain comparable. Figure 7.2
shows one realization of the fracturation model (a) and the resulting stochastic karst conduits model (b).
7.2.3 Flow parameters for each karst realization
For every karst realization, we tested 120 different combinations of 2 properties. The first is the hydraulic
conductivity of the matrix K, varying from 5 · 10−7 m/s to 10−3 m/s (8 values with regular steps in a
log10 space) and the second is the “radius” r of the conduits in “karst” elements, varying from 0.1 to 0.8
m (15 values with an increment of 0.05m). It is important to note that, as we use an equivalent flow
parameter field, changing the radius of the conduits leads to differences in both porosity (equation 6.10)
and equivalent permeability (equation 6.13). Figure 7.4 shows the variation of both porosity n and
equivalent hydraulic conductivity Keq with an increasing radius r from 0.1 m to 0.8 in 2D cells of 2m
length (i.e. the tested values in this chapter).
7.2.4 Reference simulation selection
After having solved the direct problem for both transient tracer tests on every combination of parameters
of every karst realization (which means 150x120x2=36’000 simulations) we choose one reference simula-
tion. This will be selected from the 18’000 flow parameter fields (150x120). This reference simulation
will be considered as our “reality”. The results of this simulation are 2 observations of head Hi at both
inlets, and 2 tracer test results Ci at the spring.
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a) b)
Figure 7.2: A stochastic fracture network (a) is the basis for the karst conduits model (b)
These observations will be compared to the results of all the other simulations. The comparison is
based on the following objective function:
e = λec + (1− λ)eH (7.1)
with:
ec =
1
Nc
∑Nc
i=1 |Ciobs − Cicalc|
max( 1Nc
∑Nc
i=1 |Ciobs − Cicalc|)
(7.2)
and
eH =
1
NH
∑NH
i=1 |Hiobs −Hicalc|
max( 1NH
∑NH
i=1 |Hiobs −Hicalc|)
(7.3)
where λ is a weighting percentage, Nc are the number of time measurements of concentration, and NH
the number of head observations.
7.2.5 Inverse problem solving
Having a given reference data set, solving the inverse problem consists here in finding the configurations
that match the observations. In practice, we compute the error e using equation 7.1 for all the other
models and select the models for which e is lower than a given threshold. The result is an ensemble of
realizations that match the data and describe statistically the remaining uncertainty.
Figure 7.5 illustrates this procedure. In figure 7.5a, the ensemble of all the 18’000 recovery curves
are displayed with the one that is considered the reference. We observe huge differences between the
reference result and most breakthrough curves. Figure 7.5b shows the selected “best fit” simulations, in
this case all the simulations that have an error e (section 7.2.4) lower than 1%.
Figure 7.6a shows the histogram of ec and Figure 7.6b the histogram of eH in this case. We notice that
the response for transport (Figure 7.6a) is much more discriminant than the one for flow (Figure 7.6b).
The flow response shows that it is quite easy to obtain a good fit, as many simulations have a very small
value of eH . On the contrary, transport results show a well distributed error ec, which is induced by a
higher sensitivity of transport to the effective flow paths. Figure 7.6c shows the histogram of the objective
function with a value of λ equal to 1/2 (equation 7.1), i.e. giving the same weight to both ec and eH .
7.2.6 Statistical analysis of the error, switching the reference
The previous section has shown that it is possible to find models matching a certain reference. Here, we
use systematically all models as reference, solve the inverse problem for each one (as explained in section
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 7.3: stochastic karst realizations used for this study, 50 realizations with a) 2 conduits, b) 7
conduits, and c) 14 conduits
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Figure 7.4: variation of equivalent porosity [-] and hydraulic conductivity [m/s] for the chosen values
of r, the radius of the conduits
a)
b)
Figure 7.5: Tracer test results (cumulated mass at the spring). a) In red we see the tracer test result
for tracer one on the reference simulation, in blue the results of all the other simulations. b) selection of
the “best fit” simulations, i.e. the ones under 1% of error
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a) b)
c)
Figure 7.6: pdf of normalized error, a) on tracer test results(ec). b) on flow results (eH). c) using both
flow and transport (e), with λ = 0.5.
7.2.5), and analyze in a statistical manner if the parameters are well identified.
To represent the results, we estimate the probability distribution of the estimated parameter values as
compared to the true parameter values in the form of log ratios: log10(rest/rref ) and log10(Kest/Kref ).
These probabilities are represented conditional to a certain value of the reference parameters:
P (log10(rest/rref ), log10(Kest/Kref ) | Nref = x) (7.4)
where x is the possible number of conduits. When log10(rest/rref ) or log10(Kest/Kref ) are equal to 0,
it means that the estimated radius rest and the estimated matrix conductivity Kest are equal to the
reference. We also compute the probability of having Nest number of estimated conduits, knowing the
Nref number of reference conduits:
P (Nest | Nref ) (7.5)
which allows to understand the probability to identify properly the numberN of conduits as the references.
We also compute the conditional joint pdf of the ratios: log10(rest/rref ) and log10(Kest/Kref ) knowing
Nref and Nest the number of conduits of the possible solutions:
P (log10(rest/rref ), log10(Kest/Kref ) | Nest = y,Nref = x) (7.6)
where x and y are the possible number of conduits.
Figure 7.7 and 7.8 suggest that the radius of the conduit seems much better identified by the inverse
procedure than the hydraulic conductivity of the matrix. The probability of having an estimated radius
larger or smaller than twice the real radius if very small. On the opposite, the probability to have an
estimated hydraulic conductivity for the matrix around 3 orders of magnitude larger or smaller than the
truth is large. This is consistent with our conceptual model, for which 90% of the flow and possibly all
the tracer are supposed to pass through the conduits.
One interesting thing that can be seen on figure 7.7 is that when the reference has only 2 con-
duits (Nref = 2), the probability P (Nest = 2|Nref = 2) is extremely high as compared to P (Nest =
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a) b)
c)
Figure 7.7: Joint probability distribution function using the 3 different families of geometries (a=2,
b=7, and c=14 conduits respectively).
7, 14|Nref = 2). In this case the inverse problem is quite robust and this shows that when the reference
has 2 inlets and that 2 tracer tests are available, we are able to identify confidently the fact that the
model only has 2 inlets. On the opposite, when the reference has 7 inlets (Nref = 7), the probability
to estimate that the model should have 7 inlets is slightly higher than the probability of having 2 or 14
conduits. This is even more difficult when the reference has 14 conduits (Nref = 14). Probably, this is
related to the fact that only 2 tracer tests are available in this synthetic example.
Looking more in detail at figure 7.8 we notice that the estimated radius rest and matrix hydraulic
conductivity Kest are very well identified for the simulations for which Nest = Nref (figure 7.8a,e, and i),
i.e. the value of the log10 of both ratios are near to (0;0). When Nest < Nref , the estimated values of rest
and Kest are overestimated. It makes sense because the model needs to “drain more water” relatively to
the number of conduits. On the opposite, when Nest > Nref the estimated values of rest and Kest are
underestimated for the same reason.
Overall, this exercise has shown that it is possible to find simulated breakthrough curves that match
the reference. It also shows that it in many cases the parameters are correctly represented, especially the
radius of the conduits. We expect this identifiability to be related with the complexity of the system and
the quantity of available data.
7.3 Possibility of acceleration of the search using PEST (Do-
herty et al., 1994)
In the previous section, we searched systematically the best fit by rerunning the model for all the possible
parameter values. This was possible because the model was small and simple. Using a desktop PC (2Gb
Ram, intel duo -core 2.2 GHz), it takes 20 minutes to run each of them, while the generation of the karst
network is about 5 seconds.
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Figure 7.8: conditional joint probability distribution functions using the 3 different families of geome-
tries; references: a) 2 conduits, b) 7 conduits, c) 14 conduits); first row: N = 2, second row: N = 7,
third row: N = 14.
For a real large scale model like the model of the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel shown in chapter 6,
this is not possible and a faster method is required. This is why we test in this section the feasibility to
use a gradient based approach to accelerate the search of the best physical parameters when the geometry
is fixed. For that purpose, we run a systematic parameter search to known exhaustively the objective
function and then test the efficiency of the gradient search using the software PEST (Doherty et al.,
1994) (Doherty et al., 1994) on a synthetic case.
7.3.1 Model description
In this section we use a 3D realization of a synthetic karstic aquifer generated using the pseudo genetic
methodology. The 3D mesh is quite small to reduce the CPU consumption; it is composed by 40 elements
in x direction, 30 in y direction and 3 in z direction. The cells are cubic, with a width of 50m. Therefore
the surface of the model is 2 × 1.5 = 3(km2). The flow model that has been used here is similar to the
one described in section 6.3.8, i.e. a 3D finite element model, with the karst conduits meshed as 1D pipes
along the matrix 3D cubes (figure 6.2). The flow is simulated in transient state using GROUNDWATER
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ID X Y
H1 1000 750
H2 650 500
H3 650 1000
H4 1350 500
H5 1350 1000
Table 7.1: observation wells coordinates
parameter reference min max nb
α [−] 0.2 0.05 1.5 16
β [−] 1.5 0.1 5 14
KM [m/s] 10
−5.5 10−7 10−4 16
Table 7.2: Ranges of parameter values for the systematic search. min/max : bounds for the parameter;
nb: number of intervals. α and KM increments have been computed in a log10 scale.
(Cornaton, 2007).
The synthetic model could represent a small karst aquifer in the Jura mountains. The recharge function
that has been used is the one described for the Valley of les Ponts-de-Martel aquifer (section 6.3.4). The
reference simulation geometry is shown in figure 6.4. The reference parameters (α = 0.2, β = 1.5,
equation 6.1; and KM = 10
−5.5[m/s], the hydraulic conductivity of the matrix) have been chosen on the
base of the flow simulations results. These parameters allow to represent satisfactorily a realistic karst
behavior for the synthetic model (Fig. 7.9). To monitor the head in the model, five observation wells are
placed at the base of the model at coordinates given in table 7.1. The spring is located at (1000;500) and
its altitude is one meter (head is equal to the altitude).
7.3.2 Systematic search
The systematic search of best parameters is performed particularly to investigate the shape of the ob-
jective function φ. The three parameters α, β and KM have been systematically tested. KM is sampled
in a logarithmic scale, because it can vary over several orders of magnitude. The parameter ranges that
have been tested are given in table 7.2: 3584 simulations have been made.
The objective function φ for this test is a sum of squared weighted residual. It has been chosen
because it is the same objective function as that implemented in PEST (Doherty et al., 1994):
φ =
no∑
i=1
(wi · ri)2 (7.7)
where no are the number of observations, ri are the residuals and wi are the weight assigned to each
observation i. The observations are taken from 6 different time series. The first one is the spring
discharge, and the other 5 are the heads in the observation wells. To give the same weight to the
discharge observation and to the head observation, a weight of 1/σ is given to the discharge observation
(where σ is the variance of each time series) and a weight of 1/σ ∗ 1/5 is given to the head observations.
The results of this systematic search are shown in figure 7.10. The objective function φ is very sensitive
to variations in the hydraulic conductivity of the matrix. Looking in detail to the shape of φ in the KM
dimension, it can be noticed that the value of KM corresponding to the minimum of φ is well defined, but
it is far less defined for its high values. This can be understood, because when the hydraulic conductivity
of the matrix is too low, the heads in the model will be much too high and unrealistic, therefore φ is
extremely high. But when the hydraulic conductivity of the matrix allows to drain the diffuse recharge
that is infiltrated directly on it, this parameter becomes far less sensitive to the variations.
Another feature of φ is that several combinations of α and β can give similar results. The shape of the
minimum values of φ is quite well defined with respect to KM , but much less clearly for α and β. This is
not surprising because both of these parameters influence the radius r of the conduits. α influences the
base radius principally, while β influences the size distribution, i.e. the differences between the biggest
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a)
b)
Figure 7.9: Transient flow results for reference simulation. a) Spring discharge and b) calculated head
in observation wells
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Figure 7.10: Systematic search result. This figure represent some isovalues surfaces of the objective
function φ in the 3 parameter space. The axis of the parameter α and the hydraulic conductivity of the
matrix are displayed in log scale for more clarity.
and smallest conduits. Therefore the objective function φ has the shape of a valley. Several combinations
of α and β values provide a good fit. When α is small the good fits are obtained with large values of
β: the smallest conduits are small, and the biggest conduits must be sufficiently large to drain all the
system. When α is large, the contrast of size between the smallest and biggest conduits is less strong,
i.e. all the conduits have more similar sizes, but they are all bigger than in the first case, and the system
can be drained equally efficiently.
7.3.3 PEST optimization
PEST (Doherty et al., 1994)is an iterative parameter estimation software. It is one of the most used
parameter estimation software in the industry, it is free and open-source. Here we just use it as a
gradient based optimization technique. The idea is to test the ability of this kind of methods to retrieve
the optimal physical parameters for the karst realizations. The way PEST works is conceptually simple:
• compute the model
• compute the value of φ
• compute the gradient of φ for each parameter
• update the parameters using the Levenberg-Marquardt method (Marquardt, 1963; More, 1978)
• compute the model again
• and so on, until a convergence criterion is reached
To test the ability of PEST (Doherty et al., 1994) to find the best physical parameters for one
karst realization, eight optimization runs have been done, starting approximatively from all the corners
of the cube (in the parameter space) defined by the parameters of table 7.2. To show the results of
these optimization runs, the paths defined by the parameter variations (in the parameter space) have
been displayed in figure 7.11. The value of the objective function φ for each parameter combination is
displayed as colored balls along the paths. Moreover, the same paths are plotted together with the results
of section 7.3.2 to show the paths within the plot of φ in figure 7.12.
The results of this test indicate that from the eight optimization runs, one run did not converge toward
the right parameters at all, and 5 of them approached very closely the exact reference parameters. The
others 2 where stuck in a local minimum of φ, as it can be noted in figure 7.12. This is a consequence of
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Figure 7.11: Eight parameter estimation runs using PEST (Doherty et al., 1994), displayed in the
parameter space. 7 runs have given promising results and found a parameter set combination similar to
the reference.
Figure 7.12: combination of figure 7.10 (with some transparency) and figure 7.11. We notice that some
PEST (Doherty et al., 1994) optimial parameter sets are in local minima of the objective function.
the shape of φ described in the previous section ( 7.3.2). The model run time for the forward problem is
approximately 5 minutes, depending on the parameters. The PEST (Doherty et al., 1994) runs needed
between 34 and 274 model runs to reach convergence in this case (except one optimization, which failed).
Compared to the 3584 simulations of the systematic search it is a gain in efficiency of 10-100 times.
These test results show that it is possible to use this kind of approach to find the best parameters
for the karst realizations. As the results of the optimization depend on the starting positions (in the
parameter space), one possibility to use this method could be to run several parameter estimations and
look for the ones with the best values of φ.
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7.4 Conclusions and further outlooks
In this chapter, several aspects of the inverse problem resolution in karst modeling have been studied. The
numerical experiments did not aim at solving the inverse problem, but they allow to better understand
the underlying problems. The inverse framework that we propose at the beginning of the chapter, even
if it has not been tested completely, seems to be applicable. Our proposition is simple: a set of many
different (the most different as possible) karst geometrical realizations are first generated using the pseudo-
genetic methodology (chapters 4 and 5), and secondly for each one of them the best physical parameters
are found using a parameter estimation technique. This set of optimized simulations is then used for
statistical analysis, and for uncertainty analysis. The present study has investigated the possibility to
consider feasible a similar approach in order to be able, in the future, to use inverse problem frameworks
to calibrate models of karst aquifers.
The first test has investigated the concepts of the optimization of multiple realizations systematically.
It shows that both physical and geometrical parameter can be identified in an inverse framework. This
has been achieved by statistically comparing the results of 36’000 flow and transport simulations (18’000
distinct flow fields with 2 tracers). It shows that the transport simulation results have a very strong
impact on determining the geometrical properties of a karst aquifer. This is not possible when looking
only at flow simulation results. Indeed, transport is strongly related to the exact flow paths, and can
provide a very distinctive response that flow alone does not.
This suggests therefore that any tracer test (or maybe also natural tracers) information should be
used to calibrate a karst model and in any inverse problem framework. The objective function should be
a composite function with a strong weight on transport. We observed that with our model setup there
was a larger uncertainty on the hydraulic conductivity of the limestone matrix than on conduit radius.
Furthermore we noticed that karst system with a very small number of drains (2 conduits) where more
identifiable than other less extreme systems, like those with 7 or 14 conduits.
The second test is mainly intended to investigate the possibility of improving the effectiveness of the
algorithm that we propose by accelerating the search for the optimal parameters when the geometry is
fixed using e.g. gradient methods. In our test, a standard optimization technique like the Levenberg-
Marquardt method (Marquardt, 1963) (such as implemented in PEST) is used to optimize the flow
parameter of on single karst realization. The model that has been used for this test considers more
complicated physics than the one of the first test. In this case, the flow in the conduits is simulated as
turbulent flow using the Manning/Strickler equation. A systematic analysis of the objective function φ
shows that several combinations of the parameters that influence the radius of the conduits (α and β) can
give more or less equally satisfactorily results. The hydraulic conductivity of the matrix is very sensitive
to the low conductivity values, but as soon as it is sufficient to infiltrate the recharge and lead this water
to the conduits, φ is far less sensitive to its variations. This test also shows that PEST (Doherty et al.,
1994) can be considered as optimization tool for the current problem, because it allows to reduce the
number of needed model runs by at least one order of magnitude with respect to the systematic search.

Chapter 8
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8.1 Main results
This thesis proposes a methodology to model the geometry of karstic conduits in a stochastic framework,
and to include them directly in a complete modeling workflow. The workflow includes geological mod-
eling, fracture modeling, conduit modeling, meshing for finite element models, estimating the boundary
conditions, and optimizing the parameters in an inverse procedure. The proposed methodology can now
be used as a starting point to model karst aquifers. Furthermore, the thesis provides several practical
considerations that should help to build new karst models in the practice.
The major innovation in this methodology is the pseudo genetic Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS).
The main progress that has been realized here is the coupling of speleogenetic considerations with a fast
stochastic algorithm. The related tool allows generating a large number of different models to account for
the great uncertainty of karst conduits geometry. The importance of the stochastic approaches in karst
modeling was already pointed out by Jaquet (1998) to take into account for the great variability of karst:
”cette variabilite´ finit toujours par e´clater, au hasard, et en pleine figure, au cours de nos recherches”.
SKS allows also to quickly test different hypotheses on the main controlling factors for the speleogenesis.
It is very versatile and allows to quickly include new available knowledge about a system.
In addition, the approach of considering the conduits like the minimum effort paths between inlets
and outlets allows to condition the models very easily, which was not the case with the previously existing
methods. The use of a fracture model and bedding planes to simulate the initial heterogeneities of the
aquifer add consistency to the approach with respect to the most up to date conceptual model about
speleogenetic processes and karst initialization.
Another important aspect of SKS, is that it allows to exploit directly all the data that are usually
available when studying karst aquifers. It allows to use geological data, fracturation observations and
geomorphological observations (inlets, springs). It allows also to use the results of tracer tests and other
time series, like spring hydrographs to control the connectivity of the final models.
Concerning flow simulation, the new concept that has been developed is the integration of the hierarchy
of the conduits to increase their order, which is used to compute their radius distribution within the model.
Moreover, the use of a complex recharge function gives promising results, even if it has not been tested
extensively: the distribution of the recharge directly into the inlets according to the surface that they
drain allows to approximate the role of the epikarst in a simple manner.
Finally, the numerical tests that have been done to investigate the possibility to use inverse problem
methods in the context of karst simulation gives promising results. They show on the one hand that
it should be possible to retrieve both geometrical parameters and physical parameters using an inverse
approach. On the other hand, the use of standard optimizations techniques like the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm for the optimization of the flow properties of each geometrical realization seems feasible. There-
fore, the proposed procedure: first generate a lot of realizations and then optimize each of them, should
work even if it could be very computationally demanding.
8.2 Further outlooks
The pseudo genetic approach described in this thesis has the advantage to have a high computational
efficiency. This allows to build quickly a multitude of realizations of karst networks that are equivalently
conditioned to field data and observations. This methodology is an ongoing research and further en-
hancements can be expected for future work. In particular, two aspects have to be further investigated:
the validation of the methodology, and the improvements of the Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS).
It is difficult to validate the proposed karst models by comparison to the reality or to speleogenetical
models. On the one hand, the degree of realism of the karst network produced by SKS cannot yet be
defined, because it is not yet clear what is the meaning of “reality” for karst features. Further research
is clearly needed to understand which metrics have to be used to “measure” the karst systems. For
sure some basic statistics about the orientations of the conduits can be used, but this will be strongly
dependent on the fracturation model results. Topological indices have to be found, to allow a better
characterization of the different karst network types. This topic is an ongoing research here at the
university of Neuchaˆtel, but unfortunately it goes beyond the focus of this thesis, which is principally the
development of the modeling tools. This further step in the research is fundamental, on the one hand to
validate the methodology developed in this thesis, and on the other hand to be able to directly generate
different karst types (anastomous, branchwork, etc, according to the terminology Palmer (1991)).
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Another way of validating the SKS results, could be the comparison with speleogenetical models (Wor-
thington et al., 2000; Annable, 2003; Dreybrodt et al., 2005; Kaufmann, 2009; Gabrovsek and Dreybrodt,
2010). Unfortunately these models are not intended to be applied on real systems, but to understand the
physical processes underlying the karst genesis. To be able to compare them with SKS, one should first
find a way to compare them to reality quantitatively, and this lead to the same shortcoming as written
above, i.e. one need to define the metrics to be used to measure the karst systems.
Several aspects of the Stochastic Karst Simulator (SKS) could be further enhanced. The particle
tracking method that is used in SKS is very simple, and has shown satisfactory results. A further
improvement could be to try a different particle tracking technique, than the actual one, which is based
only on the scan of the minimal local values of T . A more sophisticated particle tracking technique
could be for example based on the gradient ∇T of the time map. This could be an interesting further
research topic. A more sophisticated particle tracking technique could probably reduce the artifacts due
to the implementation of FMA, which prefers diagonal direction by computing the particle trajectories
in a vectorial space, taking into account a wider region sub-region around the walker. Particle tracking
techniques based on something similar to Lagrangian approaches (see e.g. Ouellette et al., 2006) could
also be tested and would probably lead to better walkers paths, but could lead to higher computation
time.
The speed function as defined in SKS does not consider the gravity effects. This issue has been solved
in Chapter 5 by cutting the propagation medium (Section 5.4). Further research on the speed function K
could probably enhance the ability of the code to simulate gravity effects. First of all an anisotropic speed
function could be used, with a preferential direction in the vertical direction. Even if this approach has not
been tested, it does not appear to be a very efficient way, because this would add a bias in the simulations,
and it is not clear what could happen to the saturated (sub-horizontal) conduits. Alternatively, the
speed function could be influenced by a cost function similarly to Collon-Drouaillet et al. (2012). In their
approach this gives promising results, but the shape of the conduits simulated by Collon-Drouaillet et al.
appear to be very ”straight”. In the vadose zone they appear to be almost perfectly vertical, while in
the phreatic zone they are completely horizontal. Furthermore, the computation of the cost function A?
is less efficient, compared to a FMA. But the concept of penalizing unrealistic features by minimizing
an error function could be added in the SKS approach. Further research is needed to implement this
feature. It is not clear also, if it should be inserted in the speed function definition directly or in the
walker algorithm during the simulation of karst paths. Another way to enhance the realism of the speed
function, could be to use a speed function influenced by a flow field (or flow velocity field) resulting from
a flow simulation. While this approach would be computationally inefficient, because flow simulation
(which are much longer compared to FMA) should be run before the FMA, it could (probably) enhance
the results because the flow paths would already provide an indication of the main flow direction, which
include gravity effects and preferential flow paths through aquifer formations. One more investigation
that could be achieved is to add a stochastic component to the speed K field in the matrix, to add more
variability withing the aquifer formation, which is actually considered as homogeneous.
The coupling of conduit-matrix flow based on imposing a head continuity used in this study may be
critized because it has been shown that with this approach, simulated exchange fluxes across conduit-
matrix interface are sensitive to the spatial discretization of the matrix (De Rooij, 2007). In a recent
study, De Rooij et al. (2012) introduce a more accurate approach for coupling conduit-matrix flow based
on a so-called Peaceman well-index (Peaceman, 1990). They demonstrate that the use of a well-index lead
to less sensitivity of the model to spatial discretization. Except for coupling conduit-matrix flow, their
model also includes coupling with channel and overland flow. Moreover the model can handle variably
saturated conditions. De Rooij et al. (2013) explain in detail the methodology: they use a cell centered
finite-differences discretization scheme; multiple one-dimensional cells (conduits) can be placed inside of
the matrix cells, and they do not need to be aligned with the gridlines of the matrix grid. Moreover their
vertices do not need to coincide with the cell centers of the matrix cells. In practice, the conduits can
be placed anywhere in the model. It would be very interesting to couple such a flow simulator with a
geometrical conduit generator like SKS.
One issue for the physical simulations is their large computation time. It can make the inverse
problem insolvable. One could therefore try to reduce the size of the simulation by upscaling the flow
properties and diminishing the number of elements of the simulations. Bi et al. (2009) shows the benefits
of upscaling in a carbonate (paleokarst) petroleum reservoir. In their model, multiphasic flow simulation
and complex transport are simulated, but using upscaling they can compute the models in a reasonable
time. Vitel (2007) developed a very powerful upscaling technique for fractured reservoirs: she reduced
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the regular grid of her model (several millions of elements) to a very light irregular mesh (few thousands
of elements) by keeping only the connected features for the fractures and a few elements for the matrix.
A similar technique could be applicable also to karst simulations, because the most relevant elements for
flow are the conduits. One could think also to consider only the pipes without the matrix, as proposed
by Jeannin (2001). Further research is needed to understand in which cases this oversimplification of
the model could be applied, but the resolution of the flow model would become significantly lighter in
computational demands, because of the consistent reduction of the number of nodes (more or less 1% of
the complete 3D mesh).
The above considerations show that an additional effort should also be put in the improvement of
the meshing techniques. It is still difficult to find a sufficiently robust tool to produce complex finite
element mesh in very complicated geological settings. Even sofisticated tools like LaGriT or CGAL are
difficultly able to produce meshes that include tetrahedrons (or other flexible geometry elements) for the
3D matrix, triangles for the surfaces (like faults and other geological discontinuities) and 1D pipes for the
conduits if the geometries are very complex. Sethian (2008) propose to use level-set methods (similar to
FMA) to build progressive-refined meshes. This could be an interesting direction to be able to produce
a final mesh with a local refinement near the conduits and a progressive coarsening in the matrix, where
too much detail in the mesh is not needed.
The inverse problem also needs furthest additional investigations. The proposed way of solving the
inverse problem in this thesis is computationally demanding. Scheidt et al. (2011) propose to use a
distance-based procedure, which relies on the rapid construction of multiple models. They construct a
large set of high-resolution models constrained to dynamic data. Their methodology allows to select a
subset of reservoir models reflecting the same uncertainty in flow response as the full set. The gain in
computational demand is very high with this kind of approach: they demonstrated the efficiency of such
an approach on multi-Gaussian fields. Another idea to improve the effectiveness of the algorithm could
be to use approximate physics instead of the true physical solver (a so-called proxy) instead of solving
the direct problem for each realization. Then estimate an error function to model the difference between
the proxy result and the direct problem. The error function can be estimated by solving the complete
problem for a few realizations and then using interpolations techniques like kriging to map the error
function as done in Ginsbourger et al. (2013).
To conclude, the pseudo genetic methodology implemented in the Stochastic Karst Simulator needs
now to be applied and tested for a rather large range of contexts possibly coupled with simulation of
flow and transport, this is fundamental to validate its applicability on real problems and to determine
the additional needs in terms of research. The aspect that mostly needs further tests and research is
the inverse problem because the proposed inverse methodology could not yet be sufficiently tested due
to time limitations; we expect that a significant amount of work has still to be done in gaining efficiency
for large scale problems.
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% perform a gauss ian 3D s imu la t i on
G = gaussian3D (meshDims , lx , ly , l z , mu, sigma2 ) ;
% s e l e c t the voxe l s where the value o f G i s s u p e r i o r to a g iven ”
por t i on ” q u a n t i l e
s e l e c t e d = G > q u a n t i l e ( reshape (G, [ ] , 1 ) , por t i on ) ;
% compute the geobod ies with a 6 node connect ion ( i . e . connected
by the f a c e s )
geob = bwconncomp( s e l e c t e d , 6 ) ;
% output matrix
M = f a l s e ( ni , nj , nk ) ;
% c r e a t e N plugs
f o r n = 1 :N
% conduit element on which the plug w i l l be patched
cen t e r Id=randi ( [ 1 , s i z e ( I J K l i s t , 1 ) ] , 1 ) ;
c I=I J K l i s t ( center Id , 1 ) ; cJ=I J K l i s t ( center Id , 2 ) ; cK=I J K l i s t (
center Id , 3 ) ;
% randomly chose one geobody index
randGeob=randi ( [ 1 , geob . NumObjects ] , 1 ) ;
% grav i ty cente r o f the geobody
geobIds = geob . P i x e l I d x L i s t {randGeob } ;
g rav i tyCenter = mean ( [ reshape (X( geobIds ) , [ ] , 1 ) , reshape (Y(
geobIds ) , [ ] , 1 ) , reshape (Z( geobIds ) , [ ] , 1 ) ] , 1 ) ;
[ gI , gJ , gK ] = ass ignElement2Point ( grav i tyCenter (1 ) ,
g rav i tyCenter (2 ) , g rav i tyCenter (3 ) , meshDims ) ;
[ geobI , geobJ , geobK ] = ind2sub ( s i z e (M) , geobIds ) ;
% search the index o f the geobody that i s the nea r e s t to i t s
g rav i ty cente r
D = s q r t ( ( ( ( (X( geobIds )−X( gI , gJ , gK) ) . ∗ (X( geobIds )−X( gI , gJ , gK) )
)+(Y( geobIds )−Y( gI , gJ , gK) ) . ∗ (Y( geobIds )−Y( gI , gJ , gK) ) )+(Z(
geobIds )−Z( gI , gJ , gK) ) . ∗ ( Z( geobIds )−Z( gI , gJ , gK) ) ) ) ;
minDistIndex = f i n d (D == min (min (min (D) ) ) ) ;
minDistIndex = minDistIndex ( randi ( [ 1 , l ength ( minDistIndex ) ] ) ) ;
% r e p l a c e g rav i ty cente r with i t s index
gx=X( geobIds ) ; gy=Y( geobIds ) ; gz=Z( geobIds ) ;
[ gI , gJ , gK]= ass ignElement2Point ( gx ( minDistIndex ) , gy (
minDistIndex ) , gz ( minDistIndex ) , meshDims ) ;
% patch the plug on the conduit by t r a n s l a t i o n
t r a n s I=cI−gI ; t ransJ=cJ−gJ ; transK=cK−gK;
% new indexes
newGeobI=geobI+t r a n s I ; newGeobJ=geobJ+transJ ; newGeobK=geobK+
transK ;
% place a l l the e lements o f the geobody in the model , i f the
e lements are i n s i d e the g r id
f o r i i d =1: s i z e ( newGeobI , 1 )
% i f the indexes are not coe rent don ’ t keep them
i f (˜ ( newGeobI ( i i d )<1 | | newGeobI ( i i d )>ni | | newGeobJ(
i i d )<1 | | newGeobJ( i i d )>nj | | newGeobK( i i d )<1 | |
newGeobK( i i d )>nk ) ) ;
M( newGeobI ( i i d ) , newGeobJ( i i d ) ,newGeobK( i i d ) )=true ;
end
end
end
Listing A.1: Matlab code to produce gaussian plugs on the conduits, refer to the text for explanation.
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injection point Date Tracer Dist. inj. M mod. speed Cmax Rest.(%)
(m) (kg (m/h) (µg/L (%)
ou Pfu) ou Pfu)
Voisinage
30.09.1864 2 SulfoG
3925
7 500 a ? 8
04.05.1901 2 SulfoG 3 20 ? 50
26.07.1901 2 Uranine 5 26 ? 49
16.05.1995 4 Fluo. 3 59/35 3.59 96
16.05.1995 4 H40 5.47·1014 59/35 1333.3 93
16.05.1995 4 H4 3.32·1014 59/35 807.7 66
28.07.1995 1 Fluo. 3 8.3/5.6 2.3 41.8
20.09.1995 1 Fluo. 3 29/17.4 8.2 95.9
15.09.2006 2 Uranine 3 38 2.09 47.65
15.09.2006 2 H40 4.95·1014 38 80 8.48
15.09.2006 2 Microsph. 2.275·1011 40 ? ?
M. Dernier
28.07.1995 1 H40
3100
5.1·1014 6.2 120 3.4
20.09.1995 1 H40 5.1·1014 14.1 500 30.9
R. Berthoud
09.06.1976 2 Uranine
2440
3 8 ? ?
28.07.1995 1 SulfoG 3.18 11.1 2 9.8
20.09.1995 1 SulfoG 3.18 58.1 14.2 61.3
C. Varin
28.07.1995 1 T7
1300
5.2·1014 2.6 22 2.5
29.09.1995 1 T7 4.3·1014 38.2 80 1.7
Naturalistes
28.07.1995 1 H6
700
1.7·1013 - - 0.6
20.09.19951 H6 3.3·1013 14 28 22
B. Dessus
28.07.1995 1 H4
2375
3.7·1013 6.0 100 49.6
28.07.1995 1 Duasine 2.8 5.7/4.7 7 80.3
20.09.1995 1 H4 1.7·1014 37.1 410 33.6
20.09.1995 1 Duasine 3 36.0 25 91.2
Rotel 15.07.1993 3,b Fluo. ˜3500 10 29 4 5
Coeudres 01.04.1986 2 Uranine ˜8600 10 132 ? 1
C. Sagnettes 23.06.1990 2 ? ˜4600 ? 25 ? ?
Thomasset 18.05.1992 3 Fluo. ˜3000 10 11-13 ? ?
La Tourne
18.05.1992 5,c Napht.
˜6000
50 ? ? ?
18.05.1992 5,d T7 ? 30 ? ?
Ch.-du-Milieu 02.04.1987 2,e Uranine 6930 1 45 ? ?
a Uncertain value due to a probable contamination (Desor, 1865).
b Slow infiltration speed (two days to infiltrate the tracer) (Matthey, 1994).
c Difficult interpretation because of contamination (Matthey, 1992).
d no mentioning by Matthey (1992) who realized a tracer test the same day at the same place
e Uncertain connection (Thierrin, 1987).
1,2,3,4 Sources: 1 : Atteia et al. (1996); 2: Gillmann (2007); 3: Matthey (1994); 4 : Noiraigue project database
(Atteia et al., 1996; Gogniat, 1995a); 5: Matthey (1992).
Table B.1: Synthesis of the tracer test realized until nowadays (2012) with positive result at the spring of
Noiraigue. Dist. : distance between the injection point and the spring of Noiraigue; inj. M. : Injected mass;
mod. speed. : transit time of the peak; Cmax : maximal concentration; Pfu : phages per ml.; Rest. : restitution
percentage; SulfoG : sulforhodamin G; Fluo. : Fluorescin; Napht. : naphtionate; Microsph. : fluorescent
microspheres ; H40, T7, H6 and H4 : bacteriophages. Modified from Fournier (2012)
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